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detailed analysis of these comments and
EPA’s response to them, titled
“Resporise to Comments on the
Proposed Notification and Manifesting
Rule” is in the public record for this rule.
The preamble to the proposed rule
included a description of the legal
authority for the rule, background of the
PCB disposal problems, Congressional
concerns, definitions, description of
persons affected by the rule, a
discussion of the issues involved, and a
summary of the economic consequences
of the rule (53 FR 37436).
L Overview of the Rulemaking

SUMMAFWEPA is finalizing amendments
to its disposal and storage regulations
for polychlorinated biphenyls [PCBS].
This document contains (I) notification
requirements for certain entities that
handle PCB waste, (2) requirements for
certain entities to prepare and carry a
manifest for purposes of tracking the
disposal of PCB waste, and (3)
requirements that a commercial storer of
PCB waste, (i) obtain approval from the
EPA Regional Administrator or from the
Director of the Exposure Evaluation
Division (Director, EED), Office of
Pesticides and Toxic Substances, for a
commercial storage facili?y that is part
of a disposal facility for which the
Director, EED issued the approval for
disposal, (ii) develop closure plans for
their facilities, and (iii) demonstrate
financial responsibility for closure. AIso,
this notice amends the PCll
recorcikeeping requirements.
EFFECTIVE DATE: In accordance
with 40
CFR 23.5 [50 FR 7271], this rule shall be
promulgated for purposes of judicial
review at 1 p.m. Eastern Daylight on
January 4,1990. These amendments
shall be effective February 5, 199o.
FOR FURTHER
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Michael M. Stahl, Director,
Environmental Assistance Division (TS799), Office of Toxic Substances, RM, E543B Environmental protection Agency,
401 kt St., SW, Washington, IX Z0460,
[202) 554-1404, TDD: (202) 5,54-0557.
SUPPLEMENTARY
lNFORk?ATION:
EPA
issued a proposed rule under the
authority of section 6(e)(1) of the Toxic
Substances Control Act (TSCA), IS
U.S.C. 2805[e)[l), which was published
in the Federal Register of September 26,
1988 (53 FR 37436), to amend its PCB
storage and disposal regulations, which
are codified in subpart D, 40 Cl% part
761. The comment period was extended
to end on November 2s, 1W8. A public
hearing was requested and was held on
December 13, 1988. Comments on the
proposed rule were submitted by 62
entities. All comments were considered
in the preparation of the final rule. A

EPA regulates the disposal and
storsge for disposal of PCBS under its
TSCA section 6(e)(1) authority, rather
than its authority to regulate the
management of hazardous waste under
Subtitle C of the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act (RCRA), unless the
PCB waste also meets the definition of
RCRA hazardous waste. EPA has
identified several areas where
improvements are needed in its TSCA
program for PCB waste, and these
improvements require the promulgation
of additional disposal and storage
requirements. EPA has concluded that
the most pressing of the needed program
improvements are the addition of an
effective tracking system for PCB waste
and the addition of an approval
mechanism for the commercial storers
who act as intermediate storers of XX
waste prior to its disposai.
This rule adds to the PCB disposal
requirements a tracking system for PCB
waste akin to the “cradle-to-grave”
tracking system for hazardous wastes
which EPA promulgated under RCRA
Subtitle C. The rule includes a
requirement that certain entities among
those who handle (generate, transport,
store and/or broker, or dispose)
regula’.ed PCB waste must notify EPA of
their PCB-waste activities, so that the
Agency may obtain basic information
about the nature, location, and extent of
these activities. The de further requires
that each such entity notifying EPA
obtai-. mom.the Agency a unique
identification number which will
identify that entity in the shipping
dociiments (manifests) and other
records and reports that constitute the
PCB waste tracking system. The rule
also describes the manifest system that
will be implemented to track the
movement of PCB waste from the point
of generation to the point of disposal,
and it describes the recordkeeping and
reporting requirements that complete the
tracking system.
This rule also adds to the PCB storage
regulations an approval mechanism for
the commercial storers of PCB waste.
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The rule requires, among other things,
that all commercial storers of PCB waste
prepare closure plans for their facilities,
and demonstrate their financial
responsibility for the closure of their
PCB storage areas. Storers of PCB waste
who cannot demonstrate compliance
with the rule’s financial assurance for
closure requirements will be required to
cease operations and close their
facilities.
II. Authority
This rule is issued pursuant to section
6(e)(1) of TSCA. Section 6(e)(l)(A) gives
the Administrator the authority to
promulgate rules prescribing the
methods for disposal of PCBS. (15 U.S.C.
2805(e)(l) (A]). Furthermore, TSCA
section 6[e)(l)[B) provides broad
authority for EPA to promulgate rules
that would:
require polychfotinated
P)
biphenyls to be rnsrked with clear and
adequate warnings, and instructions with
respect to their processing, distribution in
commerce, use, or disposal or with respect to
any combination of such activities. (I5 U.S.C.
2605[e)[l)[B))
●

●

●

Consistent with this authority, EPA is
implementing a waste tracking system
for PCB waste which consists of
shipping documents (manifests) and
other records and reports under TSCA
section 6(e)(l). Tracking requirements
me necessary for effective management
of PCB disposal by EPA, and the
manifests contain warnings and
instructions to be followed by others in
connection with the processing,
transport, and disposal of PCB waste.
Therefore, promulgation of the tracking
system for PCB waste is clearly
authorized by TSCA section 6(e)(l).
EPA also regulates the storage of PCB
waste prior to disposal under its TSCA
section 6(e)[l ) disposal authority for
PCBS. The current requirements for PCB
storage facilities are codified at 40 CFR
761.65. Therefore, these amendments to
the storage regulations in $ 761.65 are
also promulgated under section 6(e)(l]
of -EC.%
IN. Discussion of the Rule and
Comments Made on the Proposal
A. General Reaction to PraposedRuIe

In general, the comments received on
the proposed ruie supported EPAs
handling of the issues. There was strong
support for retaining disposal of PCBS
under TSCA rather than shifting the
program to RCRA, and for adoptiag a
PCB waste tracking system similar to
the RCRA notification and manifesting
process. Although some comments
registered concern that a.few States
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76x.3] who creates PCB wastes, arrd not,
as wouId be the case under RCW to
the individual rrites where particular
PCBS OF PtX ]tems were used befora
they becm-ne PCf3 waste.
seciion 761.3 defines “person” to
include individuals. goverrrment entities,
corpora thins, and other business
mwocia!ions. so the intent of the
proposed definition of “generator of PCB
V;ast:?”
genera!ly was to promoie the
umso!ida riorr of all of tbe PGB w&e
created by a given “person”’ ur.dei cm.e
me~ero:cr irlentification, regardless Uf
0.
the nmuber of sites, i.e., each ioca:ion
‘JrhCif2$>:lt “ person “ m,b.I.
‘k+ use, G5:3, p:
r,; -ltrf,. ~,c.
‘ msC! electrical e.q:ui~merli.
,:}1~:o}:~y=ceptiorr h where another
;. rr ex--~~.s--XIca!is
rs~v i..It...
far a si?fipf .. ~!j
s~e~;ific HX?aning of ihe term ‘“~!?
l:efili:Jr
o: X% wasie.r’ In such a case, the site$.pccific requirement controls. lle w)iy
sito-sj)ecipjc reference M gme:aim in
the pmpcwd rule ia the requiwmerrt that
the Lsers, CWECYS, or jxocessors of PCES
or PCB Items who nmiritain their mtn
$761 .65(b] s:,.wge facilities for PCfk
must submit unique generator
notificafi~n,q tO EPA for each of their
PCH storage facilities. In cases wh.:fs
the “:wein!’n-” OVJIISor opera ?e5
.,. .
sttirdy fdGJ,:tIes, ea~;h site or ~srwrdtm
s?or:;~e is [rpa:ed as a :;niq,uc “}?YI>e:,;!OT
of PCJBW.jwe” for Jmr’p(mw G: this
JVc::}d:il>!?.

As

s~!dt,

Pm

Was:e

f- ;:::;pm-ted from the storage f:3ci)i[ies
Ivould Lw manifested from the st~;ape
~i[~% and the manifests would Fdermc?
he storage facilities’ tmique EPA
identification numbers. Separate stwxr~e
a~eas owned by the same generator on
the same property would not require
separate identification. The treat,meni of
us~is’ and ow~ers’ storage facilities ~s
unique generators in the final r-de is
discussed further in Unit 111.I.2.b.
Otherwise, all PC13waste generated by
rr given individual or company is
identified wifk the one coneolidtitc+d
generator who has a single unique
identlfi~~tion ~umber.
EPA received many comments on the
~~efinition of “generator of PCB waste.”
Most commentors approved of the
definition. Particularly, they supported
the definition to allow consolidation of
PCB waste from a user’s sites.
Clarification is needed, they stated, to
spell out the distinction between “use”
activities and “waste” activities. There
was also concern expressed t!!at the
proposal was unclear as to who was the
generator when electrical equipment
trndel wrnt seti.cing. both in the
~+;%izo~a]
and r?pair corrtexts‘~hc ~,qnce~? of “use” has not changed
with this rule. PC13Sand PCB-coir Mrring
materidi m-e not “waste” until they are
.90 ion8er used for the propose they vwre
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intended for and the decision to dispose
of them has been made. When
equipment tiia! has failed is shipped
cffsi:e for repair, it is still crmsidereri to
be in use and remai~s in use while it is
bein~ serviced. The qvesiicrr of w-ho is
the generator of the PCB waste arises
when tile decision is made to dispose of.
rather than re~:air t-he equipmer.t.
To clarify the distinction of who is f!re
generator cf the IKE waste in the
d~fIermt servicing contexts, EPA h2s
d&.nitiorr in the final rule
expmc?ed
th
to icck!es
perscm “whose decision
causes a PCB ma[eria! still under- b..s
~ tc bec.mw subjed ?O
ph:.sicai rmnu :..
sbh~;pl D dispcsal Requirements.(’y
rw
U];Llc: ifi: de~,ni:jon in the ~m51?UICY
ov.vwr o; the PCEImaterial ~:-auld be the
geire~atm v:her’ the mv~w>~:
1. %ips ch:c!~ica! eq.lipnumf off-s;!?
to be d~$PoSed of or serviced for
rec!:lmii’ication, since these activities
will produce r@ated
P(X3 waste.
2. Causes, i!lat k, the owner drains or
hires a s~rvice company to drain, on-or
~ff.site, fluids contaitiri pCBs at a
conccritraiion 0150 pprx or more to be
shIp#
off-x+te for disposai. or for
prclCeSSiC,gOf C.fjy:;fJIIIC?iit
or fluid L!at
M’iIlredlw il., cc::ccntratiwr, S;!li;~
re~ l!a!izd PC!?.w-as:.e wiil resrdt. lf a
cIJEiL+:tor &-sins the fluid on-sits, the
manifest would c!esmi~bethe iluiri
mntainkws ss P(X wasie. E a CUnLTaL~Or
rkeins the fiuicf off-site, the owner’s
rnanifc5?. would describe the ecprifvnerrl
containing the fluid as PCE?waste.
3. Ckuses PCB-curtaining treatment
residuals to be gerierated on-site durirrg
servicing or processing for disposal
opwatiozs c.orducted on-site by tbe
owmer or by a contractor.
in these ?!u-ee cases, the owner is the
generator because he either performs
the cperation that-prodrrces the PCEt
waste himself or hires someone to
perform the waste-producing opera[iom
understanding that &sposal of PCBS will
occur. As a gerrerator, the owner must
manifest the FCB Item or equipment.
The residuals generated during tkhe
processing, however, are generated by
the processor. Thus the processor must
manifest the FCB-containing residmrhr or
fluids generated by the processing and
continue ihe manifest chain for the
equipment, if it is still regulated for
disposal af?er processing.
The owner is not a generator of PCB
waste when he ships PCB-contaim”ng
equipment off-site for servicing, but has
no? yet rrida a decision whether to
re~]air the equipment or h dispose of it.
.,.\: ~.l:s, the mvner ~eed ROi manifest the
equipment. ‘here is no waste at this
point as the equipment is still in use.
Tygica~ly. & fiqriiproenf must be
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inspected before a decision can be made” operate many such facilities, EPA has
that the equipment wiil be disposed of
decided to retain the notification
or repaired for use. If either the servicing
requirement, as proposed, for generators
facility or the owner decides that the
with PCB storage facilities.
equipment cannot be serviced, the
One large corporation wanted
equipment becomes PCB waste and the
clarification that its subsidiaries had the
servicer or processor becomes the
option to notify EPA individually, and
generator of the PCB waste, (both the
that not all were required to use the
same identification number. l%is option
equipment and any residuals), and must
manifest the PCB waste.
exists. Any entity that requests it is
One commentor recommended the
given its own unique identification
RCRA policy of allowing the parties
number.
involved in a transaction to determine
Another comment suggested that
who would be the responsible generator
where several companies occupy the
same site, the site should be treated as
for compliance requirements. EPA is
rejecting this policy for PCBS for the
one generator for purposes of the ru!e.
These generators share a common
sake of uniformity of its PCB
storage facility, where their PCB waste
regulations. It is simpler for EPA to
is commingled and feel that a single
enforce this rule if it uses a general
definition of responsibility for
EPA identification number for the site
would be environmentally acceptable
manifesting PCB waste.
A cornmentor suggested the term
and would not interfere with the
“shipment originator” rather than
tracking of the PCB waste generated
“’generator” be used for a firm that
from that site. EPA accepts this sitecommingles PCBS from different sources
oriented treatment with the
for shipment. This terminology wou]d
understanding that a site that stores
aIlegedIy avoid the liability connotation
PCB waste generated by unrelated
of generator. EPA does not consider it
generators is a commercial storage
advisable to introduce another
facility. The facility address would be
definition since the term “generator”
issued an individual identification
accurately describes the commingle. A
number in any event, since the EPA
shipment originator, who co,mbines PCB
Identification Number system would
waste from different sources into a new
identify the facility on the basis of the
commingled shipment, is a generator of
facility’s address. The financial
PCB waste under this m]e and must
assurance demonstration for the
manifest the commingled PCB was k.
common storage facility would have to
Several comments raised the question
incorporate adequate financial
of the status of laboratories find the
responsibility by all members of the
samples they use for analysis. This issue
agreement or one designated member to
will be discussed in Unit III,fl.
ensure adequate coverage if any of the
As previously stated, the commentors
participants decided to withdraw from
supported the definition of generator
the agreement.
which would promote the consolidation
C. Commercial Storers of PCB Wuste
of waste from a user’s different sites.
Thus, one utility commented, it would be
As was proposed, “Commercial Storer
of PCB waste” means the owner or
required to submit only I notification
instead of 60. However, some large
operator of a storage facility which is
industrial commentors felt that since all
subject to the storage facility standards
facilities with their own storage areas
of 40 CFR 761.65 (a), (b], and (c) and
which engages in storage activities
would have to notify, the consolidation
involving PCB waste generated or
definition was meaningless. In that
commentor’s case, all 165 facilities have
owned by others. Commercial storers of
PCB waste generally perform PCB waste
storage areas and all facilities would be
storage services in exchange for a fee or
required to notify EPA. As stated earlier
other compe!isation, but the receipt of
in this unit, consolidation is employed
compensation is not necessary to quali$y
as a tool to make the number of
a storage facility as a commercial storer
notifying generators manageable;
of PCB waste. It is sufficient that the
however, tracking the shipment of PCB
facility stores FCB waste generated or
waste from storage areas is an essential
feature of the cradle-to-grave tracking
owned by others. Commercial storers of
PCB waste are required to comply with
system. Most storage areas that meet
the requirements in 40 CrFR761.65 store
the $761.65 facility standards, the
large quantities of PCBS in an ongoing
storage facility approval requirements of
reamer and, therefore, remain in the
$ 761.65[d), the recordkeeping
category of those PCB waste facilities
requirements of ~ 761.160, and the
that the rule covers. While there may be
applicable requirements of the tracking
limited exceptions where smail
system for PCB waste in this rule.
quantities will be stored at such
The definition of commercial storers
facilities, or where one company may
received many comments regarding
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when “service companies are commercial
storers, whether storage of PCBS
belonging to an affdiated or subsidiary
company makes a facility a commercial
storage facility, whether there should be
a time or quantity cut-off consideration,
the status of laboratories and their
samples, and the status of natural gas
distribution companies that collect PCBcontaining liquids from their customers’
equipment.
BPA has modified the definition of
commercial storer in three ways in the
final rule to address these comments.
Frost, in the final rule, the “owned by
others” criterion has been dropped in
favor of language that limits coverage to
PCB waste generated by others and PCB
waste that is removed during servicing
of ofhers’ electrical equipment and
brokered for disposal. Second, EPA has
added a de minimis quantity standard,
so that a facility that stored EIOO
gallons
or less of PCBS at any time would not
require approval. Third, the definition in
the final rule states that a generator who
stores his own waste is not required to
seek approval as a commercial storer
unless the PCB waste was removed
while servicing the equipment owned by
others and brokered for disposal. The
definition also states that those storage
facilities that do not require approval
under $ 761.65(d] are still subject to the
storage requirements off 761.65(a), (b),
and (c), where applicable.
The small q:lantity exception exempts
from the commercial storage approval
requirements those entities which
acquire small quantities of PCB waste
which othera may have generated. This
specific exception is consistent with
EPA’s demuon to eliminate the “’owned
by others” language from the definition
of commercial storer of PCB waste.
These changes address many.of the
concerns raised by commentors that
waste storage that was a sma!l and
incidental part of an entity’s business
would be subject to the burdens of the
approval process. For example,
comments suggested that the proposed
definition would equire app;:)v~ls from
companies performing remedM actions
at Superfund sites, or from natural gas
distribution companies who removed
small quantities of condensates from
their customers’ equipment. These
commentors pointed out that including
such storage within the scope of the
definition of commercial storage would
not be consistent with EPA’s avowed
intention of improving its oversight over
the activities of the commercial facilities
that are in the business of brokering or
storing waste. The final rule reflects
EPA’s agreement with these comments.
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While comments suggested several
alternative quantities and time limits for
a small quantity/short time cut-off, EPA
selected less than 500 gallons as a
reasonable benchmark that would
distinguish the merely fncir!ental storage
of PCB waste from storage that is more
characteristic of a larger, commercial
activity. Thus, the exception is for any
facility whose total PCB waste h~ldings
do not exceed 5tMgallons at any time.
The 500 gallon cut-off corresponds
roughly to the contents of two mediurnsized electrical transformers, or ten 55gal!on drums. EPA does not keiieve that
it would be cost-effectkw to require the
snder,
incidents! storers to bear the
signiilcant costs of preparing .StCiage
approval applications. In addition, EPA
believes that the resources which EPA
will commit to the approval process
would be more effectively utilized if
focused on the larger commercial
operations (e.g., brokers) which were
identified as the greatest problems in
the oversight investigations by GAO.
Moreover, EPA does not believe that
the pctential risks asseciaied I.:ifh this
exempticn are grz.:t relative to the costs
of extending ‘&ieepp:o~ al process to
cover these facilities. Such facilities are
nevertheless subject to the requirsrnent
to store the PCB waste in proper
facilities described in 48 CFR 761.55 and
to dispose of a container of PCB wasie
within 1 year from the date when the
First quantity of the PCB waste in the
container was removed from service for
&sposal.
EPA agrees with the comment that a
service company is a commercial storer
when it draina and stoics for disposal a
customer’s fluid that has been
determined to be PCB waste. EPA has
expanded the definition of cormrrercial
storer in the final rule to clarify that the
storage of PCB fluids (greater than 50
ppm) removed for disposal while
servking the equipment of others is an
activity that makes one a commercial
storer, EPA rho agrees with the
comment Lhat a service company is not
a commercial storer when it buys
equipment for resale and subsequently
drains the oil from the equipment fcr
disposal. When the buyer drains the oil,
the buyer is a generator of PCB waste,
and the drained fluid must be stored in
an area that meets the requirements in
~ 761.65 for storage for disposal. Also,
service companies that drain customers’
fluids for disposal are exempted from
commercial storage approval
requirements if they qualify for the small
quantity exemption, that is, storage of
less than 5CXIgallons of PCB fluid at any
time,
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The issue of storage between parentsubsidiaries, sib!ing companies, member
companies of public power associations,
and companies held by common holding
companies has been reviewed. For the
purposes of the final ruie, storage of one
company’s PCB waste “by a related
company” is not commercial storage.
Therefore, stokage between “related
companies” is exempt in the final rule
from “commercial storer” status.
“Related companies” inchrde a parent
company and its subsidiaries, sibling
companies owned by the same parent
company, companies owned by a
co~.mon holding co~.pany, and
members of electric cooperatives. EPA
assumes that a company wiil be seifprotective enough to ensure t!!at a
related entity using its facility wili have
a roie in the financial assurance for the
storage area. “Related” does not include
voluntary membersMp in tile same trade
association since there is no financial or
managerial relationsilip between the
entities. Common storage among nonrelaied companies is commercial
storage, as was discussed in Unit IfI.E.
Cornmentors pointed out that, under
the proposed rwle, natural gas
distribziion comparim f.vould be
comidered ccmmercla I storers Iwq.,Iir:rg
approval becsasc they store v:aste
collected frcrn their cus!omers’
equipme~t or waste “owned by others.”
With the modification of the definition
that eliminates the “owned by others”
criterion, natural gas distribution
companies will, for the most part, no
longer be subject to the approval
requirements. The fact that the waste is
coflected or “generated” by the Datrmd
gas distribution company and
subsequently stored by them no lo~ger
makes them a commercial storer of PCB
waste under the modified definition of
commercial storer in this final rule. AS
long as the natural gas distribution
company is the generator of the PCB
waste and does not store PCB waste
generated by others it will not be
subject to the approval requirements for
commercial storers of PCB waste.
D. Laboratories and Samples
Comments requested clarification of
the status of laboratories which handle
PCB sample material. The proposed rule
did not address this issue. A comment
suggested that samples should be
tracked but treated less rigorously than
other PCB wastes, by using a receipt
from a laboratory rather than a
manifest. Another comment suggested
excluding laboratory samples altogether,
as is done under RCRA, if certain
conditions are met. Another comment
urged that this regulation be consistent
with EPA’s interpretation that PCI?
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samples being analyzed for enforcement
cases are still in use, and therefore, not
a waste.
EFA has considered these suggestimis
and is adopting an approach similar to
RCRA’S for handiing laboratory
samples, i.e., to exclude samples from
regulatiorr, until the sample is
determined to be of a concentration
greater than 50 ppm and its analytical
use has ended. Since certain PCB
requirements hinge on PCB
concentration, testing is rquired to
establish PCB concentration.
Consequently, laboratory samples are
implicitly authorized for use, as opposed
to being tinder the dispwal regulations,
imd arz considered to renmL~ in use
until their use for analysis cr for m
enforcement ~aae has ended. under ~Te
RCRA approach, sampies are not
regulated as hazardous waste when they
are being shipped to a laboratory, if
requirements for packaging and
accompanying information are met. The
RCRA approach exempts temporary
storage by collectors and laboratories
prim to testing and also after testirrg for
-h as L@ii
a “specific purpose” “use,suu,
the conclusion of a court ccss or
er?forcmnefit action whew furt!!er testinq
t~fa sa~;plr: mey be nc:es.::~y. -i%ls.
during t!>is time there would be handling
requirements to be met but PO
rnanifcsting, and the laboratory
be exempt frcm Lie $761.65 storage for
disposal requirements for sampks until
their “use” authority eridsxl, At this time
the PCB waste would ha-,-e to be
nxmifested when shipped off-site for
storage or disposal. AISO, to prevent
ccmmingli~~ of PCB waste generated by
servicing activities, EPA wiil exempt
laboratories frcm “commercial storer”
approval requirements only when they
are separate facilities, unaffiliated with
any entity whose activities involve PCBS
including servicing shops, and not when
they are laboratory facilities at service
operations. EPA will exempt an
independent laboratory from
“commercial storer” approval when the
laboratory stores samples held for
disposal in a facility complying with
~ 761.65(b)[l) (i) through (iv] standards
and the laboratory compiies with
requirements to manifest df-iite
shipments of accumulated PCB waste.
EPA has added $ 761.65(i] to the final
rule to clarify the status of independent
laboratories and the samples of PCBS
and PCB Items they handle.
wo~id

E. Troxsfer FcciIity
‘rrrans~er facility” was defined in the
proposed rule as any transportation
related facility, including loading docks,
parking areas, storage areas and other
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similar areas where shipments of PCB
waste are heid rIuring the normal course
of transportation. In the final rule, the
words “storage area” were removed
from the first sentence of the definition
since storage areas are specifically dealt
with in the third sentence of the
definition. There are no further changes.
As was proposed, PCB waste storage
areas at transfer facilities are required
to comply with the storage facility
standards of $761.65, but they are
exempt from the approval requirements
of ~ 761.65(d), unless they store the same
PCB waste for a period longer than 10
consecutive days. Transport vehicles are
not transfer facilities under this
deftition. unless they are used for the
storage of PCB waste, rather than for
actual transport activities. If transport
vehicles are used for storage they must
meet the requirements of $761.65 (b) or
[C)[7).
There were some requests for
clarification of the definition of transfer
facilities. Railroad facilities and
“inkxrnodal facilities,” like other
transfer facibties, are subject to $761.65
storage faciiity standards in areas
where they have a segregated area to
store PCBS. }{owever, a loading area, an
area in which a trucked-in trailer is
moved onto a railroad flatcar, an
example given in one comment, is not a
storage area. The lo-days of consecutive
storage limits (ion is allowed to provide
trains, hwcks, and other trarisport
vebic]es a period in which to unload the
PCB waste and hold it until the PCB
waste can be loaded onto the next
connecting transport vehicle. While the
lo-day storage period exempts the
transfer facility from storage approval
requirements, it has no effect on the 1year storage until disposal requirement,
The l-year limitation clock on storage
prior to disposal continues to run during
the period of time the PCB waste is at
the transfer facility. Another commentor
asked whether transporters with storage
facilities must maintain annual
documents. Only those transporters who
hold PCB waste in storage for more than
10 days would have to maintain annual
documents, and they would be required
to comply with the recordkeeping
requirements of $ 761.180(b).
F, Tronsport~r of PCB Waste
In the proposed rule “transporter of
PCB waste” was defined to include any
person engaged in the off-site
transportation of regulated PCB -waste
by air, rail, highway, or water.
Comments indicated concern that this
definition could inadvertently include
transportation of PCB waste for
consolidation purposes by a generator
prior to transportation to a commercial
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storer or disposer, EPA agrees. To avoid
this possibility, EPA is changing the
definition in the final rule to read
,’*
ariy person engaged in the offsite transportation of regulated PCB
waste for purposes other than
“ ●.”
consolidation by a generator
Other comments asked whether the
owner or operator of a facility with an
EPA identification number who also
transports PCB waste from that storage
facility to an affiliated commercial
storer or disposer needs a separate
identification number as a transporter.
The answer is no. Only an independent
transporter requires an identification
number since the parent organization
has not lost control of &hePCB waste
when an employee transports the PCB
waste in a company vehicle. Also, the
PCB waste can be tracked through the
parent organization’s identification
number.
●

●

●

G. P(7B Waste
The definition of PCB waste in the
those PCBS and
proposed rule is “* ‘
PCB Items that are subject to the
disposal requirements of subpart D.”
Implicit in this definition are the
answers to scme of the questions asked
in comments. PCBS and PCB Items
become subject to disposal requirements
under subpart D when it has been
determined that they no longer serve
their intended purpose and are to be
disposed. Items unregulated for
disposal, such as intact, non-leaking
small capacitors and drained PCBContaminated equipment are not subject
to subpart II disposal requirements and,
therefore, are not included in this
definition. As discussed in Unit 111.D,
laboratory samples do not become PCB
waste until they are no longer used for
analytical or enforcement purposes, and
are to be disposed. Disposal of material
that results from the cleanup of a spill of
PCBS at a concentration of 50 ppm or
greater is regulated and included in the
definition. Dilution of waste material to
bring its PCEt concentration down to
below 50 ppm to avoid any disposal
requirenwnts is prohibited under 40 CFR
761.l(t)).
One comment suggested using waste
codes to identify PCB waste streams to
avoid a multiplicity of State waste codes
assigned by States that regulate PCBS
under RCRA. Some States pian to share
a database and prefer to use a simplified
waste code system. EPA accepts this
suggestion since it will be helpful to
States for tracking PCB waste to
disposal. The two PCB waste codes to
be used are PCB1 for PCB Articles,
transformers, capacitors, etc., and PCB2
for PCB Containers. Use of these waste
codes does not preempt a State’s right to
●
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use its own waste code system if it
prefers. Use of these waste codes is
intended to facilitate data exchange
among cooperating States.
A commentor suggested that
“disposer of PCB waste” be redefined to
include the owner or operator of a
“mobile technoloOq approved by EPA
for disposal of PCB wastes.” This
change is not necessary because the
definition includes any facility, whether
it is mobile or stationary, incinerator or
alternative technology, approved by
EPA for the disposal of PCBS,

H. Tracking System
The tracking system for PCB waste
serves several objectives aimed at
improving the management and
enforcement of the national disposal
program for PCBS. First, the notification
requirement will provide EPA with basic
information on t!!e location of and
activities engaged in by many of those
persons who handle (generate, store,
transport, or dispose ofj PCB waste,
Second, the collection of this
information wiIl facilitate compliance
monitoring and enforcement under
TSCA by EPA inspectors. A database of
PCB waste handiers will provide EPA
with a basis for targeting facilities for
site inspections.
Third, the submission of notifications
by PCB waste handlers wiIl be a
prerequisite to the issuance by EPA of
identification numbers to the notifying
entities. Upon receipt of notifications,
EPA will issue unique identification
numbers to all entities required to notify
under this rule, unless they have
previously been issued numbers by EPA
or by State agencies under RCRA
hazardous waste authority. The use of
the EPA identification numbers will be
required in the manifests and the
associated reports which together
constitute the waste tracking system.
When this rule is effective, generators of
PCB was!e may turn over their PCB
waste only to commercial storers,
transporters, and disposers of FCB
waste who have notified EPA of their
PCB waste activities and received EPA
identification numbers and any required
approva!s. Likewise, commercial storers,
transporters, and disposers of PCB
waste may accept PCB waste only from
generators, other commercial storers,
transporters, and disposers who have
notified EPA of their PCB waste
activities and received identification
numbers,
Fourth, by implementing the
notification and manifesting
requwements, EPA will be able to track
shipments of PCB waste from the point
of generation, through the commercial
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storage facilities and other intermediate
waste handlers, to the TSCA-permitted
disposal units. This tracking device
creates clear lines of accountability
among PCB waste handlers. While
owners and operators of storage and
disposal facilities are required under the
current PCB regulations to keep some
records on their overall disposition of
PCB waste, the preparation and
retention of manifests among facilities’
records will provide more uniform and
detailed information on the handling of
particular PCB waste shipments as they
are moved from generator to ultimate
disposal sites.
Fifth, the use of a manifest system will
foster the proper handling of PCB waste
while it is in transport for disposal. The
information on the manifest will
augment the marking and placarding
requirements for containers and
transport vehicles in the existing PCB
regulations. The information recorded
on the manifest will promote protection
of health and the environment by
serving a notice function for persons
handling PCB waste as well as
emergency response personnel.
There was general agreement among
commentors that tracking is urgently
needed during the peak period of PCB
disposal and that tracking is appropriate
for Federal regulation. Some comments
indicated concern about the duplication
of notification and manifesting
requirements irI States where PCBS are
treated as hazardous PCB waste and
under whose RCRA requirements
generators are regulated and storers
have permits. Some States also felt they
would be burdened by requests for
information on the TSCA rules and that
they would be sent notification forms
and copies of manifests.
EPA is aware that there maybe some
overlap in States that regulate PCBS and
has attempted to minimize these
differences. For example, where a PCB
waste handler has been issued an
identification number by EPA or a State
under the RCRA program, EPA will use
the same identification number, after
verification, when that PCB waste
handler notifies EPA of its PCB activity.
Also, EPA is giving explicit instructions
as to where notification forms and
amual reports must be sent. EPA thinks
that these problems are temporary and
not very signiilcant in comparison to the
problems that the rule solves.
1 Notification
As proposed, certain persons who
generate, store commercially, transport,
or dispose of regulated PCB waste must
notify EPA of such activities and receive
an EPA identification number. This
notification requirement w-ould apply to
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brokers of PCB disposal services to the
extent that they qualify as transporters,
disposers, or as storers of PCB waste
subject to the storage facility
requirements of 40 CFR 761.65. There
was strong support for the proposed
notification requirement, the use of
previously issued identification
numbers, and the temporary use of a
generic number until EPA issues a
unique identification number. The final
rule adopts the proposed notification
requirements.
A comment inquired about what
database the information received from
the notifications will be placed on, who
will have access to the database, and
how the information will fit into the
enforcement scheme. A contractor for
EPA has set up the database for the
information EPA receives from the
notifications. EPA Headquarters, EPA
regional offices, and tie WA con&acto~
will have access to the database.
Enforcement of this ru!e will be by the
EPA regional oftces either alone, or in
conjunction with the States.
EPA proposed that the TSCA
notification process be linked to
manifesting under TSCA, which is
another part of this rulemakLng. This is
similar to the system imposed under
RCRA.
1. Identification number. To maintain
consistency with the RCRA notification
procedures already in place, and to
avoid subjecting those who may already
possess RCRA identification numbers to
the burden of being assigned mu!tiple
numbers, EPA proposed to use the
numbering system adopted under RCRA
for this rule.
The RCRA numbering system
currently assigns each notifier a 12-digit
number. The first z characters indicate
the State in which the facility is located
the remaining 10 characters are the Dun
and Bradstreet Data Universal
Numbering (DUN) system numbers. The
DUN system provides a comprehensive
listing of U.S. businesses. Federal
agencies, which are not iiicluded in the
DUN system, would be assigned their
General Services Administration ReaI
Property Number. State and local
goverrunent installations would also be
assigned unique numbers. Where
notifications are submitted by mobile
disposal facilities, EPA will issue each a
unique number that ties it to the
business’ corporate headquarters or
other business location identified in
Item 111of the notification form.
Upon notification and verification,
persons will be issued a unique EPA
identification number. As of June 4, 1990,
it will be illegal to receive regulated PCB
waste from a person who does not have
an EPA identification number. A!so, on
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this same date, it will be illegal to
deliver any regulated PCElwaste to
another waste handler who does not
have an identification number.
Generators of PCB waste who are
exempted from notification
requirements under $ 761.205(c)(I) will
be deemed as having received by rule
the identification number “M CFR PART
761.” In the event a person notified EPA
wit!!in the 6&day period provided for
notification, and EPA does not issue or
confirm an identification number for
that person, the person is entitled to use
either the number “40 (XR PART 761” or
a specific number assigned to that
person by EPA or a State under RCX!A,
until EPA assigns or confirms the uae of
an identification number under this ruk.
EPA received several comments Gn
the identification numbers. One
commentor suggested that the definition
of “EPA identification number” be
changed to mean the number assigned ta
a facility or “mobile technology.” EPA is
not making this change, since it is the
individual generator, transporter,
commercial storer, or disposer that
receives an identification number and
not a technology. Each mobile facility,
i.e., unit, will receive a unique
identification number.
Several comments questioned the use
of the generic identification “40 CFR
PART 761” for generators exempted
from acquiring a unique identification
number, and suggested leaving a blank,
or allowing the use of one company
number for all pointa of origin. EPA
disagrees ‘&at the generic number serves
no purpose. Filling in a number gives
evidence that the manifested is aware of
the rules and has consciously decided
that the company does not require a
unique identification number, if it is an
exempted generator, or that it has not
yet received its identification number, if
it is a generator/storer,
commercial
storer, transporter, or disposer. A
company that has a State or federalIy
issued RCRA iden~lcation number
must report that number, and EPA will
confirm the use of that number for TSCA
PCB disposal purposes, provided
adequate information is submitted to
enable EPA to verify the existing
number.
A company seeking separate
identification numbers for its different
sites asked how to get them. The answer
is that each site should request its own
number, being careful to give that site’s
address. TMs answer also applies to a
question concerning transformer service
companies and salvage companies that
do not maintain ~ 761.65 (b) or (c)(7]
skxage areas. Any facility that may
have PCB waste manifested to it must
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have an EPA number. Therefore, any
such facility must notify EPA of its PCB
waste activity, to receive an
identification number.
The question arose in comments as to
which State’s manifest form a generator
should use when there are conflicting
requirements between the State in
which the PCB waste was generated and
the State to which the PCB waste was
being transported. In particular, the
Arkansas Department of Pollution
Control and Ecology waa concerned
there might be a problem since
Arkansas requires generators, from any
State, that ship wastes to Arkansas to
use its pre-printed manifesta with a
State-controlled document number. This
requirement poses no problem. Any
company shipping PCB waste to a State
(the consignment State) that supplies
and ~equires use of its manifest must use
that State’s manifest. E the consignment
State does not require use of its own
msnifes~ and the State in which the PCB
waste was generated (the generator
State) supplies and requires the use of
its own manifest the company shipping
the PCB waste must use the generator
State’a manifest. If both States require
use of their manifests, the manifest of
the consignment State must be used. If
neither the consignment State nor the
generator State requires use of its own
manifest+ the shipping company should
use the universal manifest. These
requirements are in ~ 761.207 [b) through
(f) of the final rule. This provision is
identical to that used under RCRA for
determining the State whose manifest
should be used.
Z. Who must fiIe notifications. This
rule requires certain generators and all
disposers, transporters, and commercial
storers of regulated PCB waste to file a
notification form identifying their PCB
waste facilities and activities. Each
generator, transporter, disposer, and
commercial storer of PCB waste who
notifies under this rule will receive from
EPA a unique identification number
identifying each facility involved with
the handling of PCB wastes. The only
generators who must notify EPA as
unique facilities under this rule are
generators who store the PCB waste
they generate at storage facilities which
they own or operate, and which are
subject to ~ 761.65 (b) or (c)(7) storage
facility standards.
Generators, commercial storers,
tianspotiers, and disposers of PCB
waste must check the appropriate boz
or boxes on the form identifying their
type of PCB waste activity.
a. Facilities that have notified
previously under RCRA. In instances
where facilities have previously been
issued RCRA identification numbers, the
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facility must indicate on the space
provided in Item ff of the form their
RCRA identification numbers. After
verification, EPA will use for ‘RCA
purposes the same identification
numbers previously issued to facilities
by EPA or States under RCRA.
However, EPA emphasizes that facilities
which have previously notified under
RCRA are required to notify EPA again
for purposes of identifying under TSCA
the location and nature of their PCB
waste activities, as well as the
identification numbers previously issued
to them.
b. Notification by generators. This
rule adopts an approach which is
different from ‘hat used under RCRA
regarding the notification requirements
that apply to generators of PCB waste.
EPA has concluded that it would not be
efficient to require separate notifications
by all persons who generate PCB waste.
The universe of PCB waste generators is
dominated by many thousands of end
users of PCB electrical equipment. While
some of these users may possess
substantial inventories of PCBS and PCB
Items, and therefore routinely generate
PCB waste, many of these users possess
only a few PCB articles that would
potentially be subject to TSCA disposal
requirements. The utility to EPA of a
database that contained information on
the one-time or sporadic generators of
PCB waste would be far outweighed by
the costs of sub.mittifig and processing
the information.
Therefore, EPA is requiring a
modification of L\e RCRA approach for
generators to focus upon the larger
volume users, owners, and processors of
PCBS who store PCB waste which they
generate at their own $761.65 storage
facilities. These are the generators who
may be expected to utilize PCB disposal
services on a fairly regular and/or largescale basis, and for whom it is
administratively efficient to require
particular information about their PCB
waste generation activities. It is
appropriate that these generator/storera
be a part of EPA’s database of regular
handlers of PCB waste.
In submitting their notifications to
EPA, members of this class of
generator/storers
will submit a
notification form for each of their
storage areas that is subject to $761.65.
EPA wilf issue a unique identification
number to each notifying storage
facility, and this identification number
will correspond to the physical location
of the facility. EPA anticipates that this
class of generators will consist primarily
of utilities and other heavy industrial
users of PCB electrical equipment. These
users typically operate storage and
maintenance yards where PCB waste is
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likely to be generated or consolidated
prior to off-site disposal. Also, members
of the transformer service and repair
industry are likely to be members of this
class, because of the significant vo!umes
of PCB waste which they may generate
during the routine servicing, rebuilding,
repairing, retrofilling, or salvaging of
electrical equipment.
Although there was general support
for EPA’s universe of reporting entities,
comments included various suggestions,
such as including a “small quantity
generator” exemptiom excluding
utilities, since they are all presumed to
handle PCBS and already have RCRA
numbers; requiring notification from any
large quantity generator, regardless of
whether the facility had a $ 761.65(b)
storage facility and exempting
permitted disposers from notifying.
EPA disagrees with these comments
and has not made the requested changes
for the following reasons:
A generator who has a i 761.65
storage area is rarely a “small quantity
generator.” EPA considers it more likely
that generators of significant quantities
of PCB waste wti have $761.65
facilities, while sporadic generators of
small quantities of PCBS will not.
While utilities may usually handle
PCBS and already have RCRA
identification numbers [“which will be
used for PCB purposes after notification
to and verification by EPA), EPA has
determined that the ruie does not
impose so large a burden on any entity
by requiring it to notify as to warrant
making such an exemption.
Similarly, the burden associated with
notification does not warrant creating
an exemption for permitted disposal
facilities.
c. Generators who need not notify.
Other generatora of PCB waste who do
not maintain storage areas subject to the
!j 761.65 storage facility standards are
exempt from the requirements to notify
EPA and obtain unique identification
numbers. These exempt generators will
instead use the generic identification
number “40 CFR PART 761” on their
manifests in lieu of a unique facility
identification number.
This exemption operates only as an
exemption from the generator
notification requirement it does not
exempt these generators from the
obligation to prepare manifests to
accompany their shipments of PCB
wastes. As explained more fully in Unit
HLJ, this rule requires that all shipments
involving PCB waste be fully
manifested, if any part of the shipment
contains PCBs at levels equal to or
exceeding 50 ppm or less than 50 ppm as
a result of dilution from greater than so
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ppm PCJ3S.Any generator initiating such
a PCB waste shipment must initiate a
manifest under this rule.
3. Notification process. EPA proposed
a sample notification form and
instructions for all those who were
required to notify. Members of the
public affected by the final rule were
encouraged to obtain or make copies of
the rule and the sample Notification
Fozm, and to distribute them to the other
generators, cornrrercial storers,
transporters, and disposers with whom
they deal so that all maybe in
compliance with the requirement to file
a notification form wit!!in 60 days of the
final rule’s effective date.
4. When to notify, The final rule
provides for a 60-day period after the
rule’s effective date for notifications to
be received by EPA.
EPA recognizes that this expedited
schedule poses some potential for
confusion among the generators desiring
to procure PCB disposal services, as
they will need to be certain that they are
dealing with transporters, commercial
storers, and disposers who have in fact
complied with the notification
requirements. Therefore, to facilitate an
orderiy notification process, EPA
recommended that entities who
perceived that hey were likely to be
affected by these notification
requirements notify EPA during the 90day period immediately after
publication of the proposed rule. The
sample notification form in the proposed
rule was to be used to submit an early
notification to EPA. EPA will process
these early notifications first on a
priority basis. These entitites should
have no difficulty in demonstrating to
their customers compliance with the
requirement to submit a notification no
later than 60 days after the final rule’s
effective date.
EPA believes that it will be able to
process most of the notifications within
IZO days of the final rule’s effective
date. However, EPA may not be able to
issue all identification numbers within
the 120-day period. Accordingly, in the
event a person has notified EPA within
the 90-day period provided in the
proposed rule or the 60-day period
provided in the fiial rule, and EPA has
not issued or confiied
an identification
number for that person within the 120day period provided, the person is
entitled to use either the number “40
CFR PART 761” or a specific number
previously assigned to that person by
EPA or a State under RCRA. The person
is entitled to use this number only until
EPA assigns or confirms the use of an
identification number under this rule.
Thus, no person who has notified EPA in
a timely fashion will be prevented from
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continuing his PCB waste activities for
lack of an identification number. EPA
encourages persons to include a datestamp and return copy and a selfaddressed envelope, aIong with their
notifications, to ensure proof of timely
notification.
In addition, any non-exempt
generator, commercial storer,
transporter, or disposer of PCB waste
who begins PCB waste activities after
the effective date of t!!e final rule is
required, prior to handling any PCB
waste, to notify EPA and receive an EPA
identification number in accordance
with LMSrule. Such new entrants into
the regulated community will not be
allowed to operate until they receive an
identification number. III the case of
disposem of PCB waste and commercial
storem of PCB waste, new entrants into
these businesses are required to obtain
both EPA identification numbers and
approvals before they commence
disposal or storage operations. EPA
recommends that applicants for TSCA
disposal or storage approvals submit
their notification forms during the period
of review of their disposal or storage
approval applications. EPA emp~asizes
that in no case will the requirements to
notify and obtain identification ntimbers
excuse non-compliance by any entity
with the l-year limit on storage prior to
disposal under ~ 761.65(a).
A cornmentor asked that a 30-or 60day grace period be given to a generator
to obtain an identification number when
he decides to convert to ~ 761.65(b)
storage. EPA is not making this change
because EPA is confident that there is
sufficient time between the time a
generator decides to include a
$ 761.65(b) storage facility at his site and
the time the facility is actually ready to
operate for the generator to notify EPA
and get an identification number in time
to operate the facility.
5. WAere to notify. There are
numerous Federal officials responsible
for distinct areas of the PCB disposal
program, and some States also regulate
PCB disposal under their own regulatory
programs. EPA believes that the
notification process can work well only
if administered centrally. Therefore,
notifications by PCB waste handlers
must be submitted to EPA Headquarters
at the following address: Chief,
Chemical Regulation Branch, Office of
Toxic Substances (TS-798), Rm. NE-117,
Environmental Protection Agency, 401 M
St., SW, Washington, DC 2w60.
6. Information required for
notification. The proposed notification
form was set out at $ 761.2115{a)(3) of the
proposed ruie, with the note that it
would not be reprinted in the final rule.
However, since some changes were
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made in the form in response to
comments by the Office of Management
and Budget (OMB) and others, the form
is reprinted here in the preamble to the
final rule and may be used to notify EPA
of PCB waste handling activities. It does
not appear in the codified text.
The proposed form was based on
existing EPA Form 8700-12,
“Notification of Hazardous Waste
Activity.” The form was tailored to the
requirements specified under tk~srule
for notification under TSCA. However,
the general format of the Hazardous
Waste Activity forr- was preserved as
far as possible, to facilitate compliance
and data entry.
There were some comments on the
proposed notification form, and those
suggestions which clarified tile form
have been incorpor~ted into the final
ru!o. However, no one who used the
proposed form need notiffy again.
Instructions in ~ 761.205(a)[4) now
specify an area on the form in which to
name the owner of the f~ciiity. Also, the
burden box which estimates the public
reporting burden for this collection of
information, which did not appear on
the form itself, is now on the form, The
instructions on the form have been
changed in Items IIi and IV, as
suggested, to substitute “mobile facility”
for “mobile incinerator,” since no? only
incinerators, but all other approved
alternative disposal systems also
require notification to EPA. Also, in Item
VI.A of the instructions on the form for a
generator with an on-site storage
facility, the references have been
corrected to cite $761.65 (b) or [c)(7).
An area at the top of the form is
labeled “For Official Use Only.” This
unnumbered section is to be completed
by EPA officials. In this space, EPA will
enter any comments, the notifier’s EPA
identification number, an approval code,
and the date on which EPA receives the
notification form.
Items to be filled out by the
respondent are numbered I through VII.
The name of the facility and the name of
the owner of the facility submitting the
notification are to be indicated in Item I,
and if the facility has already received
an EPA identification number under
RCRA, that number is to be supplied in
Item IL
Item III requests the mailing address
of the respondent while Item IV asks for
the actual location of the installation,
since the location (a physical address)
may not be the same as the mailing
address. In the case of mobile disposal
facilities, the respondent is instructed to
write “mobile’” on the space in Item IV,
and to supply on the space in Item IN,
the mailing address of the facility’s
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insta!]ation contact identified in Item V.
A conunentor asked whether separate
notification would be required for each
mobile unit, or one notification for the
process. Since notification is to facilitate
tracking of PCB waste, not for a
techmo!ogy, each mobile unit must have
its own identification number. Each unit
must be identified on the form so that
each can be assigned a unique number
that is related to the parent
organization.
Item V, Installation Contact, asks for
the name of an individual at the facility
who can be contacted by EPA to clarify
information on the notification form or
provide information in the event of a
spill or other emergency. The
individual’s telephone number should be
specified here as well.
Item VI, Type of PCB Waste Activity,
asks ‘&e respondent to indicate whether
the facility to which the notification
applies is a generator, commercial
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storer, transporter, or appmvfid disposer
of PCB waste. “commercial storer Gf
PCB waste” here refers to those storage
facilities which store PCB waste
generated by others or PCB waste that
was removed while servicing the
equipment owned by others and
brokered for disposal. The term does not
apply to the stmage sites maintained by
the owners or users of PCBS who
initially generate PCB waste when they
remove PCBS frGm service. Where
transporters and disposers also
maintain storage facilities for PCB waste
subject to ~ 761.65(b) or [c)(7), they
should check both the commercial storer
box and the relevant transporter or
disposer box in this sectim.
The final section of the form, Item VII,
Certification, must be signed and dated
by the owner, operator, or authorized
representative of the installation. An
“authorized representative’* is a person
responsible for the overall operation of
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the facility. A commentor requested that
the certification statement be replaced
with the one required under the National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
prGgram, which is based on the
certifier’s knowledge and belief. EPA
has included a stringent certification to
ensure that when a corporate manager
makes the certification, the manager has
personally ensured that the persons
upon whom the manager has relied have
tbemse!ves certified that the informati(m
is true. As EPA’s system of regulating
disposal of PCB waste depends on the
accuracy of information submitted on
the notification form, EPA finds
submission of inaccurate information
unacceptable. This certification is
similar tG that required under RCRA.
The proposed certiilcation remains in
the final rule.
The revised Notification Form (EPA
Form 7710-53) fG]lOWS:
BILLING
CODE
6SS0-50+

\
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Unn*d Statea Enwmmanial
Protactron /uI*rtcy
Wua..mgton, OC 234S0
%Ew

Form fapptoved
0M8 No. 2070-0112
Approvalexpires j 2.31.9:

Notification of PCE3Activitv
FJo

information

on this form maybe

as TSCA CEH.

claimed

For Offlcld lJso On}~

turnTo:
TSC.A PCEt ID Number

Chemical Regulation Branch
Officeof ?oxic Substances TS-798
U.S. Emmcmmental Protection Agency
401 M St.,

Sw

LVashingtcm, DC 20460
@ma of Fac+ity

hctiity

M&ling Aldfaaa

fiam9 of Ckvmrr of rwxh!y

(.$tied or K) ~x.

Ins!a!ianon Cmntact (Name frrtd Tll~ej

lephon6 Number (~ea coda and Number)

Gv( S’-fe ~ 21? me)

il. EPA fdantifiition
(lfahadyaaa$rtd

Murnber
Mndw RCRQ

IV Lf= t!on of FncilIty (No & Streat, City, State, &ZIP G ~~

VI Typo of PCB A’mwry (Mark ‘X’ m apprcpnafe box. SQOkts!;ucr@ns.)

❑

A

Genafatorwith
atofa~efacihty

onsite

❑

8. Storer (Cornrrwoal)

Cf.permitted Okpoeer
Certlfl=tion

Under civil and criminal penalties of law for the making or submission of false or
fraudulent statements or representations (1$ U.S.C. 1001 and 15 U.S.C. 2615), I certify
that the information contained in or accompanying this document is true, accurate, and
complete. As to the identified section(s) of this document for which I cannot personally
verify truth and accuracy, I certify as the company official having superviso~
responsibility for the persons who, acting under my direct instructions, made the
verification that this information is true, accurate, and complete.
Jnature

Namaand OffIcIalTitle

f7ype or prwtt)

Oate.S!gned

Paperwork Reduction Act Notice
The public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 1.5
hours per response. This estimate includes time for reviewing instructions, searching
existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the needed data, and completing and
reviewing the collection of information. Send comments regardin the burden estimate or
any other aspect of this collection of information to the Chief, In?ormation Policy Branch
Protection A enc , 401 M Street, SW, Washington, DC
PM-223), US Environmental
i 0460, and to the OffIce of Information and IVe u atory Affairs, Office of Management and
Budget, Washington, DC 20503, marked AITE % TION: Desk Officer for EPA.

---------- --,
,a rorm //lu-5J(1z-m
Y)
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Item-by-Item Instructions
for Completing EPA Form 7710-53
Return completed form to:

Chemical Regulation Branch
Oftice Of Toxic Substances
I-S-796

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
401 M St.,Sw
Washi.ngtoq DC
No information on the form maybe

20460

ciaimcd ccmfkiential.

Type or print in black ink all items except Item WI, “Certiticatioo”. If you must usc additional sheet%
in&ate ciearly the number of the item on the form to which the information on the sepamte sheet applies.
In the area marked ●For Officiat Use Only’ enter the rm.zK of the owner of the facility in the box provided.
Item I - Name of facility

Enter name of the faciiky.

Item H - EPA Mem..illcai!orr number (if ah%ady assigned under RCRA): Enter the iderrtiicatiorr number [Ire
facility w asAgned under the I?CRA h~dous
waste notification regulations. If no identification n~&r
has been assign~ leave this space b!ank.
:tcms 111and IV - FaciMy mailing mldr-ess mrd Iecsitlwx Complete I!ems III and IV. P!case note that the
adrks
ymr give in Item IV, “LoIxtioa of FaciJi~, musi be a physsu! address not a post office t-m or rouze
number. M the mailiig addrecs and physical kxation are the same, ycm may erwr “Same”i Item 1’/. If &s
facility is a mobiie fxdity, ycm may enter “mobile’ in Item IV, and provide the rzrsiling addr-= for the
irxtaMion czrntacl in Item fH.
kern V - hutnihition conta& Enter the mime, titk, and business te!c@rcne number c,! L$e perwa who
should be. conta~ed re~miirig kformstioa submitted on this form.

A. GeneMor with m.tite storage i’aciiity You arc a gcxrator with an omcitc storage facility under
this notification requircmcnc if you axe a ~r, owner, or processor of F’CBSor PC% items and you
maintain your own s$orage fw51i&s subjecl to 40 CFR 761.65(%) or (c)(7) for PC%. if you are a
generator with aa onsk storage faciiity, mark an “X in this box.
You arc a commer&d storer if you GWOor operate a storage facihy which is
E. Cmrmer-chd storm
subject to the storage faeiiity standards of 40 CFR 761.65(b) or (c)(7), and WEC3 engages .m offsitc
storage activities invoking the PCB waste gerwratcd by others. Most ~mmerciai storers of FCB
waste perform waste storage SCM- in exchange for a fce or o[her ccmpc.nsaiic~ but the receipt of
compensation is not necessary for your stcxagz facility to qualify as a commcrci.d storer d PCB
wastes under this notiikation requirement. It is sufficient that your facility stores PCB wastes
generated by others. See ddh.ition of commerchl storer in Q C.FR 7513. If you ~-e a commercial
storer, mark an “X* in this box

C. %hns-.

If you move PC% by air, r~

D. Permitted dispwrm

concmtratious euxding
an%”in this box.

highway, or water, this mark an “X in this box.

If you currently hold a valid EPA permitto dispose of ?CBS in

50 ppm in a landff~ through alternative ttxhrrolngy or incineratio~

mark

Item W - Certification: This certification must be signed by the owner, operato~, or an au[hor-ized
representative of the facility. An “aMhorized representative” is a person responsible for the ovrdl operation
of the facility (i.e., a plant manager or superintenden~ or a person of equal rcsporrsibilky). M notifications
must include this certifkstiozr to be compiete.

EPA Form 7710-53 (12-89) t?ever-se
BILLINGCOCE 6S60-504
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7, Claims of confidentiality. TSCA
section 14 addresses the confidentiality
of business information reported to EPA,
or otherwise obtained by EPA, in
administering TSCA. (15 U.S.C. 2t313(a)).
EPAs rules implementing section 14
appear in 40 CFR part 2.
While information submitted in a
reporting form may ordinarily be
claimed as confidential, EPA has
“
purposely designed the notification form
so that its preparation will not require
the submission of any data that EPA
believes wou!d be confidential business
information (CBI) under TSCA. The form
asks for the most basic of
information regarding the name,
location, and general description of PCB
waste handling activities engaged in by
notifying entities. It does not ask for
information on quantities processed,
technical processes, fiiancial
information, or for any other information
which, when linked to a company’s
name, could adversely affect a
company’s competitive position.
EPA has determined that the
following information will not be treated
as confidential business information: the
name of the facility, other EPA
identification numbers issued to the
facility, the facility’s mailing address,
the name of the owner of the facility, the
location of the facility, the facility’s
installation contact, or the type of PCB
activities engaged in at the facility. The
reasons for this determination are:
a. The information is reasonably
available from other sources.
b. If disclosed, it is unlikely to affect
adversely the submitter’s competitive
position.
c. The information is neither
commercial nor financial information
protected from disclosure under TSCA
or the Freedom of Information Act.
This information will be disclosed to
the public without further notice to the
submitter unless the submitter provides
a written justification (submitted with
the notification information) which
demonstrates extraordinary reasons
why the information is entitled to
confidential treatment.
EPA received no comments indicating
a need for the submission of confidential
business information.
8. Relationship to CERCLA
notifications. In addition, EPA
emphasizes that the notification
requirements contained in this rule are
in no way related to and do not affect
the independent notification
requirements under the Comprehensive
Environments! Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980
(CERCLA), as amended. The rule does
not alter the responsibilities of a person
in charge of an onshore or offshore
~L~rdy
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facility or vessel to notify the National
Response Center of the release of a
reportable quantity (RQ) or more of
PCBS or any other hazardous substance
as defined under CERCLA.
Under CERCLA sections 103(a) and
(b), any person in charge of an offshore
or onshore facility or vessel is required
to report to the National Response
Center as soon as he or she has
knowledge of any release of a
hazardous substance that is equal to or
greater than the RQ. However, as stated
in a final nde published on April 4, 1985
(50 FR 13461) regarding RQs, disposal of
hazardous substances at a disposal
facility in accordance with EPA
regulations is not subject to the
CERCLA notification requirements.
Thus, if PCB waste is properly disposed
of in a TSCA-approved facility, and this
is properly documented through
manifests and other records, CERCLA
notification is not required. However,
spills and accidents which occu during
disposal activities, and which result in
releases of an RQ or more of PCB waste,
must be reported to the National
Response Center. AdditionalIy, any PCfl
releases (as opposed to proper dispusal)
of an RQ or more from a TSCA storage
or disposal facility must be reporieci
under CERCLA.
f. Munijestin.g
The proposed rule discussed in detail
the use of a manifest system by EPA
under RCRA, and Congress’ concern
that the system be used for the disposal
of PCBS (53 FR 37445, September 26,
1988).
1. Uniform Manifest. EPA proposed to
require the use of the Uniform
Hazardous Waste Manifest (Uniform
Manifest) form by the handlers of PCB
waste. The use of the Uniform Manifest
for PCB waste shipments will facilitate
compliance with both TSCA and RCRA,
and it wilI avoid the confusion and
expense that would arise from the
requirement of any other document. EPA
believes that the Uniform Manifest can
be adapted fairly easily to PCB wastes,
with only slight interpretive changes,
and a slight change in the copy
distribution requirements.
The final rule adopts the use of the
Uniform Hazardous Waste Manifest as
proposed.
Z. Who must originate a manifest.
EPA proposed that all generators of PCB
waste at concentrations of 50 ppm or
greater manifest their waste, and
rejected the use of any “small quantity
generator” exclusion. The proposed rule
contained no small quantity cutoff
provision because so much of the PCB
universe consists of small quantities of
relatively high concentration PC13waste,
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such a provision could lead to
manifesting by utilities and large
industrial users only and leave
occasional disposal of high
concentration PCB waste untracked.
There was little comment on the lack
of distinction in the proposed rule
between large and small quantity
generators, and the final rule is not
different from the proposed rule in this
case.
EPA proposed to require manifests for
shipments containing regulated PC13
waste at the 50 to 499 ppm level, as well
as for shipments containing higher
concentration PCB waste at the 500 ppm
or greater level. EPA solicited comment
on the incremental burdens and cost
effectiveness of requiring manifests at
the 50 ppm level as compared with using
FKtOppm as the trigger.
There was only one comment that
opposed manifesting at the 50 rather
than the 500 ppm level. This commentor
felt that the 500 ppm level would
significantly reduce the paperwork
burden of those utilities which own only
equipment containing less than 500 ppm.
The commenter also suggested that the
32 States which do not currently require
nlanifests for PCBS would probably
follow EPA’s lead and also use the 5(IO
ppm level, thus making 500 ppm the
level used by the majority.
EPA understands that raising the level
for manifesting could ease the burden in
some instances, but since the States that
no’w do require manifests at the 50 ppm
level would probably continue to do so,
doubts that there would be much of an
overall advantage. Since no commentors
specifically challenged EPAS assertion
in the proposed rtde that overall, the
environmental benefits of manifesting
wastes greater than 50 ppm far
outweighed the administrative costs,
and since all other comments approveti
of the 50 ppm level for manifesting, there
is no reason to change the requirement
in the final rule, and the 50 ppm level
remains.
Some of those who approved of the 50
ppm level requested some clarifications
to make certain that items whose
disposal is not regulated by the current
regulations would not now require
manifesting. Any PCB or PCB item that
is not subject to disposal requirements is
not subject to manifesting. Examples of
these are drained PCB-Contaminated
carcasses for salvage, decontaminated
PCB Containers and drained PCBContaminated containers, and small
capacitors; these items do not require
manifesting. Shipments of empty waste
containers, the concern of another
coromenter, do not require manifesting if
the containers are to be continued to be

used and are not to be disposed. When
the decision is made Lht they am rm
Lx3gtir to be used and are t~ be
disposed, the containzm become KG
waste that must be rna.nifested snd
dispimed, unless rfecm~tamirmted m
accordance with prc,;edwes set out in
~ 751.79, As discussed irr Unit iU.D, PC.B
samples do riot have to be manifested
for disposal rrntii the labura:rrr~y
determines that their use for analytical
cr enforcement purpmes has ended, @
which time they become FL23 wa ~te
stored for disposai.
This rule requires the manifest to be
prepared by the generstor ist that time
when the lKEt waste is fwst intrduced
in[~ commerce ~ a m~rer tklt will
cause the waste to leave the genemtcwgs
crmtd. This latter condition WW
gmrera!ly be triggered whsn the
gmerator turns its PCB wasie over $0 a
transporter for tieliver~ to an of?-rrile
storage or disposal facdity. T’*
cond;tion will also be sqtisikt when the
P(3I waste is placed on the generator’s
own transport vehicle for shiprrwnt to a
cormmercia] off-site storage or di spwml
facility, since the X3 waste is then
being ir:trodrmed into commerce iii a
manner L%atwill cause the ge5.rerator ‘fo
loss control of the waste. A manifest
need not accompany the +@rwnt via
transport vehicle of P(X3 wastes to a
~?or~g~ Or di~pasal facility OWnfXl0~
opera:zd by tile end user of i%Bs and
FtXt Items, because these gcnerat~;rs
Iiave not yet reiinq~kshed ccmtroi over
!:le PCi3 ‘wwte. This cxce,pticm xpp}ies id,
bo!h transport via the generator’s
vehicles and trarisport by an
independent transporter, sirme, in the
latter case, tile transporter is presumed
to be acting pursuant to the generator’s
instructions. Apart from the exception
for shipments between the end user’s
own facilities, EPA construes the
provision regarding when PCB wasie
leaves the generator’s control strictly, so
that the manifest requirements will have
the broadest possible scope.
EPA emphasizes that this rule applies
only to :tre Federal manifesting
requirmrwnts for the transport of PC33
wastes that are reg~lated for disposal
under TSCA. No provisimr or .wucepiion
contained in this rule is construed to
alter or limit the applicability of any
requirement in existing DGT reguia tions
pertaining to the transport of !mzardoss
materials. including MXts.
3. Information required en tie
manifest The manifest which generators
wiil originate is designed to include only
the information necessary to icientify
accurately t!he persons handling the F%13
waste, ‘and the nature and quantity of
the waste. These information

!eq~uirmnents consist essentially of the
Federal Information Require.merrts
described in the kfar~~ ZO,1984
regulation which anncmnced the
~dOp~On of a ~;niform Manifesi [-W~~
10497]. Use of the mtinifmrt dons not
supersede any other requirements for
P@ waste rmder 40 CFR part 761.
a. Manifest document rrrmrber. The
EPA identification number and the
manifest dcmrnent number ccnsists of
the jymerator’s EPA 12-d@
Mentificatioz number, p!us a r.raique
srJffix of rip to 5 digits which the
generator adds to errsore the uniqueness
of he manifest dccmrmnt nmnber for
each sk.ip.ment h~m each site of
gerwrstion during a calendar yew. The
l%!i~ii icie~tiflcaticm number consists of
the generstur’s unique iden5fica tirm
nzc,ber issued dtcr notifica?icu t~ EYA,
or the 12-digit reference “40 CFR PART
761” for tbse generators who are not
reqrrired to notify specifically under this
rule.
b. Page number. Gerkeratws me
rwqnired to identify on the first page of a
mcmifcst the to!al mnnher of pages in
that manifest, i..e., the first page (FX’A
Form $700-22) plus the number of
rmnti~uation sheets, if my+. For exa.mpie,
if ihe manifest consists Gf onhy one page,
&?~~there 1s no CGEhUd~iC3 S..
!..
~’=~t,then
the correct entry WOUMbe “Page 1 oFI.”
H ihe manifest consists of one front pi3gE
[~orm 8?wz’) and one cxm!i::uatimr
s~,e,?t, the correct entry is “Pagv 1 of 2.”’
oddress. Th e
t:. Ce.?e,-ctor ~?c.lileC,.7LJ
tiddii!-3Stcr be entered her? is the r,ailtn~
Edrfmw of the gerrerstor facili!y to
Wbi<;hthe designated storage m dispmd
facility ~ust return promptly a
completed copy of the rrra~tife~t. The
generator enters the mailing address of
the location that wili administer the
returning manifest forms, which couM
be tiie company’s biliing oftice,
corporate headquarters, or the site of
generation. While the address enterwi
here need not identify the particui~ site
of generatim, Lke generator’s ,manifest
records will be maintained so !hat
unique waste shipments [idefitifie d hy
the imi~m rmmifest Jw;mnerrt numhei
assigned by the generator) can be
identified wiih the ac.tua~ sites of
generation.
d. Genemtor’s tei’ep,$ormnumber. ‘IMS
is the number of a person who can
provide idorrnation about the shipment
in the event of an emergency, such as
when a transporter cannot deiiver the
PCB waste to the designated disposer or
commercial storer.
e. Tm.nsporter #l: company name ond
EP.4 ID number. The mrne and U.S. EPA
1~-di@t identification number of the

initial transporter of the w:zste is
entw-ed.
f. T.mmporltv- 7?-2:wmpmy rr:mle LKmi
~~.ri i~ rtu:mh?r. The name and US. &$’.&
12-&gii ide~tiflcation number of the
~~cf~n$;~r~n~pa:.{er, if appiica!de, is.
en~ere& Space for addltimral
intefnnedia% transpa-ters is pmvh.fed an
the c.ontimration sheet Rx entry in *e
order they are used.
g. .@@mterf fcmf}ity >ame, site
cddmss, cnd U.S. EPA ID numbtr. The

definition ~>f“designated facility” has
not been changed in the final r-u!~>.
T&
generatcr enters tire nmre: si% addxwv
and fi27A12-digit idectifrca!icm mrrnber
of t!be ofh-ite “cmnmer~ial strmge c-r
dispcsai facility which the generaior has
designated to receive its PCX3was!a. The
&ite address is necessary tc inform the
transporter where the shipment most be
delivered. The designated facility must
ahvays be an approved faci!ity for the
disposat of PC%, or sn Lff-si!e
cmnmwciai storage faciiity wit!> either
intetim. or final apprrwal under
$ 761.85(2}. Ordinarily, transfer fadi:ies
and other temporary storage facilities
used by transpmters for s,@2ge of PCB
waste durizg cdinary transport wouM
not be listed here as designated
facilities, w&w Ike PCB waste wN
remain in storlge at such a s~ie forgyek?w $~i~,i10 dbj”s. LAe-.viw. all e?.d
user’s own storage faci; ity wu+d not
ordinarily be iisted here as the
de~iq:laicd f,scihty, mdess the laws Of &
S:;;:; or 1~~.I) Sovc,m.ment require
::~:l;-iifestsio: ~hip:xcnw lwt-ween the
g, M,c’I
al(lF’S !JWGfd~i];[;tii.
f ..,a
U. ~~e
h Con[aiw- RUMb m o.mi .)=.
generator iildkstes both the number of
con%iriem. and, using tlhe instmcticms in
Table 1 of the form irmtrmtions, the type
of containers for each shipment.
i. U.S. DOT descr@i;orI [including:
proper shipping mime, hazard class, and
!D number). The ge~erator completes
this section consistent with MM’s
Hazardous 3-Iaieriais Regulations (WMR;
49 (X’R parts 17’1throug!! 179). However.
only drose packages containing PtZBs
that rreei the definition of hazardous
~~~b~t~n~;ein 49 CFR 171.8 are subject to
the HhN?. The D~~ dD~S not con+ier
WX3s subject to the UnifOmi Hazardous
W’&3teManiiest &JEiWNf] as specified in
todays ru]emaking as a hazardous
waste. The IX3T regulates as hazm-dcwr
waste only Lhose materials that are
subject to the UWN?VIas specified in 40
CFR part 262 [see the definition of
hazardous waste in 49 CFR 171.8]. In
accordance v+i-&the HMR., the gtmerator
?1H8the ~ption of using eitffer of the
following descriptions when the KBS
meet the deylfiitimr of hszardous
substance ii: AnCFR 171.& “RQ,
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Hazardous substance, liquid or solid,
n.o.s., ORM-E, NA9188 (Polychlorinated
biphenyls or PCBS)” or “RQ, ORM-E,
liquid or solid, n.o.s., NA9188,
(Polychlorinated biphenyls or PCl%)”.
Section 172.203[c)(2) of 49 CPR allows
the Letters “RQ” to be placed at either
the beginning or the end of the DOT
basic description.
Conunentors also pointed out that the
shipping description “Polychlorinated
biphenyls, 9 [ORM#E), UN2315° is used
only for international transportation.
According to DOT, this description is
occasionally used for transportation
solely within the United States when
shipments of PCBS are offered for
transportation in accordance with either
the “International Civil Aviation
Organization Technical Instructions For
Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods by
Air” or the “international Maritime
Dangerous Goods Code” (see 49 CPR
171.11 and 171.12). Though this is an
acceptable shipping description for
transportation by air or water
respectively, the use of this description is
not to be construed as an exemption
from EPA to import or export PCBS.
Compliance with the applicable
provisions of ‘Ae HMR, including
subpart C of 49 CFR part 172 which
dea!s with shipping paper requirements
(e.g., the uHv,oW, is required for the
transportation of hazardous materials.
When packages of PCJ3Sdo not meet
the DOT definition of hazardous
substance in 49 CFR 171.8, i.e., are not
regulated by DOT as a hazardous
material, the generator must use either
of the following phrases in lieu of the
DOT description (1) “polychlorinated
biphenyls”; or [z) “PCBS”.
The generator also enters here the
total quantity and unit of measure
(volume or weight) of the shipment. This
measurement wouId be gross weight
when the waste container is to be
discarded (e.g., a drum containing
waste], and net weight when it is not
discarded (e.g., bulk shipments by tank
truck). The quantity description does not
include fractions.
j. Special handling instructions and
additional information-date
of removal
from service for disposal. This section is

used by the generator for several
purposes. For example, ICC Bill of
Lading information, placarding and
marking information required by EPA or
DOT, or emergency response telephone
numbers may be included on this space.
The PCB waste code number, PCBl or
PCB2, as discussed in Unit IILG, should
be entered here. Eiowever, the primary
purpose of this space in the rule is to
record the identification numbers and
date of removal from service for
disposal for the PCB Articles, PCB
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Containers, and PCB Article Containers
contained in the PCB waste shipment.
The question has arisen whether the
date of removal from service for
disposal is different horn the date the
PCB waste is placed into storage for
disposaL At the time $ 761.65(a) was
promulgated, EPA assumed that in the
great majority of cases when an item
was designated for disposal it went
directly into a storage-for-disposal
facility and there was no time lag
between the date removed from service
for disposal and the date it was placed
into storage for disposal. Thus, the
intent of S 761.65(a) was that PCB waste
be disposed of within 1 year from the
date it was designated for disposal, i.e.,
the date taken out of service for
disposal.
If this space is not adequate for
entering all the relevant dates, the
generator must attach a typewritten
continuation sheet to the manifest. The
continuation sheet lists the PCBS and
PCB Items contained in the shipment
and their dates of removal from service
for disposal.
Recording the date of removal from
service for disposal on the manifest
generated many comments. The
requirement was proposed because the
date of removal from service for
disposal must be relayed to other
handlers of the PCB waste to ensure that
disposal takes place within 1 year of
storage for disposal. This requirement
appeared to be the simplest way to relay
dates through middlemen and onto
subsequent manifests in the chain of
documents leading to a disposal facility.
Comments called the requirement
duplicative and burdensome,
particularly, since the dates then had to
be transposed to a facility’s annual
records. The requirement was also
criticized for imposing EPAs
enforcement responsibilities on
generators and disposers. It was felt to
be especially burdensome if each
individual item and each item in a
container was to be marked, resulting in
a significant number of items and
numbers being logged several ways.
EPA understands these concerns, but
insists that including the dates of
removal from service for disposal is
essential to the tracking system.
However, the system of date recording
applies only to distinct P(2B Articles,
PCB Containers, and PCB Article
Containers identified on a manifest, and
not to the individual items in a PCB
Container or PCB Article Container. The
earliest date of removal from service for
disposaI applies to the entire contents of
a container. To respond to claims of
duplication, however, although the final
rule requires that the dates be
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transfemed to the annual document log,
the final rule does not require
transposing the dates to the annual
report which must be submitted to the
Regional Administrator.
The proposed rule did not specify that
the date referred to for removal from
service on the manifest was the date of
removal for disposal, but that is the
intended meaning for this date and the
date to be used. Several comments
indicated concern that the codified
language did not include the date of
removal from service for disposal as a
requirement. The space provided for
additional information on the form
allows the use of the form for different
purposes. The requirement to enter the
date of removal from service for
disposal appears at S 761.207(a) [1)
through (3).
k. Generator certification. The
generator is required to read, sign, ard
date the certification statement at the
initiation of each PCB waste shipment.
To the extent that the form requires a
generator of PCB waste to certify to
waste minimization efforts, the
requirement is satisfied as long as the
generator has not increased the volume
of waste by any act that contravenes the
di!ution prohibition of the P(XI disposal
regulations, Generators whose
generation of PCBS qualify as “excluded
manufacturing processes” or “recycled
PCB processes” could certify as long as
they are in compliance with the PCB
release restrictions set forth for these
processes at $761.3. Comments on the
certification language included a
preference for the kind of statement
used for the National Pollution
Discharge Elimination System. The
decision to use the proposed
certification language is discussed in
Unit 111.1.6.
1.Acknowledgment of acceptance by
transporter. A transporter is required to
acknowledge on the manifest the
acceptance of the PCB waste shipment
by signing the manifest and recording
tha date of acceptance, as was
proposed.
m. Discrepancy indication space. The
Discrepancy Indication Space is used for
recording significant discrepancies, as
defined below in Unit IILK.5, between
the PCB waste described on the
manifest and the PCB waste actually
received by the designated PCB storage
or disposal facility, as was proposed.
n. Acknowledgment of acceptance by
designated facilities. The owner or
operator of the designated commercial
storage or disposal facility is required to
acknowledge here the acceptance of the
PCB waste shipment by signing the

I
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manifest amf recordirig the date of
acceptance, as SVRSproposed,
information required by
o. Qot-f’md
Staies. In additicm, the Uniform
Manifest form includes optional
inforrrm?ion spaces to meet the basic
infoirmatiorr requirements which St a tes
have the option of irrpcsing. The
optional State information itwrul appear
at the upper right portion of the manifest
form, and they are shaded and headed
by letters (rather than numbers] to set
them apart.
4. Copies of t,% form. EPA will not
print copies or sets cf the manifest form
for public ase. Generators and others
needing copies of the form should first
contact their State office to determine if
their State has printed copies avai!able.
ff fcrm are not available from the State,
carnem-ready copies of the form for
printing purposes can be obtained frmn
the State, or the EP-ARegional Office, or
EPA Headquarters.
See the discwwicn irI Unit !U.LI to
determine which State’s macifest form a
generator slmuki use when there are
conflicting raquiremeats between the
State in which the PC13waste wss
generated and LtieState to which the
PC13waste is being transported.
5. Use of the nanifest. The manifest
under RCRA consists of at least ‘&e
number of copies which will provide the
generetor, each transpmter, and the
ownm’ or operator of the desigJlated
atomgs or dispcwa! iaci!ity with one
copy each for their rec.ordsj aracfZnot!!er
copy to be returned !0 the gcrleraior.
IW.-l propo~ect that manifests for PtXl
wzste undw TSCA alsc inc.iude
suftlcient copies for the generator, the
initial transporter, each intermediate
transporter, the designated commercial
stcnwq? or dispoeal facility, and another
copy to be returned to the generator by
the designated faci!ity. These
requiwments remain i~ the f~nal rule.
In addition, the proposed rule would
have required that generators of PCB
waste prepare one additional copy of
the manifest. The generator was to send
this additional copy directly to the
designated facility by Registered Mail,
Return Receipt Requested, immediately
afier the co~signrnent of the PCB waste
to the initial transporter. This advance
manifest copy was to have been w-it to
the designated facility independently of
the delivery of the PCB waste. Under the
proposed rule, the generator’s obligation
to send an advance copy of the manifest
to the designated facility was to have
bees a non-delegable obligation which
mdy the generator of PC13waste cou!d
perform.
EPA proposed this additkmal copy
requirement on generators as a mean9 of
ensuring further tbe integrity of the
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manifest system. As previously.
indicated, the GAO report cm detecticn
of illegal hazardous waste disposal
activities highlighted several instances
in which transporters had forged the
designated facility’s copy of the
manifest and returned it to the
generator. The return of the forged copy
signified to the generator that the PCB
waste had arrived at the designated
facility, when in fact, the transporter
had dumped the PCB waste or otherwise
handled it improperly. The transporter
profited by retaining both the shipping
fee and the digposal fee, rather than
passing the disposal fee onto the
designated disposal facility.
The submission of an advance copy of
t!!e manifest directly to the designated
facility was expected to deter
transporters or brokers from acting
improperly with respect to the PCB
waste. Disposers and commercial
storers would have been alerted to
expect the delivery of the PCB waste,
and generators would have obtained a
prehrninary verification (the signed
Return Receipt) of the disposal
arrangements from the designated
facility that was independent of the
transporter’s efforts.
In response to EPA’s request for
comment on the appropriateness
and
ft;asibiiity of ibis additional verification
requirement, EPA receitied ninny more
opposing than approving reactions. It
was felt that this requirement would not
solve the problems that inspked it for a
nwnher of reasons including, among
o!heTs, thnt PCB waste cotik! a,rrive
before tke advance copy of the manifest
that the generator might chtmge his
mind end ship the PCX3waste ts a
different desigria?ed facility without
notifying the original designated facility,
that there were sufficient safeguard
built in by Lb 45-day exception reports
and final iiabili!y by the ger.erator, arid
that it was unnecessarily burdensome.
EPA partiaiiy accepts these arguments
and has eliminated the requirement from
the firm] role; however, the concern still
remains for asmwirg the delivery of PC13
waste to the designated facility.
Therefore, EPA has substituted in tile
fins! Fdle a re(?uirernent that gerw:ators
who use independent transporters verify
receipt of the PCB waste by the
designated facility with a telephone call,
or other means of v.erifica tion agreed
upon by both parties, after receiving the
signed copy of the rcanifest
aclmowledging acceptance of the
shipment. EPA is requiring those
generators to list confirmation talk in
the annual document log. Thus,
generators who use their own
transportation vehicles or those of the
designated facility will have no further
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verification obligation ai%r sending tlm
PCB waste out. Users of independent
transporters will have only to make a
telephone call, or use o*&eragreed-upon
verification, and keep a record of the
call or other verification. Irr this way, the
purpose of the advance copy of the
manifest will have been served without
causing any confusion m much extra
effort.
The manifest system for PCB waste
now parallels t!ie operation of ‘&le
ma,nifest under the RCRA tracking
system for hazardous waste. The
generator signs the mati$est
certification by hand and obtains the
handwritten signature of t!!e initial
transporter (who must have an EPA ID
Number) and the date of acceptance on
all copies of the manifest. The generator
retains a copy of Lle nmnifest for his
record% and gives the remaining copies
of the manifest to the initial transporter.
The transporter then carries the
manifest with the PCB waste to the
designated facility. If delivery to the
designated facility is rmt powible, the
transporter ccntacts the generator for
further instructions, which are entered
in the space provided for additional
instructions. If intermediate transporters
are involved, an additional copy of the
manifest is prepared by the generator
for each additional transporter that WN
handle the PCf3 “waste. The ini:ial
transporter delivers the e~tire qwm:i!y
of PCB waste to the desigxatd
. .
subsequent transporter, and o~?ains ttw
Bubsequerit transporter’s signature and
the date of delivery cm the manifest. A
copy of the manifest is retained as a
record by the initial transporter, and the
remaining copies sccompwry the .PCB
waste. The subsequent transporter
delivers the entire quantity of PCB
waste to the designated storage or
disposal facility, m to the next
transporter, according to the instructions
on the manifest. L’ntil ti~e signat~~e cd
the designated facility or dxwquent
transporter is obtaiiied, the PCf3 waste is
considered to be in the custody of the
transporter who last signed the
manifest.
When the PCB waste is fina!ly
delivered to the designated PCB storage
or disposal facility, the owner or
operator of the designated facility (or his
agent) signs and dates each copy of the
manifest to certify that the PCB waste
covered by the manifest was received at
tlhe facility. In addititin, the designated
facility notes on each copy of the
manifest any significant dimreparmies
between the quactity or type cifPCB
waste identified on the manifest and the
quantity or type of PCB waste received
at its facility. Fcr bulk waste, significant
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discrepancies are variations greater
than MIpercent in weight, and for batch
waste, they are any variation in piece
cpunt, such as a discrepancy of one
drum or other article in a truckload.
Significant discrepancies in type me
obvious differences which are
discovered by inspection or analysis,
such as when soil or other solids are
sribstituted for liquids, or when PCB
waste greater than 500 ppm is
substituted for PCB waste below 500
ppm. The designated facility keeps one
copy of the manifest for its records, and
immediately gives the transporter at
least one copy of the signed manifest.
Within 30 days after the delivery, the
designated facility sends a copy of the
signed manifest to the generator at the
mailing address indicated on tile
manifest. This transmission of the
signed copy of the manifest to the
generator signifies the proper
completion of the disposal deIivery
transaction. As already discussed,
whenever a generator uses an
independent transporter, the generator
confirms the authenticity of the signed
copy he receives by contacting the
designated facility.
Consistent with RCRA requirements,
for shipments of PCB waste within the
United States sole!y by water (bulk
shipments only), the generator sends
three copies of the manifest, each one
dated and signed, to the owner or
operator of the designated PCB facility.
Copies of the manifest are not required
for each transporter.
For shipments of PCB waste by rail
within the United States that originate
at the site of generation, the generator
sends at least three copies of the
manifest, dated and signed, to the next
non-rail transporter, if any, or the
designated facililty.
The manifest requirements for
shipments by rail or water parallel
existing RCRA manifest requirements
for these transportation industries. The
rail and water transporters were
exempted from manifesting under RCRA
to avoid confusion and duplication of
effort, since both industries have their
own complex tracking systems that
render additional tracking
documentation unnecessary.
The preparation of sufficient copies of
the manifest is the responsibility of the
generator who initiates the PCB waste
shipment. AU copies of the manifest
supplied by the generator are required
to be legible. It is a violation of these
requirements to ship PCB waste
accompanied by a manifest or
continuation sheet for which any copy
or part is not legible. These TSCA
provisions for manifesting PCB waste
vary slightly from the current RCR.A
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manifest requirements and in no way
alter the existing RCRA manifest
provisions.
K. Recordkeeping ond Reporting

While notification and manifesting
requirements form the core of the PCB
waste tracking system, the tracking
function is aided by several
recordkeeping and reporting
requirements. EPA proposed that PCB
waste handlers comply with
recordkeeping and reporting
requirements which are based largely
upon the existing TSCA and RCRA
requiremenia. Ail recardkeeping and
reporting requirements of this mle apply
prospectively and do not require
revision of past documents.
1. Retention of rzanifests as records.
In the proposed rule, EPA solicited
comments as to whether the 5-year
record retention requirement for
$ 761.160(a) and ~ 761.180(b) should be
changed to a 3-year recordkeeping
requirement. Although there were few
comments on the use of manifests as
records, in the final rule EPA has
changed the 5-year retention period to 3
years for recordkeeping, including
manifests. Therefore, the final rule
makes retention of tnanifests a 3-year
requireruent.
As was proposed, (he originator of the
manifest (i.e., generator) keeps his copy
of each manifest until he receives the
signed copy from the designated facility
that received the PCB waste. This signed
copy is retained aa a record for at least 3
years from the date the PCB waste was
accepted by the initial transporter who
took the PCB waste off-site from the
generator. If, however, the generator is
subject to the $ 761.160(a) amual
document log requirement, he will retain
his signed copies of manifests for the
period required under %761.160(a). The
generator will retain his manifest
records at the business location
identified for records retention on his
manifests. This location is also the site
where the generator shall keep his
$ 761.160(a] annual document log, since
the preparation of the annual document
log is facilitated by including manifests.
A commentor suggested that the
company should determine where to
maintain its records, and EPA agrees
that a generator may choose the site at
which he will maintain his records. The
regulations require that all records for a
facility be maintained in the same
central place, since all the records must
be available for inspection in the same
place.
Likewise, the transporter must keep
among his records a copy of the
manifest signed by the generator and
either the next transporter, if applicable
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or the commercial PCB storage or
disposal facility t!!at is designated for
the delivery of the waste. The initial
transporter must retain this copy among
his records for at least 3 years from the
date that he accepted the PCB waste.
The owner or operator of the
designated commercial storage or
disposal facility likewise must retain at
his facility copies of manifests. The
manifest copies must be retained for the
same periods as required under
$ 761.160(b) for the facility’s annual
document logs. These records must be
r~t~ined at the same location where the
facility maintains its annual document
logs.
In addition, EPA is requiring, as
proposed, that the periods of retention
for manifests by all PCB waste handlers
be automatically extended during the
course of any unresolved enforcement
action regarding the regulated activity.
2. Exception reporting. Following the
RCRA model, this rule requires, as
pro~~”ad, Exception Reporting by all
generators who must manifest their PCB
waste. Any time a generator does not
receive a copy of the manifest signed by
the authorized representative of the
desiSriated storage or disposal facilitjj
wit}iin w days of the date the waste was
accepted by the initia! transporter, the
generator is required to contact the
transporter and/or the owner or
operator of the disposal facility to
determine the status of the PCB waste. If
the problem is not reconciled within 45
days from the date the PCB waste was
accepted by the initial transporter, the
generator must file an Exception Report
with the EPA Regional Administrator for
the Region in which the waste
generation site is located. The Exception
Report must be filed if the generator has
not received within the prescribed
period of time a copy of the manifest
signed by the authorized representative
of the designated facility. The Bxception
Report includes:
a. A legible copy of the manifest for
which the generator does not have
confiiation
of delivery.
b. A cover letter signed by the
authorized representative of the
generator explaining the efforts taken to
locate the PCB waste and the results of
those efforts.
EPA requested comments on whether
there should be further tightening of the
generator’s recordkeeping requirements
to ensure that generators do in fact
perform their essential oversight role
concerning the operation of the manifest
system. The February 1965 GAO Report
on problems wi’~ detection of illegal
disposal of hazardous waste found that
there had been very few Exception
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Reports filed by generators under
RCRA. The GAO concluded that the
infrequency with which Exception
Reporting has occurred is due largely to
non-compliance by generators with the
requirement to match t!!eir filed
manifest copies with the signed copies
they later receive from commercial
storers and disposers. The GAO Report
found that some generators were
collecting both copies of the manifest,
but were not keeping the copies in the
same file location, or otherwise
physically matching the manifest copies.
The GAO Report also suggested that the
miniscule number of Exception Reports
may be attributed to a reluctance on the
part of generators to “turn in” the lowbid transporters who haul away their
waste.
EPA did not receive many suggestions
on ways to improve the proposed
requirements to ensure that the manifest
system receives the attention from
generators that is necessary to keep the
system credible. There was a negative
reaction to the possibility of requiring a
generator to attach the signed
designated facility copy to the
generator’s original copy, and to retain
the matched copies in its files for 3 years
as proof that the transaction was indeed
verified. AIthough EPA considers this an
excellent practice and strongly
recommends that the regulated
community adopt this approach, EPA
has not added this as a requirement
under the rule.
3. Ou-+year Exception Repcrting.
Indefinite storage of waste at approved
commercial storage facilities is not an
acceptable form of PCB waste
management. Section 761.65(a] of the
TSCA storage rules for PCB waste limits
the storage of PCB waste prior to
disposal to a period of up to 1 year.
Under EPAs existing compliance
monitoring policies, the l-year storage
period is allocated between storage at
approved disposal facilities and storage
prior to receipt at the approved disposal
facility. The initial generators of PCB
waste (i.e., the PCB user, owner, or
processor wlIo first removes PCBS or
PCB Items from service for disposal) are
presumed to be in compliance with the
l-year limit on storage if they can
demonstrate that the storage period
prior to delivery to a disposal facility
did not exceed 9 months.
EPA proposed an additional tracking
device to facilitate its ability to track
compliance with the l-year storage
restriction for PCB waste.
First, under the proposed rule,
generators would ba required to record
the dates when their PCBS or PCB Items
were removed from service on the
manifests that accompany their PCB

waste to commercial storage Qrtd
disposal facilities. The dates when PCBS
were removed from service and when
placed into storage for disposal are
existing record requirements in the
S 761.180(a) annual document for such
generators. The proposal required that
the date of removal from service for
disposal for each PCB or PCB Item
contained in a waste shipment be
recorded on the section of the manifest
reserved for “Special Handling
Instructions and Additional
Information.” As discussed in Unit
111.J.3.j,the required date is the date the
first item was placed in a container,
while individual dates are required for
separate items such as transformers and
large capacitors. If this space is not
adequate for entry of all the relevant
dates, the generator would be required
to attach to the manifest a typewritten
continuation sheet containing this
information. This information would
then accompany the waste until it
reaches the designated facility, thereby
providing notice to waste handlers of
the time by which lawful disposal must
occur.
Under the proposed rule, when
manifested PCB waste is received by
commercial storers of PCB waste, the
commercial storer would note the dates
of removal from service for disposal in
the facihty’s $ 761.180(b](2)(M) annual
document. At such time as the
commercial storer initiates a waste
shipment containing the PCBS or PCB
Items to another storage or disposaI
facility, he would prepare a manifest
which includes the dates of removal
from service for disposal for individual
PCB Articles and the first date PCB
waste was placed in a PCB Article
Container or a PCB Container. In this
manner, the PCB waste would ultimately
arrive at an approved disposal facility
accompanied by the essential
informs tion on removal from service for
disposal. The disposer of PCB waste
would then enter the date of removal
from service for disposal for each PCB
or PCB Item in the facility’s annual
document which also requires the
recording of the date of fi;sposal.
The proposed rule would have
required the submission of One-year
Exception Reports under two types of
circumstances. First, disposers would
submit such Exception Reports when
they receive PCBS or PCB Items on a
date more than 9 months after their
removal from service, as indicated on
the manifest cover or continuation sheet,
and because of other disposal
commitments, the disposer could not
dispose of the affected PCBS or PCB
Items within 1 year of their removal
from service for disposal.

Second, generators and comiiercial
storers of PCB waste who transfer PC!%
or PCB Items directly to disposers would
file One-year Exception Reports under
other circumstances. Such a Report
would be submitted when the generatw
or commercial storer of PCB waste
transferred PCBS or PCB Items to a
disposer prior to the expiration of 9
months from their date of removal from
service for disposal, but had not
received a Certificate of Disposal
confirming the disposal of the affected
PCBS or PCB Items within 13 months of
their removal from service for disposal.
The proposal specified a 13-month
period in this instance out of recomition
‘tiat disposers are allowed 30 day; from
the date of disposal to forward their
Certificates of Disposal. So, generators
or commercial storers may receive
confirmation of proper disposal as late
as 1 year and 30 days after the date the
PCB waste items were removed from
service. Also, such an Exception Report
would be required when a Certificate of
Disposal confirmed a date of disposal
for PCBS or PCB Items more than 1 year
from their placement into storage for
disposal.
EPA requested comments on the
requirement to submit “One-year
Exception Reports”’ in the manner
proposed. Comments ranged from
saying the proposal did not impose a
significant burden, to suggestions that
EPA placed too much significance on the
l-year storage limitation. Some
cornmen?ors supported reporting by
generators only, and others feIt it was
not clear when a disposer would be
required to report: e.g., when the
disposer suspects that he will not be
able to dispose within 1 year, or when
he reasonably believes he cannot
dispose within 1 year, cr when he
actually has not disposed of the PCB
waste within 1 year.
EPA has decided to retain the l-year
reporting requirement, as proposed.
Although EPA agrees that ideally it
should not be necessary to require this
reporting, it is not realistic to expect Lbat
there will be adequate resources
available to monitor comphance
effectively without the reports.
Therefore, all the proposed requirements
for the l-year reporting have been
retained in the final rule. If the PCB
waste was received later than 9 months
from the date it was removed from
service for disposal and other disposal
commitments of the disposer prevented
the timely disposal of the PCB waste, a
disposer shall initiate a l-year exception
report when he has not actually
disposed of the FCB waste within I
year. A disposer shoald be able tO
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estimate accurately the facility’s
disposal schedule and consequently
plan disposal in a manner that
minimizes the facility’s physical
inability to dispose of PCB waste on
time.
4. Certificates of Disposal. EPA
further proposed and requested
comments on a requirement that
disposal facilities prepare written
Certificates of Disposal. EPA is aware
that many disposal facilities are already
providing such certificates as a service
to their PCB disposal clients. PCB waste
generators desire the certificat.w to
rebct e~y accusaticm that th6~l have not
acted properly with respect to their PCB
waste. It must be noted that generators
Of PCB w,aste do not extinguish their
potential liability for PCf3 disposal
violations by merely enterin~ +nto
contracts wit+ disposers to perform
disposal services. However, a document
containing the disposal fadity’s
certification that disposal of specific
PC13waste has occurred maybe
relevant in establishing the good faith of
the generator’s conduct.
As proposed, the Certificate of
Disposal would become a uniform
feature of the PCB disposal regdatiuns.
In addition to specifyir~ the content of a
proper Certificate, the proposal made
the Certificate of Disposal the final step
in the PCB waste tracking system. L~
particular, the Certificate of Disposal
would be returned by the disposal
facility one step back to the generator or
commercial storer, if he generated the
PCB waste, responsible for manifesting
the PCB waste shipment to the disposer.
While the disposer’s return copy of the
manifest confms only the fact of
arrival of PCB waste at a disposal
facility, the Certificate of Disposal
would confirm t!-s fact of disposal itself.
Thus, the Certiilcate of Disposal would
be the final element in the tracking loop
to ensure that disposal occurs within I
year from the date that PCBS or PCB
Items are stored for disposal. The
Certificate of Disposal would be the
basis for One-year Exception Reporting
by generators and commercial storers,
and it would remain as a record of
disposal in the record collections of the
disposers and the facilities (in some
cases the original owner or user, in other
cases a broker or storer) that receive
them. From the Certificate of Disposal
the PCB waste could be tracked back, if
need be, to the original owner of the
waste. While that original owner would
not necessarily be the one to whom the
Certificate is returned+ tracking could be
done through the manifest numbers
included on the Certificate, and the
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records of any intermediate facility
involved in the transaction.
The use and content of the Certificate
of Disposal generated comments which
varied from approval of the use, request
for clarification and/or minor changes,
to opposition to its use. The approvals
indicated the Certificate is a better
record of disposal than is the manifest.
One comment supported the use of the
Certificate but felt it was meaningless
unless the effect was to place liability
on the disposer, not the generator, if the
certificate was untrue or the disposal
was not proper. Another supporting
comment questioned the requirement to
reta~ V.e Certificate in the same
location as the amual records.
Suggestions for improving the Certificate
included requiring a commercial storer,
who received “&eCertificate as the
generator of the final consolidated
shipment, to break down the Certificate
into individual certificates that would go
back to the original generators] with
necessary adjustments in timing of
exception reports to allow another 30
days. A further suggestion was to allow
the Certificate to record only the latest
disposal date for items in a shipment,
instead of separate dates for all in order
to shorten the doctnment.
EPA is retaining the Certificate of
Disposal, as proposed. EPA thinks the
Certificate of Disposal will perform a
valuable function in tracking the
disposal of large quantities of PCB
waste and in enforcing the disposal
regulations, despite imperfections in
particular cases where commingling of
waste may complicate complete
tracking.
5. Discrepancy reporting. The
proposed mle would also have required
that PCB commercial storage and
disposal facilities that receive off-site
shipments of PCB waste comply with a
Discrepancy Reporting requirement.
Manifest discrepancies are differences
between the quantity or type of PCB
waste designated on the manifest and
the quantity or type of PCB waste that a
designated facility actually receives.
These discrepancies were described
above in the discussion in Unit ULJ.5 of
this preamble dealing with the use of the
manifest. EPA proposed that, upon the
discovery of a significant discrepancy
by a designated storage or disposal
facility, the owner or operator of the
designated facility would attempt to
reconcile the discrepancy with the
appropriate party (e.g., generator or
transporter]. If the discrepancy is not
resolved within 15 days after receiving
the PCB wastes, the owner or operator
of the designated facility would
immediately submit to the Regional
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Administrator in the Region where its
facility is !ocated a Ietter describing the
discrepancy and attempts to reconcile it,
and a copy of the manifest at issue. EPA
maintains this requirement in the final
rule.
EPA received a cotnrrent on
discrepancy reporting that suggested
bulk waste discrepancy reporting should
be triggered by 10 perceat in weight or
volume, not just weight. EPA has
rejected this suggestion because it is
simpler to weigh a drum than to attempt
to measure the contents by volume.
6. Unmanifested waste reporting. EPA
also proposed to incorporate into this
nde another feature of the RCRA
tracking system-the
Unmanifested
Waste Report. The proposed rule would
have required a report from the owner
or operator of a designated PCB storage
or disposal facility whenever the
designated facility received from an offsite source any PCB waste t!!at was
subject to manifesting requirements but
which was not accompanied by tbe
required manifest. The proposed rule
would have required the owner or
operator to submit a copy of the report
to the Regional Administrator within 15
days after receiving the PCB waste. The
Unmanifested Waste Report would
include the fol\owing information:
a. The EPA identification number,
name, and address of the designated
facility.
b. The date the facility received the
PCB waste.
c. The EPA identification number,
name, and address of the generator, and
transporter, if available.
d. A description of the quantities and
types of PCB waste included in the
unmanifested shipment.
e. The method of storage or disposal
for the PCB wastes.
f. The certification signed by the
owner or operator of the designated
facility or his authorized representative.
g. A brief explanation of why the PCB
waste was unmanifested, if known.
EPA emphasized that the preparation
of an Unmanifested Waste Report
should not be a frequent event for these
facilities, since the proposed regulation
would otherwise prohibit the acceptance
by any transporter, off-site commercial
storer, or disposer, of any unmanifested
PCB waste for which these regulations
require a manifest to accompany the
PCB waste.
A comment questioned the’ need for
such a report since existing DOT
regulations make it unlawful to
transport PCf3s [any hazardous
substance) without the necessary
shipping paper or manifest. Another
comment objected to allowing a faciiity
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to accept unmanifested waste. Another
comment suggested sending the report to
the Regional Administrator where the
reporting facility is located, rather than
where the disposer is located, since a
disposer might not yet have been
chosen.
Although it is unlikely that there will
be a great quantity of unmanifested PCB
waste received at either a storage or
disposd fac~ty, ~ 761.Zll of the final
rule has been modified to include the
options available for the storage or
disposal facility that receives such
unmanifested PCB waste, A requirement
to notify the Regional Administrator in
the EPA region where the receiving
facility is located has been added so
ihat a Regional Administrator may
determine whether the unmanifested
PCB waste maybe disposed. Otherwise
the information required in the
unmanifested PCB waste report has not
changed from what was proposed, but
the unmanifested PCB waste report must
be sent both to the Regional
Administrator in the region the receiving
facility is located and the EPA region in
which the PCB waste was generated, if
known, within 15 days of receipt of the
waste.
Depending on the type of facility that
receives the unmanifested pCB waste,
the owner or operator of that facility
may opt to store or dispose of the PCB
waste (unless its disposal is prohibited
@ the Re8ional Administrator) or send
It back to its pcint of origin. me owner
m operator of the facility should ride
all possible effort to find out from the
transporter where the PCB waste
originated and notify the generator that
the PCB waste was illegally
unmanifested, and have the generator
determine whether it should be stored
for disposal, dispose& or returned to the
generator. The report to the Regional
Administrators w-ill include the
decisions mada on the disposition of the
PCB wa3te.
7. Annual documents and reports. The
existing iYX3regulations impose anrrual
docuei, &requirements on facilities that
use and siore their own PCBS or PCB
Items [40 CFR 761.180(a)) and cm
disposal and storage facilities (4o CFR
761.160[b)]. The user’s annual document
provides a summary for each calendar
year of the total amounts of PCBS that
were either in use or designated for
disposal, as well as information about
where and when PCB waste was
shipped. For the storage and disposal
facilities, the annual document
constitutes a summary of the types and
quantities of PCB waste received during
the previous calendar year, the sources
ctf the PCB waste, and the dates Lle PCB
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“waste was received and either disposed
of at the facility or transferred to
another facility. The current regulations
require each facility to have available,
by July 1 of each year, the annual
document summarizing the previous
calendar year’s (January through
December) PCB activity. The documents
are currently retained at the facilities,
and thus are only available to EPA
during facility inspections.
a. Proposed amendments to 40 CFR
78L180(aJ EPA proposed several

amendments to the annual document
requirements in ~ 761.160(a). These
amendments were intended to facilitate
the tracking of PCB waste, to foster
consistency with the RCRA tracking
system for hazardous wastes, and to
provide EPA with up-to-date
information on the quantities and types
of PCBs and PCB Items that are in
service, or disposed, or projected for
disposal. Significantly, the proposal
required that commercial storers and
disposers of PCB waste submit copies of
their amual documents, by July 15 of
each year, to the Re~lonal Administrator
in the EPA Region where the facility is
located. It was determined that this
proposed provision would have a
rnini.mal impact on the regulated
facilities. These facilities are already
required to prepare and retain tAe
documents on-site, and the only
additional cost incurred under the
proposed rule would be the cost of
copying the repcrt and mailir.g it to Vie
EPA. These minimal costs were judged
to be greatly outweighed by the value of
the information which EP.4 wouid have
available each year and cumulatively
about the PCB waste universe.
First, the annual document would be
required to clearly identify the facility
by name, owner, EPA identification
number, and address. The owner or
operator of multiple facilities could still
eIect to keep the annual documents for
all of his facilities at one faci!ity which
he designates. The location of the
amual document must be identified at
each facility. The owner or Gperator
who elected to maintain ail of his
annual documents at cne facility was
reminded that this option does not allow
him to aggregate all of his use and
storage data in one document a distinct,
written annual document would be
prepared and maintained for each
distinct facility. Also, where an owner
or operator of mul tiple facilities
designated one location for the retention
of his annual documents, he would
designate the same location identified
as the location of his manifest records.
Second, ~ 761.160(a) was proposed to
be amended so that the information
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required-in the document included Lhe
EPA identification number, name, and
sddress of each PCB disposal facility
and commercial storage facility to which
PCB waste was shipped off-site during
the year. This information wouId be
supplied for each PCB or PCB Item
identNled as removed from service for
disposal.
Third, the proposed amendments
would have also required that users who
generated PCB waste and transfered it
directly to disposers record the date of
disposal for each PCB or PCB Item, as
indicated on the Certificate of Disposal
returned to them by disposers of PCB
waste. These generators would also
have kept copies of the Certificates of
Disposal among their S 761.180(a]
records, as an aid to verifying disposal
and tracking violations of the l-year
limitation on storage of PCB wastes.
Also, the annual document would ako
have included the name and EP-4
identification number of each
transporter used during ‘he calendar
year for oti-site shipments of PCBS and
PCB Items to disposal facilities or
commercial storage facilities.
b. Proposed umend,ments to 40 CER
761.180[b).The existing annual
document requirement of $ 761.180[b]
applies to the owners and operators of
storage facilities and approved PCB
disposal facilities. The proposed ru!e
would retain the basic information
requirements already specified at
S 7S1.160(b] for PCB waste received at
each dispma~ or storage facility. The
proposed amendments would require
several additional items of information
to facilitate the P(X3waste tracking
function, and would rearrange the
information requirements into grO.+ngs
that woutd facilitate the tracking of the
storage and disposal histories of specific
PCBS and PCB Items handled as waste
during the calendar year.
First, the annual document would be
required to identify clearly the disposal
or storage facility by EPA identification
number, naine, owner, and address. The
calendar y-ear covered by the document
wouid also be identified.
Second, in identifying any facility (i.e.,
generator, commercial storer, or otlber
disposer) from which a PCB or PCB Item
was received during the pre~ iaus
calendar year, the facility would be
ideritified by its name, owner, and EPA
identification number.
~‘Third, where $ 761.160[b] current~y
requires the owner or operator of a
facility to identify any PCBS or PCB
Items that were transferred to other
storage or disposal facilities, the
identification of the other storage or
disposal facilities would include the
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facilities’ names, addresses, and EPA
identification numbers. l%e identity of
the PCBS and PCB Items transferred
would be clearly stated, along with the
dates of the transfers.
Fourth, facilities subject to
$ 761.160{b) would record for each PCB
or PCB Item handled as waste during the
calendar year the date of removal from
service for disposal as indicated on the
manifest cover or continuation sheet
that accompanied the PCB waste when
it was delivered to the facility. This
record entry would enable commercial
storage facilities to reenter this
important information on their manifests
which they prepare when the affected
PCBS or PCB Items are later transferred
to another storage or disposal facility.
Disposal facilities would likewise enter
the dates of removal from service for
disposal among their ~ 761.180(b)
records. These dates of removal from
service for disposal could then be
compared with the dates of disposal to
determine compliance with the l-year
limit on storage of PCB wastes. These
record entries, in addition to the
requirement to retain copies of
Certificates of Disposal, would provide
the basis for the submission of One-year
Exception Reports by commercial
storers and disposers of PCB wastes.
The proposed amendments to
$761.180 were intended to clarify
certain ambiguities in the existing
annual document requirements that
apply to storage facilities. The existing
regulation imposes an annual document
requirement at ~ 761.180(a) on PCB
users, who are required to record
information on both PCB use and
storage at their facilities. Section
761.160[b), however, requires a distinct
annual document to be prepared by
storage and disposal facilities. Clearly,
one annual document should suffice to
summarize the PCB waste activities of
the ~B users who store their PCBS at
their own facilities for disposal.
However, the existing regulation is not
clear in specifying which types of
storage facilities are subject to
$ 761.180(a), as opposed to ~ 761.180(b).
The proposed rule would clarify the
scope of the amual document
requirements by limiting the coverage of
~ 761.160(b) to disposal facilities and
commercial storage facilities. The
proposed amendment would codify the
distinction between the storage facilities
of a PCB user who is a “generator of
PCB waste” and commercial storers
facilities who store PCB waste
generated by others. The user’s storage
sites would be subject only to
$ 761.180(a), regardless of whether the
user chose to store at or contiguous to
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the site of use, or, at one of his storage
facilities located off-site from the site of
use. The commercial storage facilities
(“Commercial storers of PCB waste”)
would be subject to the ~ 761.180[b)
annual document requirements.
Examples of the commercial storage
facilities are storage facilities owned or
operated by disposers, transporters,
waste brokers, and electrical equipment
service companies that drain PCBS from
equipment which others own.
The proposed annual document
required to be prepared and maintained
by commercial storage and disposal
facilities under ~ 761,160(b) would be a
distinct written document which
summarizes the facilities’ PCB waste
activities during the previous calendar
year (January to December). The
document would be prepared by July I
of each year, and under the proposed
rule, storage and disposal facilities
would be required to submit a copy of
their amual documents to the Regional
Administrator by no later than July IS of
each year. The obligation to submit
annual documents would continue until
the submission of the amual document
for the calendar year during which the
facility ceases PCB storage or disposal
operations.
Because some data contained in these
annual documents might qualify as
TSCA CBI, the proposed rule would
have required that submitters follow the
procedures set forth at 40 CFR 704.7 for
asserting CBI claims with respect to
their annual documents. Significantly,
these procedures would requira the
submission of a complete copy (for
internal use] indicating those parts
claimed to be CBI, and a second copy
from which any material alleged to be
CBI has been deleted.
c. Response to comments on proposed
annuaI documents. EPA received many
comments on the burdena imposed by
the additions to the amual document
and the requirement to send a copy of
them to the appropriate Regional
Administrator, as proposed in
$ 761.160(b). In response to these
comments, EPA has made some changes
to the annual document requirements in
the final rule, EPA is requiring the same
information but minimizing duplication,
so that physical records are maintained
at a facility along with logs summarizing
the PCB waste movement in some detail,
and only generalized totals and
information are to be submitted as
annual reports by commercial storers
and disposers.
The final rule requires owners or
operators of facilities that are neither a
cmnmercial storer or disposer under
~ 761.180(a) to retain “records” and
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“amual document logs” but does not
require submission of an annual report.
Records are manifests and certificates
of disposal of the PCB Containers, PCB
Articles, and PCB Article Containers
shipped for storage and disposal. The
written annual document log includes
the facility’s EPA Identification number,
manifest numbers of PCB waste
disposed during the year, and a
summary of other data. This is the same
information that was included in the
proposed rule. This collection of
information on the year’s PCB activities,
augmented by other data on quantities
of PCBS on hand and disposed during
the year, will be retained at the
individual facility or the designated
facility and available for inspection by
EPA.
Section 761.160(b) applies to disposers
and commercial storers. Each facility
will compile froni the annual document
log a brief summary of each category of
informatio~ and then submit only the
brief summary as the amual report. The
annual report does not d~plicate annual
log inforrnatiom it is a brief summary of
that information. If clarification of the
brief summary is needed, the
information on the document log will be
available to EPA inspectors. In response
to concerns about preparing a duplicate
annual report which did not contain any
confidential business information, EPA
has decided that the amual report
submitted to the Regional Administrator
should not contain any confidential
business information. Financial
information, for example, will not
appear in the annual report.
The amual reports received by the
Regional Administrator from
commercial storers and disposers will
enable the Regional Administrator to
determine the adequacy of PCB waste
storage for disposal and disposal
activity in that Region. From these
reports EPA will be able to determine
how well PCBS ara being managed on a
nationwide basis, and to prepare
census-type data on the quantities of
PCBS in commerce for disposal during
each calendar year.
L Approvals for Commercial Storers of
PCB Waste
I. Background. Prior to this fiial rule
the PCB storage and disposal
regulations did not contain any
permitting or approval authority for
commercial PCB storage facilities. For
this reason EPA was the subject of
Congressional criticism, particularly as
it related to the brokers and other
intermediate handlers of PCB waste who
engaged in off-site, commercial storage
of PCB waste prior to the delivery of the
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tW3 waste b approved disposal
facilities. Also, _inthe case of the starage
areas associated with apPrcvzd PCFI
disposal facilities, there were no specific
QpprovaI romlit~c-ns and clmw-e @r3S
for fl~~fi~~m,m~r~ia] storage 0fEF3ti L3n5.
Cmnrnerciai storers of PCB waste
kava been subject to tffe storage facility
requirements of 40 CFR 751.65 without
additional oversight enablb~q the EPA
both to pass on the qualifications Of the
facility’s principals, and impose
apmopriate facility standards in the
fa~ility’s conditions of trpprovaL There
was no estab~ished procedure for EPA
to grant or ‘withhold approval to conduct
commercial storage operations on the
basis of a facility’s ability to close
properIy its co.m.mercial PCB storage
siles, or to erisure that adequate funds
would be avaiiabk to meei the
a.ntim”pated closure costs. Since such
facilities operated cutside of an
approval process, the approval
revocation and suspension sanctions
which may have operated as deterrents
to regulatory and approval violatio~s
could not be utilized. Crmgrewicmid
hearii.gs in August of 1988 hig}dightwt
these shortcomings in fwA’s abiiity to
owmwe effectively the activities of the
com..mercial storers of PCB waste and
Corgress forther directed EPA to take
the appropriate steps in allevi;~tinq thew
Sflort COmiiigs.
T~c proposed

pJle pr~pe>$d an
. .
.~ppw~..alrnec ~,,arjkrn
.“’ fur ccmmerf,:d:
stort:fs
[aenao:e EPA to e~.]}u~;:t;ih~:
q.~aiifl~a:it>ns snd fina,l~i;il
:Cs;wiisibilitj- of tkse enti!ics who
engage i.n the Comamercia! storzge Gf IZil
waste, i.e., PCB waste gerxratd
or
ownud by others. Comments on the
prcqioserl approval process were
generally favorable to-wards the use of
such a mechanism but asked thtit EP,\
iirnit and clarify some aspects of the
process. most riotably, the reporting cf
past violations, the defiriition of
prkmipak arid key ernplcyees, irq;:kies
into oth..erbusir. es,ses outside of v~:]:ste
ha~(!iing, the approva~/disaFprcv:f!
process and enforcement procedures,
and thety~esof facilities wq::imd to
!,
S!:::nl? appticai:ons. In a(:di!ion. ,$ ’}::’,
commentors did not op~osn the
requirement that a commercial storer cf
PCB waste prepare art acceptable
closure pian and demonstrate the
fi:laxid wsrruxes nec:swry to close
the facility, [hey did request “that EPA
make certain clarifications and cha.ngm
to the proposed language. Today’s final
rule rnmfifies the proposal in response to
substanti-.re comments received Oa the
proposed rule.
2. .Drincipois and key empi’o~-ecs. ‘Ffre
proposed rule stated that to receive
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approval from the f?egional
.%k?inis?ri~ior to ~per2te a stcr::~e fm
disposa! facility, the owner must-meet
the requirements of ~ 761.65 22d submit
m!evant imform.ation “heating upca tile
qwdification3 of the facility’s @_.cipa!s
z~d key employees to engage in the
business of commercial storage of PCf3
waste. Relevant considerations included
not only the technical qualifications of
the principals and key employees, but
also previous experience ‘k waste
harxiiing activities afid any past State
and Federal environmental viola tions
involving the same business or der
businesses with which t!!ey were
associated.
A number of commeutors requested
that EPA use more objective definitions
of the terms principals and key
employees so as to clear up the
ambiguity as to whether L!ey applied to
tbcse responsible for the facility’s
operation or managenier.t, or [0 other
persons in the parent corporation. In
addition, numerous commerrtors said
that the reporting of past vio~a Lions
,,
?
shouid be h.mited m, tmle and 3cope.
indicated that en vircnmeata]
Gnnments
violations should be Ii.mi:ed tO L+C.Se
that were finally determined by judic~zl
decision or consent order or on which
. .
. .
.
either a ~l~d or cmnmal fme m cnmm,, ‘1
p,2TZal:Yhad. been or is bek.~ !~i “:-d.
.C
Cwrflmntors a!so suggested :Aat
r~;n(.;r[ingof
Vic}liliiO~s,S;hcilldb~V”~
.. rrast
“,
some tLme lim.:taticn, i.e., 3, 5. ~s 1,0
y<f:rs prim to su!xni~!ing L$e z;~l;: ,,:)t:n
znd iha! EPA ]i,mit its inqtiiries on a
hx.ticss’ past environment.+! \ ioi~:ions
to those related to PCB was!e or
haZMdGliS vva3te transporta:;on,
storage, and disposaL
In today’s final rule EPA has i~cluded
in $ 761.65(d](3) language sugges?ed by
two commentors that clear!y inclica [2s
f:om whom and how far back EPA is
tdrirrg information. The Iar.guege sets
c)ecr parameters on how far ilp the
corporate laddc~ EYik is seekin~
in f~mration. EP:%is limiting tnf~s,:ope of
these ~nc!udec? as principals ii:;:]
key
employ-ee3 to inclade the ow:~e: w
“’~-gi:li
Gpcrator of the facili:y, InLiUL.
LLj
general par!rwrs of a partne~shp, any
lirni ted partner of a pdf :nership, any
stockholder of a corporation, or arsy
participant in any other type d business
organization who owns or contro!s,
directly or indirectly, more than 5
pwcent of such a partnership,
corporation or other business
organization and all officials witn direct
management responsibility for the
faciiity. Direct management
responsibility includes the pe:wm or
persons responsible for the o~erail
operations of the facility (i.e., a plant
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m~nagcr or a sz~erinte~x~errt or a person
respons_ikriiity] and any other
of EcqT.12!
supuvisory employees who are or WN
be resporsihle for the operation of the
iaciii!y. k? additicm, applicant3 rwed
only stipp!y !he EPA with infom~ation c.1)
erw ~~orunerr!al violations that omnrred
within 5 years of the day the application
is submitted, By limiting the scope of
inquiry for principals arrd key
employees to those that are affiliated
with the overall operation of the facility,
and limiting the information required to
State and Federal environmental
violations associated with waste
handling activities that occurred within
5 years of wrbrnitting the application,
EPA redrrces Lie burden on the
regdated cmnmunity while still
receiving the relevant information it
needs to assess adequately the
qualifications axd history of tffe
submitting party prior to granting or
c?eriy ing an HpprovaL
In a dditio~ to decreasing the b~ide~
for applicants, EP.4 ~esowces are better
utilized by limiting impiries to tffose
associated with the handling Gf waste
over a specified period of time. ‘I’here
was smne corzc.em that WA would be
overtaxing its resources if ii attempted
to review thoroughly and accurately d]
L iflfm.mation applicants w-ouM baw
L.Ae
bem required to submit under the
pIovisimw u: [fie proposed role. The
L.5an~e~ made in respcrwe to the
ccmme~~ts will fwxs the sccpe of
iI:q’Jirj/ L3P.a mom rrarrow aimf re!e’.,ant
base of infm:2;a!irm, making the
cpprov:~l process less b~.miensmne ort
bwdka~ts ad IW,A. This approach also
ensures there will be an adequate
cum%r of storage facilities promptly
approved to handle the expected
increase in IWB waste slated for
disposal over the next few year9.
3. Fucilitks subject to apprmzd
process. The proposed rule sta!ed that.
on the effective date of the final ~!e,
exi~tirrg storers of PCB waste would
have in?eri.m approvals for 180 days if
the o-.ww or a>erator had applied for
final approval during the NtO-day period.
Tile 130-day pe:iod of in!erim approval
may im extended until ZPA rnakcs a
final deterrnhation to grrant or deny the
appiicatiorr. The proposal did not
address, however, existing approved
disposal operations under TSCA m
RCRA that have siorage a~eas.
Numerous corrmentors suggested Llat
EPA not require approval, additional
approval, or .modificaticm of existing
permits for the following types of
storage operations: those incidental or
anciilary to approved disposal facilities.
facilities approved for research and
development (IWD) activities, or
●
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treatment facilities that have a small
amount of waste stored for use in
treatability studies.
EPA agrees that it would be
burdensome to require the submission of
duplicative information from a storage
facility that has an existing RCRA or
TSCA disposal approval, However,
these facilities and their existing
approvals must be evaluated on a caseby-case basis by the Regional
Administrator or the Director, EEl), if a
disposal approval had been issued by
the Director, EED, before they are
allowed to operate under the auspices of
the storage for disposal approval
outlined here in today’s fir-mlrule.
For example, PCB storage areas at
RCRA-permitt.ed facilities may be
exempt from obtaining a separate TSCA
storage approval upon a showing to the
Regional Administrator’s satisfaction
that the existing RCRA closure plan and
financial assurance demonstration
account for their PCB inventories. The
closure plan must meet the spirit of
TSCA closure requirements, even if they
are not exactly the same as those
required under TSCA. However, the
technical qualifications and
backgrounds of principals and key
employees and closure pian as integral
parts of the plan must be a{idressed and
deemed acceptable by the Regional
Administrator.
In addition, EPA would waive any
technical differences between financial
responsibility requirements in a RCRA
permit and those in the TSCA rule, if the
cost estimates clearly take PCB costs
into account and the financial
demonstration is already approved
under RCRA. For example, EPA would
accept a RCRA permit with a 10-year
pay-in period, rather than the 3-year
pay-in period unless the RCRA pay-in
period were due to expire in less than 3
years, in which case, the 3-year pay-in
period would apply. EPA would also
accept the longer pay-in period under
RCRA in cases where the RCRA
approval did not include financial
assurance for PCB inventories and such
assurance is now required under this
rule,
EPA, with this limited exemption,
does not wish to review a RCRA permit
for purposes of complying with similar
criteria for PCB waste under TSCA, If
the RCRA permittee has fulfilled RCRA
financial responsibility requirements
and those requirements provide for
commercial storage of PCBS, no further
financial assurance will be required, For
this reason EPA strongly encourages the
submission of one integrated closure
plan and financial demonstration for
dual RCRA/TSCA-authorized
facilities.
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Many cornmentors point out that
numerous TSCA disposal authorizations
already require closure plans and
financial responsibility as a condition of
approval, and that to require an
additional separate approval for storage
sites ancillary to TSCA-authorized
disposal facilities is unnecessary and
overly burdensome, EPA agrees and will
exempt such facilities if the following
conditions exist:
First, the current TSCA PCB disposal
authorization’s closure and financial
responsibility conditions must
specifically extend to storage areas
ancillary to disposal. Second, the
current disposal authorization’s closure
and financial responsibility conditions
must provide for annual adjustments for
inflation, and for modification when
changes in operations would affect
closure costs. Ilird, the current disposal
authorization must contain conditions
on closure and financial responsibility
that are at least as stringent as those in
this final rule, However, EPA will waive,
as is the case for existing RCRA
facilities, the 3-year PCB closure trust
pay-in period when there are existing
pay-in provisions already approved for
a TSCA-approved facility. Last, the
existing disposal authorization must
contain an expiration date. Any existing
TSCA disposal authorization, for a
facility ancillary to a commercial
storage facility, that is deficient in any
of these four conditions will be called in
and modified by EPA within 180 days of
the effective date of this final rule, or the
owner or operator may exercise the
option of submitting a separate
application for approval, which includes
the information required in # 761.65 (d]
through (h) for the storage for disposal
facility.
The call-in requirement for disposal
approvals wiIl allow EPA to provide
equivalent storage closure plan and
financial responsibility requirements
through one consolidated approval, and
avoid the burden of dual approvals. In
addition, the requirement that a disposal
approval have an expiration date is
relevant to the expected date of closure
of the storage areas.
4. Closure pIans. Closure refers to the
period in a facility’s existence that
begins when PCB waste is no longer
accepted for storage, and during which
the owners or operators of the storage
facility are required to remove all PCB
waste from the facility and
decontaminate their equipment,
structures, and land. Under this final
rule, facility owners or operators are
required to prepare detailed closure
plans that identify the steps necessary
to bring about final closure. The closure
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plari will be an essential condition of
approval for those facilities that apply
for and receive a storage approval.
These closure plans must identify in
detail the means by which the facility
will close in a reamer that will
eliminate or minimize the post-closure
escape of PCBS to the environment.
The preparation of a detailed closure
plan is necessary to ensure that owners
and operators analyze their future
clos~re responsibilities and bring their
present operating practices into line
with those responsibilities. Further, a
detailed closure plan is essential to
accurate cost estimates and adequate
financial assurance. EPAs experience
with closure plans under RCRA
demonstrates that poorly detailed plans
have been accompanied by inadequate
cost estimates. Thus, acceptable closure
plans must be sufficiently detailed to
enable a third party to conduct closure
in accordance with the plan in the event
the owner or operator fails to do so.
The closure plan contents specified in
this final rule are derived from the
RCRA experience and regulations. The
RCRA closure plan standards were first
published on January 12,1981 (46 FR
2851), end amended in regulations
issued by EP.A and published in the
Fcdeml Register on May 2,1986 [51 FR
16422). The 1986 amendinents were a
response to litigation and several years’
experience under the existing subpart G
closure standards of 40 CFR parts 264
and 265. The pui’pose of the 1986
amendments was to clarify the required
content of closure plans for RCRA
facilities. EPA believes that the revised
RCRA closure plan standards are an
appropriate framework for the closure
plan standards that this final rule
requires as part of the TSCA approval
process for commercial storers of PCB
waste.
The core requirements of acceptable
closure plans are specified in
$ 761.65(e](l), First, the closure plan
must describe with particularity the
means by which the PCB storage areas
of the facility will be closed in a manner
that eliminates the potential for postclosure releases of PCBS which would
present unreasonable risks to human
health or the environment. This
threshold requirement is essentially the
performance standard that governs all
closure operations. Closure may occur
with respect to the entire facility or with
respect to distinct storage areas
contained in the facility. Where such
distinct storage areas are closed, the
closure is referred to as partial closure.
Second, the extent of projected PCB
storage activities during the facility’s
active life must be identified. The active
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Me of a facility would extend until the
time when the completion of closure is
certified to the Regional Administrator,
or to the Director, EED if the commercial
storage area is ancillary to a disposal
facility approved by the Director, Eflfl,
under S 761.65(e)(t3).
For each PCB storage area, and the
facility overall, the owner or operator
must identify the extent of PCB storage
that will occur relative to other wastes,
and the maximum projected inventory of
PCB wastes that will ever be handled at
one time. This information is essential,
because it bears upon the facility’s
ability to demonstrate that it in fact has
the capacity to store PCB waste in
accordance with the ~ 7131.65storage
requirements. Further, the maximum
projected inventory of PCB wastes forms
the basis for designating a maximum
storage capacity for the facility, and for
estimating the costs of closure. Financial
assurance would b: demonstrated in an
amount sufficient to close the facility
when closure costs would be at a
maxinmrn, and that eventuality would
usually correspond to the maximum
allowed inventory of stored PCB waste.
Third, the facility owner or operator
rrwst identify in detail the methods and
arrangements that will be used during
closure for actually removing PCB waste
from the facility, and providing for its
transportation off-si?e to other
commercial storage or disposal
faci!i~jes. The commercial strnw of P(X
w~ste Ulat removes PCf3s in accordanrw
w!lh his cbmre plan wou!d then k? a
generator of P?Z3waste.
Fourth, the closure plan must identify
with particularity the s!eps that the
o’wner or operator will follow duricg
closure to remove PCB residues
presenting unreasonable risks to human
healfA or tffe environnmnt, if any, from
the faciiity’s equipment and structures
and from the soil surrounding the
faci!ity. Unlike RCRA ciosure plans,
where decontamination goals and
s~mpling methods are to be developed
as ekm~ents of the ciosure plan, the
commercial storer of PCB waste under
TSCA would identify the steps needed.
such as cleanup methods, cleanup gods,
and sa,rnpling methods, to accornplis!r
compliance with the levels specified iir
the risk-based, nationwide PCB Spills
Cleanup Policy, which wa~ published in
the Federal Register of April 2, 1987 {52
FR 10688]. This description would
include any other activities, e.g., ground
water monitoring, run-on and run-off
control, and facility security, t!!at will be
necessary during closure to ensure
compliance wit!! the closure
performance standard.
In additio~ for each ~ 7~-I.&j(~) ail~
[c)(7) PCB storage area at a commercial
I
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storage facility, the closure plan must
include a schedule for closure that
identifies the total time required to
complete closura, and the time required
for the various intervening activities
entailed by fiial closure. Tiie closure
plan must include a closure cost
estimate which bears upon the amount
paid each year of the “pay-in” period for
funding the trust.
Finally, t!!e final rule includes
provisions specifying the criteria and
procedures for modifying a facility’s
closure plan. These provisions describe
what action may ba initiated by either
the facility owner or operator, or the
Regional Administrator or the Director,
EF.D if the ccnmnercial storage area is
anciilary to a disposal facility approved
by the Director, EED, when causa exists
to believe that changed circumstances
will affect the closure plan, the time for
closure, or the closure costs. The
changed circumstances that would
justify a closure plan modification are
described at 48 CFR 761.65(e) (4) and (5).
The final mle also includes a closure
schedule for when certain closure
events must occur and when required
notices must be given. Generally, the
commencement of closure would be
preceded by written notice to the
Regicmi! Administrator, or tffe Director,
EED if the commercial $toraSe area is
~ncillary !C e disposal faci!ity approved
by the Llireckx, EED, at least M days
priur to the dute when final closure is
cxi;cctc:d tO begin. “IIe date w!ien
c~cswe L expcctcd h) begin would
ordinarily he no later than 30 days after
h rwi:ipt of tke last shipmen? of PCB
waste for storage at the faciliiy. This
daie maY be extended for good cause by
the Regional Administrator, or the
Director. EED if the cmnmercial storage
area is ancillary to a disposal facility
~ppmved by the Director, EED.
The timeiable in ~ 761.65(e][6]
requires that all PCB waste that was in
commercial s!wage at the facility be
r+?moved in accordance with the closure
pkin within ~i] days cf the receipt of the
last quantities of PCB waste. Ail closure
~ctivities must be completed within 180
days, and the facili?y must certify the
wmpIdtion Gfclosure [or partial closure)
in a vwitten notice to the Regional
Ahiniskakm
within w days of the date
th:lt closure is completed. The
certification t!hat clomrre has been
cmnpleted in accordance with the
closure plan must be signed by an
independent professional engineer, as
weii as the facility’s owner or operator.
The deadlines in S 761.&i[e)(6) maybe
extended by the Regional Administrator,
or the Director, ~,
if the storage
facility is ancillary to a disposal facility
8pproved by the Director, ~,
for
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reasonable periods where good catiw
for the de!ay is shown.
EPA solicited and received comments
on its proposal to require closure pkms
as part of its opprovid criteria for
commercial storers of PCf3 waste. These
commentors asked EPA to clarify
certain issues such as the
appropriateness of using the Spill
Cleanup Policy for closure standards
and the need for an additional closure
plan for approved disposal facilities that
have existing closure plans for their
storage areas.
Comments addressing tiie
appropriateness of the use of tlhe Spills
Cleanup Policy for closure standarda
will be addressed in the Support
Document, “Response to Comments on
Lle Proposed Notification and Manifest
Rule, August 1989.” The comrrents
centered on historic spills and spills
cleaned up prior to the policy. The final
rule includes the use of the Spill
Cleanup Policy for c!osure standards as
proposed.
5. Finan.mhl uwrai?ce of closure. Tbe
final rule includes at $ 761.65(fJ a
procedure for preparing a written
esti,mate of the cost measured in current
dollars of ciosing the PC13storage areas
of the facility in accordance with the
closure plan< The swent closure cost
estimate which will be kept at the
facility is t??ec!osure cost es?imate
adjusted annuaiiy for the effects of
inflat!on acd any approved
.
.
.
rnodlficat:ol!9 ,0 &e Cll)wre plan. “Hw
closure cost estimate must assume that
clcmure OIXOiSd~r:n~n that time when the
closure costs would be most expensive.
The cleanup ces? estimate must assume
closure by a t!!ird party not related in
any way to the mnrnercial storer, using
current market costs for disposal,
storage, and deco~taminaticn.
The final rule requires that the
commercial storers of PCB waste
demonstrate firmncial responsibility for
closure by passing specific financial
tests or by acquiring specific firwrcisl
instrar.ents that “willmake available
adequate funds to meet the closure cost
estimates. The final rule allows owners
Oi cperatcrs to choose from a rmmber of
mechanisms, including trust funds,
surety bonds, letters of credit, corporate
guarantees, insurance policies, and the
financial te~i. EP.A justifies tile
im.positirm of these recpirernents fmwd
upon the several instances in which
facilities that went out of business or
were forced to close possessed
insufficient resources at the time 0$
closure to provide for an adequate
cleanup. If the expenditure of public
resources is to be avoided, it is
incumbent thxt owners arid operators of
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apprswmi facilities make provision for
ciowre funds during the active life of
their facilities.
The financial assurance mechanisms
in today’s final rule for commercial
storers of PCi3 wastes are essentially the
same as the mechanisms allowed under
RCRA regulations at 40 CFR parts 284
and 265, subpart H. TIIe develo~~ent of
these mechanisms and the specmcx of
their operation have been discussed in
numerous RCRA-related ruie docuinents
which EPA has issued and which were
published in the Federal Register. The
reader is referred to t!he foIlowing
Fedem! Register documents for a
c!etaihd discussion of tiiese
mechanisms: 45 FR 33280, May 19, 19W,
45 FR 2821. }anuary 12,1 ‘381;47 FR
15032, ApriI 7, 1982 end 51 FR 1GG?2,,
May Z. 1,985.This preamb]e only briefly
desmi%s Lie financiai mecfiamsms,
with fxztiicuiar attention to any changes
from the RCRA mechanisms.
To determine {thecosts of financial
ass’arance for the purposes uf thk, de,
several assumptions w-we made.
Financial as.wrance costs would be
incurred by facilities that do not
currently have financial asswmc.e.
These COS:Sax assunmd !O be eqvti! to
the difference between the C6X!Sthese
,~ .. .~.
fa~iii+%s ,V,l),i
. J,Q.i ~.-J..
.’ Labs }I”:c..:i-:t. ~ 1,, ; c’
b~seii~~ Of proper clos:,re and the cos~s
they incm in the course of comply in:
with the Cfiar:cia] assurs~ce
requirements. The magnitude of the
financial assurance costs is a.!~ece
c- ““’dby
three variab!w: the total ammmt needed
to cIose the site; i!:e time lag beiweem
the set-aside of the closure funds and
closure; and tiie difference be!weeil the
rate at which funds must be borrowied
and the rate at which they can be
loaned [opporttmity COS!of capital],
Because financial assurance costs are
based on the different between the
present values of two alternative
methods of fundiiig future closure costs,
estimates of closure costs are required.
For this analysis, costs for closure were
based on estimates of costs for a simiiar
facility under RCRA. A typical faciiity
was assumed to have a laboratory, a
truck facility, a storage building, arid
two storage tanks. Costs for closure
were estimated as follows:
bMato~
... .. ... ................................ ......
Truck facility (ramps, laadi~ docks,
etc.) .......--. . .. . ...... .... .. .. .. ..............
Storage btiiding (5Q0 drum capacity) ....
Tanks (% 15 to 20,000 gal. capacW) ..... ......................................... . .....
Impaction, soil samplii, etc . .......... .... .
1rl Percent cortthgency ........ ..................
Totai .. . . ...... . . ...... . ....

$Io,ooo
ts,ooo
100,000
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For this analysis, a fzciiity that does
not currently have finahcial assurance is
assumed to face baseline costs for
closure equal to a constant stresm of
payments for 23 yeiirs, accurnuiateri at
the firm’s private rate of discount (7
percent], that is just sufficient to pay b
these closure costs. That is. eech facility
is assumed to amortize the closure costs
over the expected]ifetirne of the fac~]ity
(Z3 years] in the baseiin.e.
Because not all facilities will
necessarily remain solvent timougjmu!
the 23 years between the present and
the expected time of future closure.. the
financial assurance requirement is
designed to ensure that the furds
required for proper closure ‘wifibe
avaiable regardless of the financ~ei
health of the facility in the futme.
Consequently:,this analysis assunws
that each facu~tjj makes a sing~e
payment into a hind that accrxnula?es at
the government (risk-free) rate of
interest (asswmed to be 3 pemestj im!il
the end of the useful life of the Iticility.
This single payment will be due 3 years
from the date of promulgation of the
n.de. Fience, under the financial
assurance rwyurement model?d in .~is
[..
. .
...
arzalys)s, instead of making s s....:m
c1
~ayments for 23 years !ha: 3C(;::?’. L>’.(?
at 7 percent, facilities m+. e a sYv+9
lilX~-SiiM pi+j’Ol~Ei3 yt?a~s f?<;;ll:El,”
present that accumulates (w~!h
certainty) at the lo~ver, risk-free
governmen! rate. 1
Fina!!y, regardless cf :!w dismu:i r.]k
assumption used for clerivir.g p;ment
values of these cash flows. the ~ pe~wnt
and 3 percent rates underlying LIP cash
ffow do not ciiaage. This causes
incremental costs of the Clie-tkne
payment straategy required tmd.x
financial assurance relaiive to the 23year stream of payments assumed to f.w
made in the baseline to rise as the
discount rate rises This occurs because
the present vaIue of the baseiine ccsts
fall more rapidly as the discount rate
rises than does the present value of *&.e
one-time payment within 3 years of Lie
rule’s promulgation.
The difference between the present
values of these two alternative methods
of fiiancial closure costs measures the
costs to these firms of the financial
assurance requirement. This
construction of the costs of a financial

1 Since it is unlikely drat firms w1ll be able to
obtain insurene for closure. this analysis assumes
tht financial msumrce wouid be provided by en
20,000
*OO,W-JO instrument similar to a trust fund. The prefien! vahw
of closure (at a discwut rate id 7 percent) MS be
24,500
pakf into e trust fund within 3 wars of prqmulptkm
2$%s00 of the mII~.
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assurance req uirernent has intuitive
appeal. First, because facilities already
must comply with proper closure
procedures, the cost of financial
assurance itself must be less than the
costs d ciosore. Secord the
construction used here assumes that all
facilities assume that they will pay these
closure costs in the M.rre. Thus, the
baseline consists of facilities that intend
t~ comply with the preexisting rules
concerni~ proper closure. Finally, ‘&.is
definition of the cost of financia~
assurance captures the incremental rwsl
to indust~y and to society of f’ending
f~ture closure activities eariier and wi:h
grtidtw certainby relative io the basehe
fi~nding pIans hat w~~id be followed h~l
the Lmiiities. indeed, it is precisely
because some facilities may be
insolvent 23 years from Lhe present thai.
the expected rate of Feturn is assumed fo
be 7 percent rather tiian 3 percent—the
financial markets require comfmmsaikm
for the risk of insolvency. EM the fact
that w-me facilities may be irrsolveni iii
the futi~w means that the future vakm of
all of the facilities’ “ear-marked’
~~co~rlts for CIOSWe WM be
necessary to properly close ail of
the f~(;ilities. Consequently, funding
t}zse CCS?Searlier and with certainty
~!:c,;cLJ~~s~~is possib:MY.
iess

?IEUI

?k

toisl

‘i%c inmxnenta] cost of financial
ass’ura~.ce derived in this way diffmrs
de;wntiing on the discount rate used to
deti”,7ctie present va!ues of Lime
aliwmaiive paymmt streams.
tkCGUrTt
rate (:6)

o
3
7

10

5as-e!ina

$115,998
82,922
56,650
44,802

1K15.

Oms-tima

IneR?a!
cord

$14%216
136,553
121,805
112,10s

$33,218
53.621
=,3;5
67,306

cost

& shown above, the incremental cost
for financial assurance for a faciiity is
$33,218 (Opercent), $53,621 (3 perCe@,
S64,955 (7 percent), and $67A07 (10
percent). The cost of financial assurance
increases as the discount rate rises
because the present value of the stream
of amortization payments assumed to be
made in the baseline fails at a much
faster rate than the present value of the
payment required under the financial
assurance requirement. Aithough
somewhat counteri.ntuitive, the result is
correct given that the 3 percent and the 7
percent rates of interest underlying the
alternative cash flow scenarios for
funding future closure costs remain
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constant despite a changing social
discount rate assumption.
Several comments were made in
response to the estimated costs of
financial assurance as described in the
proposed rule. Commentors suggested
that EPA had seriously underestimated
the costs associated with closure. The
Hazardous Waste Treatment Council
(HWTC) estimated the cost of closure
for a full scale authorized facility to be
$3 to $5 million. Another commentor
provided data that showed closure costs
for a single, middle-sized storage facility
to be slightly less than $600,000.
Claiming that EPA may have
underestimated the cost for closure,
commentors argued that the associated
trust pay-in period should be extended
beyond the 3 years proposed by the
EPA. Commentors suggested anywhere
from a 5- to lo-year pay-in period to be
more consistent with RCRA’S lo-year
pay-in period.
EPA rejects HWTCS cost estimates
because it includes the costs for closure
of a disposal facility as well as the
storage facility. The cost for closure is
not the same as the cost for financial
sssurance. Accepting this higher cost of
closure estimate of $600,000 for a
middle-sizes storage facility, EPA agrees
that typical facilities’ closure costs will
probably fall within the $270,000 to
$600,000 range. The associated costs of
financial assurance for closure costs of
S270,000 to $600,000 would be $33,LKKI
to
$73,000 (undiscounted) or $&i,000 to
&i44,r3013
at a discount rate of 7 percent.
This is the real cost to the facility, i.e.,
the cost to obtain financial assurance.
The Regulatory frnpact Analysis for the
proposed rule estimated that a typical
facility would spend approximately
$33,000 (undiscounted) in complying
with the financial assurance
requirements. EPA does not agree,
however, that the trust pay-in period
should be extended beyond 3 years and
accordingly retains that timeframe in
this final rule. This issue will be
discussed further in Unit If LL.5,b.
a. Financial test. The financial test
consists of criteria that compare the
closure cost estimate to specific ratios
composed of net worth, net income, total
liabilities, current assets and liabilities,
net working capital, and current bond
issuance ratings. These ratios are
specified at 40 CFR 264.143(fj(7)(i). Once
the elements are identified in the firm’s
financial
statements,
the calculation of
the test ratios is straightforward. The
demonstration of financial assurance
capability is presented in a letter from
the firm’s chief financial officer, which
would be supported by reports from the
firm’s independent certified public
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accountant. The financial test is not
intended as a test of potential
insolvency rather, it is designed to
ensure that those who pass the test will
have adequate resources to pay in full
the cost of closure. Should the firm in
subsequent years fail the test, the firm
must exercise one of the alternative
forms of financial assurance.
EPA, in today’s final rule, is utilizing
the same financial test criteria that are
currently in effect for hazardous waste
facilities under 40 CFR 264.143[f). Also,
the demonstration of financial
assurance would be satisfied by a letter
from the firm’s chief financial officer
containing wording similar to that
specified at 40 CFR 264.151(fj. The only
variations from the RCRA requirements
are language changes intended only to
make the provisions conform to TSCA
statutory and regulatory authorities. The
financial test mechanism will be
satisfied when a parent corporation
which meets the test’s criteria
guarantees that it will perform closure
or establish a closure trust fund in the
event that its subsidiary corporation
fails to perform in accordance with its
closure plan. In addition to meeting the
financial test criteria, the guarantor
corporation would submit a written
corporate g~arantee with the wording
specified at 40 CFR 264.151(h), modified
only to conform to the TSCA statutory
and regulatory authorities.
In cases where 8 storage facility is
jointly owned or operated by two or
more unrelated companies, a decision
must be made by the parties involved
with respect to who will be responsible
for the financial assurance of the
facility. The chose;] party will be
responsible for complying with all the
provisions of S 761.65 (d) through (h] of
this final rule.
b. Closure trust fund. Under this
mechanism, the owner o. operator (or
entity designated in a jointly owned
facility) of the commercial PCB storage
facility would enter into a written trust
agreement appointing a trustee to
manage a fund established by the
owner(s) or operator(s) of the storage
facility for the benefit of EPA. The fund
would be established to meet the costs
of closure, ad the trust instrument
would set forth the powers and
obligations of the trustee with respect to
the management and use of the fund.
When instructed by the Regional
Administrator or the Director, EED if the
commercial storage area is ancillary to a
disposal facility approved by the
Director, EED, the trustee would
reimburse the owner(s) or operators], or
other persons, for expenditures made in
closing the facility, in the amounts
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directed by the Regional Administrator
or the Director, EED. The “corpus” of the
trust would consist of the annual
payments made by the owner(s] or
operators) to the fund during the “payin” period, and these amounts would be
invested or otherwise managed by the
trustee.
In the final rule, owners or operators
of commercial PCB storage facilities
may satisfy their financial assurance
obligations by establishing a closure
trust fund under the conditions
described in 40 CFR 264.143(a), utilizing
a trust instrument with the wording
specified at 40 CFR 264.151(a). This rule
modifies the RCRA language to the
extent of conforming it;o TSCA
statutory and regulatory authorities.
In the proposed rule, EPA proposed a
pay-in period for commercial storers of
PCB waste to be a period not exceeding
3 years. Conunentors requested that
EPA extend this trust pay-in period to a
period anywhere between 5 to 10 vears.
The reasons for requesting an ext;nded
pay-in period were many, including
EPA’s underestimation of closure costs;
the argument that accelerated pay-in
would force the abandonment of some
facilities; service companies, which are
primarily small businesses, would need
at least 5 years for pay-in to build up the
necessary funds: and the need for a
more equitable and less burdensome
approach of retaining an option of payin keyed to the planned closure date or a
maximum lo-year pay-in, \vhichever
came first.
The proposed pay-in period differs
from the maximum lo-year period
system used under RCRA because of the
difference between the types of storage
facilities regulated under RCRA and
under this rule. Under RCRA storage
facilities for the management of
hazardous wastes can include land
disposal units (e.g., landfills or surface
impoundments), while under the TSCA
PCB rules, PCB storage facilities are
locations where PCB Articles and PCB
Containers are stored for less than I
year prior to disposal. RCRA trust funds
allow for an extended pay-in period
because of a concern for the substantial
costs associated with such measures as
capping and securing the facility at
closure, as well as the continuing costs
of conducting long-term ground water
monitoring for a closed landfill or
surface impoundment. In the case of
closing a PCB storage area, however,
one need not typically take into account
the post-closure care associated with
these types of land disposal units. Once
the PCB storage facility has been closed
according to the standards set forth in
this rule, there should be no long-term

,
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costs. Thus, t%re is no compe}iing case
for extending the “pay-in” period for the
10 or more years allowed for “pay-ti
under RCU and EPA believes that 3
years represents a sufficient period of
time to fund a commercial s?orege
facility’s closw-e trust fund.
EPA agrees it may have
underestimated the cost of c!osmre in L%e
F.egu!atory Impact Analysis for the
propGsd i’rrk and that c]os”ti-e cd a
typical facility wi~ likely cmt between
$300,000 and $6M0,000.EPA does not
agree, however, :Aat these revised
amm.mts warrant extend@ the pay-h
pwiod. EPA is maintaining the 3-yem
trust pq-in period in this fir.dk de for
tk above reasons ai~d it is EPKs Eo~icy
that any cmnpariy intendin~ to enter, or
currently engaged in the b,usiness of
cmnrnerciaiiy storing IZ?3 weste, should
be sufficiently viable, either thrcugh
current assets or loans, to cuver the cost
associatG3 with the 3-year trust psy-h
pcrkd.
Ln the ca3e of existtig facilities tkat
opt for the use of a closure L-ust fud,
L!e first paymerit into that iixnd must be
made w~thin 30 calendar days after the
facili~ has received e notice of
con~}tionai appm-.’al from EPA. l-his
3mfice d conlilicmd approva! states
!iz:l! the app~lcatjcn to CoG:,l??ii:iJIIy
,. ?
stor~ PCL5 Qas been r::vif!>te.,~ bv EPA
1out fins! apyw; a!to opert3!e .wiil rmt km
qar,{ed uniij WA has received ro%o
La! the first payment in!o the ij:;sf f\iIld
has been m3de within the 30-day period.
EPA wi!l send 8 notice to the faciiity
after recei~t of verification of payment
into the tmst fund that the faci!ity has
been granted final approval. if this
payment is not made within this S(ki,gy
period final approval will be denied and
interim a~proval to operate will be
canceled.
In the case of new facilities tkmt opt
for the use of L$I-c!osure trust fund, EPA
will ak+o provide the facility with a
notice of conditional approval: final
fipproval wil] be granted once EPA
receives verification that the first
payment has been made into the trast
fund.
c. Surety bonds. This final rule also
incorporates two additional RCR%
financial assurance mechanisms that
aiiow surety companies to act as
gumantors of closw-e obligations. TIN
first is a surreiy bond that guarantees the
payment of the “penal sum of the bond”
into a standby closure trust fund in the
event the owner or operator of the
facility friiis to perform the guaranteed
closure oMigations. The swcond is a
surety ho~ld ~n&~ -which ~;~ wre@
ccinpany gwrantees that upon tbe
owner’s or operator’s breach of his
~losw.e ob;~~cii~p.s, it wil] Pi{her ~erfo~
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closure as guaranteed by the bond, or,
deposit the amount of the “’penal sum of
the bond’ into a standby trust fund.
in this final rule, commercial storers
of FICBwaste under TSC& inck%ig
those with jointly owned facilities, nwy
satisfy their financiai assw-ante
ob!.igations by obtaining surety bomfs
conforming to the requirements of either
40 CFR 2tM.143{b) (guaranteeing
payment into trast funds] or 40 CFR
204.143(c) (guaranteeing performance of
closure]. The ordy modifications to the
RCRA language are those necessarr to
cause the requirements and instruments
ta conform to ‘RX.% s?a~~tmy arid
regulatory authorities.
ii. Closu,re letter of credir. Consistefit
with $ ~ z64.143(d] and 2M.151(d] d the
RCRA regulations. cor,mmcial .stwws cf
FW3 waste under TSCA may choose to
dwnonstrake financial assurance fm
closure by obtaining an irrerc,cabk
letter of credit from their bank or other
financial Institution. The irrevocable
letter of credit instrument assures that
the financial institution that issues it
will make available a specific sum of
money over a specific time period an
beha!f of its customer [t!!e facili~y ow:wr
or operator] for tiie benefit of the pzr!y
in whose favor the !etwr h writ:cfi. The
beneficiary cm dmw on the crcdii by
prewmting the sight drafts or oiker
do~~-ments ~pe~if~~d in the I(3L[<?.The
financial institution would issue ?kis
letter in favor of the appropri~?e
Re@onal Administmtm or the Direcfcm,
EED if the commercial storage wea is
ancillary to a disposal facility sp~r~-wxf
by the Director, EED, and the facdity
owner or operator wou!d establish the
account in the amount of the current
closure cost estimate. The funds shall be
paid into a standby ciosure trust fund
from which closure expenditures WW be
reimbursed.
Irrevocable le!ters of credit for closure
under TSCA must comply wi!!i the
requirements specified for these
ins’h-urncnts under RCRA, modi~ed on]y
to the extect necessary to conform to
TSCA and its implementing regulations.
e. CIosure insuronce. To the extent
such insurance is availabie to cover a
PCB storage facility’s closure
o,bligaticms, this final rule allo”ws closure
insurance, as described at 40 CFR
264.143[e), as another means of
satisfying the financial responsibility
obligations under TSCA. This final rule
includes only those modifications to the
~$ 264.143[e) and 2tM1.51(e) language as
are necessary to conform to TSCA
statutory and regulatory authorities. As
required tinder R.CR.%tk face amount
of the policy m:.lst equal a? letisi the
current ciosure cost estimate, and the
poiicy must guarantee the avaiiabili:y of
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fwd.s up to the face ammnt to cover
closure expenditures. The insurer w*5uM
rei~bwrse persons who piesent itemized
bilk to the Regional Adininistrator mLhe Director, EED, if the commercial
storage area is ancillary to a disposal
facility approved by the Director, EEI1.
for closlure expenditures which are
determined by the Regional
Administrator or the Director, EWL to
be ifi accordance with the closure pkm
or otimwise justified.
f. Combination of mechoniwns. k
today’s final rule, the owner or op~i~t~~
of a commercial PCB storage faciliiw
cou!d meet his financial asswance
ofiiigaticms by establishing rmme tb~u
cfie rnechmisrn for his facilitjf. TkW
eon]bination would be limited to tmst
funds, letters of credit, insumzme
po!icie5, and sme+y bonds g~arantceir~g
payment into trusts. The combined
instruments would meet the financial
responsibility requirements of TSCA if
the combinaticm of mechanisms
pxwides financial assurance in an
mnount at least equaling the current
closure cost estimate. The Regional
Administrator, or the Director, 1233, if
the commar~ia] storage is ancil} ary tti;a
disposal faciiity approved by the
Director, EHl .shail seek recourse ilom
,.
?.ny m d] of :he hwimmwts t~ ~rcb;i(yg,,
f(JFCkNUWOf h? f~Cih@.
vdprcns
Lvd
6. .Appro5’al,/disGznp,-o
(’i]~~l~~n?e~t procedures. in tda y’sF,nal
rule EPA has narrowed the dcfiriitiun of
principals and key emplo~ees .SW3
limited its review of ihe history of
envirmmental vielatious to 3 ytiars. t)
addition, vi elation history wijl “be
~imited to those violations which
resulted in either a civil or criminal Ilne
or 8 criminal penalty, or civil injunctive
relief, and which involved s!crage,
disposal, transport, or other waste
handling activities. By ~i~r~~}~~~g he
scope of inquiry, EPA can bettes uthze
its resources during its revkw d We
application and focus its attention on
the most relevant information.
EPA received connients on the fact
that the proposed rule does rmt speak to
the issue of the approval/disapprova~
process or enforcement procedures
relating to the applicants seeking
approval of cwamercial sitorage
facilities.
EPA has developed a guidance
document, which is part of the
ndemaking record, titled “TSCA
Guidance Manual for Review of
Commercial PCB Storage Facility
Applications,” October 1989. The
gilic!ance document may be used by bath
EP.%application revi~wers and the
regulated community. For the EPA
application reviewer, it is a usef:ll tool
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to assist in the review of incoming
applications in order to ensure
completeness. For those in the regulated
community who submit applications for
approval to EPA, this document serves
to explain further what EPA expects in a
completed application. The guidance
document also addresses the closure
plan and financial responsibility
requirements that are essential
components of the approval process.
EPA retains the discretion to approve or
disapprove an application for approval
for a commercial PCB storage facility
based on factors which include but are
not limited to, a poor enforcement
history, misrepresentation
of
enforcement history or technical
qualifications on the application,
inadequate closure plan or financial
responsibility documents, and
falsification of financial assurance or
other application documents. EPA
maintains enforcement and compliance
data bases that were created for its
environmental protection statutes that
will be used to verify an applicant’s
representations regarding compliance
history.
After the regional office has received
the application and reviewed it for
completeness, it will provide the names
of the principals and key employees and
other information on the applicant to
EPA Headquarters. This information
will then be published in the Federal
Register and sent to the EPA regional
offices and appropriate State offices for
local publication. The public will be
given an opportunity to comment on
issues like the firm’s p~st environmental
enforcement history as well as any
relevant information on the principals
and key employees of the firm This
public input will supplement EPAs
database searches on the applicant’s
prist compliance history.
The regional office will coordinate
with Headquarters on the review of
applications. Based on the results of this
review and any pnblic comments
received by EPA, the Regional
Administrator, or the Director, EED, if
the commercial storage is ancillary to a
disposal facility authorized by the
Director, EED, will approve or deny the
application. EPA will ultimately publish
the list of approved PCB commercial
storers in the Federal Register.
Specific actions which may result in
the denial of an applicant’s request for
approval include criminal activities by
the firm, principal or key employew or
civil/judicial administrative actions
resulting in either a consent agreement
or final order and which involved major
violations, EPA could issua a denial, an
approval with appropriate conditions or
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a time limit on the approval in those
cases where the violations were not so
serious as to warrant automatic denial,
or, where prior conduct appears to have
been rehabilitated. These criteria for
aPPrtoval or denial are discussed in more
detad in the guidance document.
7. States and the Federal Government,
EPA received a comment which
recommended that States and the
Federal Government be exempted from
cIosure cost estimates end financial
assurance requirements as they have
been under the RCRA permitting
requirements of 40 CFR 264.140(c). EPA
agrees and has added the exemption in
# 761.65~) of the final rule. EPA
recognizes that, because Federal and
State government entities are permanent
and stable institutions that exist to
safeguard health and welfare, they have
the requisite financial strength and
incentives to cover the costs of closure.
EPA believes, therefore, that it is not
necessary to impose closure cost
estimate and financial assurance
requirements on Federal and State
entities. This exemption is consistent
with the approach adopted under RCRA
under 40 CFR 264.140(c]. While EPA
recognizes that many local governments,
like Federal and State governments, are
permanent entities and act to secure the
well-being of their citizens, EPA is
concerned that local governments
cannot provide the same guarantee that
they will be able to access adequate
funds to pay for environmental costs in
a timely manner. For that reason, EPA
has chosen not to exempt local
governments from the closure cost
estimate and financial assurance
requirements.
IV. Relationship

to State Law

Unlike the RCRA program for
hazardous wastes, the TSCA section
6(e](l) disposal program for PCB waste
is fundamentally a Federal program,
administered by the EPA Regionaf
Administrators and the Director of the
Exposure Evaluation Division, Office of
Pesticides and Toxic Substances. The
enforcement of the Federal program has
been delegated to the Regional
Administrators, while the authority to
issue approvals for PC13disposal
processes is currently shared by the
Regional Administrators and the
Director of the Exposure Evaluation
Division. At the same time, the States
may concurrently regulate PCB disposal
within their jurisdictions, without
supplanting or being supplanted by the
Federal requirements. As of May 1989,
at least 18 States have elected to
regulate various aspects of PCB
disposal, often pursuant to their
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authorized. RCRA hazardous waste
programs.
A major component of this rule is the
. requirement imposed on certain
generators, transporters, commercial
storers, and disposers of PCB waste to
notify EPA of their PCB waste handling
activities and obtain identiXcation
numbers to use on their manifests and
other records. This TSCA requirement is
independent of any requirement under
State or local law or under a Stateadrninistered RCRA program. Thus, a
generator exempt from the notification
requirements imposed by this rule may
be independently required to obtain and
use a unique identification number by a
State or local government. Any such
State or local requirement is not
preempted by these Federal
requirements.
Persons subject to this rule and to
State-administered RCRA programs will
be able to use the same identification
number for the manifesting and
recordkeeping requirements of both
programs. The identification numbers to
be used under this rule, as well as those
used under State-aciministered RCRA
programs, are the Dun and Bradstreet
Data Universal Numbering (DUN)
system numbers. Persons subject to
nottication under this rule who have
already been issued an identification
number under a State-administered
RCRA program are required to supply
EPA with the previously issued number
in their TSCA notifications. EPA will
verify that these numbers are unique
and conform to the DUN system, and
authorize as far as possible the use for
TSCA purposes of previously issued
identification numbers. Under this
process, regufated persons will benefit
from the administrative convenience 01
using the same number for both State
and TSCA purposes. EPA wifl issue such
persons a distinct TSCA identification
number only in those cases where a
previously issued number does not
conform to the DUN system, or is not
unique.
This rule also requires PCB waste
handlerti to comply with manifesting
requirements for the regulated PCB
waste which they handle. This rule
utilizes the RCRA Uniform Manifest to
facilitate implementation of this
requirement throughout the United
States. The Uniform Manifest includes
optional information spaces to meet
basic information requirements which
States have the option of imposing. The
optional State information items appear
at the upper right portion of the manifest
form, and they are shaded and headed
by letters (rather than numbers) to set
them apart.
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As required by Department of
Transportation (DO~ regulations issued
under section 112 of the Hazardous
hlateria!s Transportation Act 49 U.S.C.
~~~l(a), States are not permitted to
require any information on the space of
the Uniform Manifest specified for
“special handling instructions and
additional information,” on the back of
the form, or on any continuation sheet,
as a condition of transportation.
Since PCB waste generators may
obtainpre-printed
or camera-ready
copies of the Uniform Manifest from
State agencies, it should be noted that
the instructions which may accompany
these manifests do not reflect all the
requirements which EPA has included in
the final rule. Specifically, the following
elements of the PCB waste tracking
system under TSCA are not covered on
the pre-ptiri!ed instructions
accom.par::rlng +&e Uniform Manifesti
{I] [In ~-year Exception Reporting and
the related requirement to note dates of
removal from service for disposal of
PCBS, PCB Containers, PCB Articles,
and PCB Article Containers on
manifests.
(z) Requirements related to
Certificates of Disposal for PCB waste.
It is essential that all PCB waste
handlers understand fully any
deviations from the RCRA tracking
requirements that appear in the final
rule, since reliance upon pre-printed
instructions issued by States with the
[Jnifmm hfanifest will not excuse their
responsibility to comply folly with
TSCA requirements for PCB waste,
This rule also imposes new TSCA
approval requirements for commercial
storers of PCB waste who store PCB
waste generated by others at storage
facilities subject to the storage facility
standards speciiied at 40 CFR 761.65.
The rule requires, among other things,
that commercial storers of PCB waste
develop closure plans end financial
responsibility mechanisms similar to
those required of facilities which
ruanage hazardous waste under RCRA.
In those States which regulate PCB
storage and disposal practices under
tiieir State-administered RCRA
programs, the new TSCA approval
requirements for commercial storers are
independent of the State requirements.,
Thus, the fact that a facility storing PCB
waste commercially may have a RCRA
permit or RCRA interim status would
not excuse the requirement to obtain a
J7ederal approval under ‘l13W to store
IZB waste commercially. Likewise, the
fact that such a facility is already
co~;ered by a State’s RCRA c!osure plan
and financial responsibility
requirements would not excuse the new
TSCA req:tirernents to de~-elop clrxwre
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plans and demonstrate financial
responsibility for closure. However, the
burden of these concurrent State and
Federal approval requirements should
be mitigated, since in many cases,
compliance with the RCRA closure and
financial responsibility standards shall
be sufficient to establish compliance
with the similar TSCA approval
standards.
V. Economic Impact
EPA analyzed the economic impacts
associated with the notification,
manifesting, recordkeeping and
reporting, and storage approval
requirements in the proposed
rulemaking. The Regulatory Impact
Analysis for the proposed rule is
available for review in the public
docket. This unit summarizes the
economic impacts of compliance with
the provisions of the proposed rule, as
presented in the Regdatory Impact
Analysis, and discusses changes made
in response to comments. A revised
Regdatory Impact Analysis, reflecting
new data EPA received, was prepared
for the final rule and is also in the public
docket.
I. A~otificaticm l%is rule states that
storers, transporters, and disposers
handliug PC13Sat concentraticms at or
ab~ve so pyn must notify EPA of their
pCB activities, EpA estimates that 5,651
facilities will be required to notify EPA
at a cost to industry of $~,~.
Z. Manifesting. In development of Lle
manifest requirements, EPA cons-ulted
with States which regulate PCB disposal
and with the operators of TSCAapproved disposal facilities. EPA found
that each of the approved disposal
facilities required a manifest to
accompany any shipment of regulated
PCB waste, regardless of PCB
concentration. These disposal f~s
require, manifests for the PCB waste
they accept as a means of preserving
records of fms potentially responsible
for contributing toward any remedial
actions which might arise at the
disposal site under the Comprehensive
Envircmmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act
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maintained by generators, storers, and
disposal firms handling PCB wastes.
This rule requires commercial storers
and disposers handling PCBS at
concentrations at or above 50 ppm to
submit annual reports to EPA. The
estimated number of firms expected to
comply with this provision of the rule is
130, WA did not receive any
information with which to revise this
estimate. The incremental costs of
submitting these reports to EPA is
estimated to be minimal. At the
suggestion of OMB, EPA is estimating 1
hour for the preparation of the annual.
report at a cost of $21.94 per report.
4. Storage approvals. EPA is also
requiring that all commercial storers of
PCB waste obtain EPA approval. To
obtain approval, commercial storage
fi.nns must, amori other things, deveIop
closure plans for their facilities and
meet financial assurance requirernents.
EPA estimates the cost to industry for
the development and submission of the
closure plan wili be $35,000 for a facility
that is not permitted under RCRA and
$25,0@0for a facility with a RCRA
permit.
EPA estimates the costs for financial
assurance to be between $3s,000 and
$73,ooo (undiscounted] per typical
facility which has not a!ready met t!le
requirements. These costs are costs or
financial assurance and not cIosure
costs. The cost of closing a typical
facility is estimated to be between
$270,000 and $600,000. A typical facility
was assumed to have a laboratory, a
truck facility, a storage building, and
two storage tanks.
5. TotaI economic impacts. EPA
estimates that the total costs to industry
associated with this rule, undiscounted,
would be between $3.2 million and $5.6
million, of which, between $2.59 ~iillion
and $4.76 million represents the total
cost to industry of complying with the
epproval requirements for commercial
storers of PCB waste. EPA also
estimates that the total costs to the U.S.
Government would be between $1.95
xniilion and @.64 million.

(CERCX.A9.

VL Official Rtdemaking Record

Also, among the 18 States that
currently require a manifest to
accompany PCB waste, all but one
require a manifest for PCB waste
containing PCBS at the 50 to 500 ppm
level, Because current practice is
consistent with the 50 ppm trigger for
manifesting, there does not appear to be
a significant incremental burden to
industry associated with the
requirement.
3. Submission of anneal reports. EPA
currently requires that annual reports be

In accordance with the requirements
of section 19(a) (3] of TSCA, EPA
established the record of this rulemaking
with the proposed rule. This record
includes basic information considered
by EPA in developing the proposed rule,
inch-ding appropriate Federal Register
notices, reports prepared by the General
Accounting Office (GAO), testimony
from Congressional committee hearings,
communications befcre proposal, and
economic analyses of the proposal, and
now includes the proposed rule,
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comments on the proposed rule, and
other material that has been added
since publication of the proposed rule.
Any Confidential Business
Information (CBI) that is a part of the
record for this ndemaking is not
available for public review. A public
version of the record, from which CM
has been deleted, is available for .
inspection at the TSCA Public Docket
Office, in Room NE-CO04, 401 M St.,
SW., Washington DC. The following
documents for this final rule are in the
public record
(1) Official Rulemaking Record from
“Polychlorinated Biphenyl% Notification
and Manifesting for PCB Waste
Activities,” Proposed Rule, Docket No.
OPTS-82059, 53 FR 37436, September 28,
1988.
(2) 53 FR 27322, J1.dy19, 198& USEPA
“Polychlorinated Biphenyls in Electrical
Transformed.”
(3) 53 FR 45288, November 9, 198&
USEP& “Polychlorinated Biphenyl%
Notification and Manifesting for PCB
Waste Activities; Extension of Public
Comment Period.”
(4) Transcript of Hearings on the
Proposed Notification and Manifest Rule
held on December 13,1988, in
Washington D.C.
(5) USEPA+ EED, CRB, “Response to
Comments on the Proposed Notification
and Manifesting Rule” {August 1989).
{6) Memo from OMB to Sandy Farmer,
IRSD, OPPE, USEPA, Denial of Approval
of Proposed ICR, November 18, 1988.
(7) USEPA, OPTS, EED, CRB, “TSGA
Guidance Manual for Review of
Commercial PCB Storage Facility
Applications” (October 1989).
(8) USEPA, OPTS, ETD, “Regulatory
Impact Analysis in Support of the Final
Notification and Manifesting Rule,”
(May 19.39,revised October 198’3).
VII. Other Regulatory Requirements
A. Executive Order 12291
Under Executive Order 12291, issued
February 17, 1981, EPA must judge
whether a rule is a “major rule” and
therefore, subject to the requirement
that a Regulatory Impact Analysis be
prepared. EPA has determined that this
rule is not a major rule as the term is
defined in section l(b) of the Executive
Order because the annual effect of the
rule on the economy will be less than
$100 xuiiliom it will not cause a major
increase in costs or prices for any
section of the economy or for any
geographic regiom and it will not result
in any significant adverse effects on
competition, employment, investment,
productivity, or innovation or on the
ability of U.S. enterprises to compete
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with foreign enterprises in domestic or
foreign markets.
This rule may in fact result in
substantial economic benefits in the
long rum The purpose of the rule is to
ensure proper disposal of PCB waste.
There have been historical cases of
improper storage or disposal of PCB
waste which have resulted in the
creation of Superfund sites. Because the
cleanup of these sites is often extremely
expensive, this rule has the potential to
benefit the economy as well as the
environment.
The rule was submitted to the office
of Management and Budget (OMB) prtor
to publication as required by the
Executive Order.
B. Regulatory Flexibility Act

Section 803 of the Regulatory
Flexibility Act (5 U.S.C. 803 et seq. Pub.
L 86-354, September 19, 1980), requires
EPA to prepare and make available for
comment a regulatory flexibility
analysis in comection with ndemaking.
The initial regulatory flexibility analysis
must describe the impact of the
proposed rule on small business entities.
If, however, a regulation will not have a
significant impact on a substantial
number of small entities, no such
regulatory impact analyais is required.
EPA lacks information about the
universe of PCB generators, storers,
transporters, and disposers. This lack of
information is a major reason for issuing
the rule. Because EPA lacks such
knowledge about the degree to which
this rule would affect smafl business, it
could not determine whether a
regulatory flexibility analysis was
necessary. Using what data were
available, EPA performed a Regulatory
Impact Analysis for the proposed rule,
which is in the public record. EPA
received no comments on the effect the
proposed rule would have, if
promulgated, on small business entitie~
therefore, EPA now concludes that the
rule will not have a signiilcant impact
on a substantial number of small
business entities.
C, Paperwork Reduction Act
The Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980,
44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq. authorizes the
Director of OMB to review certain
information collection requests by
Federal agencies. EPA has determined
that the recordkeeping and reporting
requirements of this rule constitute a
“collection of information’* as defined at
44 U.S.C. 3502(4).
EPA submitted the proposed
information collection requirements to
OMB for approval. OMB did not
approve them, OMB’s reasons for
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disapproval and EPA’s responses in the
final rule follow.
1. The burden box did not appear on
the Notification Form (EPA No. 7710-53].
This was the only reason for nonapproval of the form The burden box
followed the form in the Federal
Re$ster. EPA has adjusted the form so
that the burden box now is on the form
2. OMB felt that the requirement to
submit annual reporta to EPA instead of
just maintaining them for inspection
when requested might not be the least
burdensome approach as required by 5
CFR 1320.4(b)(l), and that the exception
and discrepancy reports give EPA much
more critical information for targeting
inspections. OMB also felt that the
burden of 1 hour should be attributed to
submitting an annual report+ rather than
the de minirnis expenditure EPA
attributed to it. EPA has retained
submission of the annual reports in the
final rule since experience with the
requirement to maintain the information
at a facility proved conclusively to EPA
that submission of the information was
what was needed to target inspections
for best results with the limited
resources available. Further, EPA has
‘
found from experience under RCRA that
so few exception or discrepancy reports
are submitted to EPA that such reports
would be inadequate for use in targeting
inspections. EPA accepts OMB’S
suggestion that a small amount of time
be added to the reporting burden for
submission of the annual report and is
adding I hour to the reporting burden
estimate for subrnitti~~ an annual report.
In addition, OMB instructed EPA to
respond to public comments and
consider alternatives to the closure plan
and financial responsibility
requirements in the proposed rule that
might be less burdensome yet still create
incentives for proper disposal and/or
hold commercial storera responsible for
cleanup. In particular, OMB suggested
considering requiring storage facilities to
disclose their closure plans and
financial assurance mechanism plans
during contract negotiations with PCB
generators. EPA always gives
consideration to comments received on
a proposed rule, and in response to
comments has made some adjustments
to the closure plan and financial
assurance requirements which are
retained in the final rule. Most
comments supported the closure plans
and financial assurance requirement~
none of them suggested that EPA
involve itself in contract negotiations
between generators and commercial
storers or disposers. The closure plan
requirements and financial assurance
remain in the final rule.
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The information collection
requirements of this rule have been
submitted for approval to OMB under
the Paperwork Reduction Act, 44 U.S.C.
35111,et seq., and have been approved
under OMB control number 2070-0112.
The public reporting burden for this
collection of imforrnation is estimated to
average 1.5 hours per response for the
notification requirements, 3 hours per
response for the Exception and
Discrepancy Repor!ing requirements, I
hour for the annual report, and 325 to
46o hours per response (for only an
estimated 75 of the total 5,651
respondents] for the financial assurance
and closure requirements. These
estimates include time for reviewing
instructions, searching existing data
sources, gathering and maintaining the
needed data, and completing and
reviewing the collection of information.
Send comments regarding the burden
estimate or any other aspect of this
collection of information, including
suggestions for reducing this burden, to
the Chief, Information Policy Branch
(PM-223], Environmental Protection
Agency, 401 M St., SW., Washington, DC
20460 and to the Office of Information
and Regulatory Affairs, Office of
Management and Budget, Washington,
DC 20503, marked ATTENTION: Desk
Officer for EPA.
List of Subjects in 40 CFR Part 761
Environmental protection, Hazardous
materials, Labeling, Polychlorinated
biphenyls, Reporting and recordkeeping
requirements.
Dated: November 29, 1989.
Wi!liarn K. Reilly,
Administmtor.

Therefore, 40 CFR chapter I, part 761
is amended as follows:
1. The authority citation for part 761 is
revised to read as follows:
PART 761+AMENDED]

Authority 15 U.S.(3. 2605,2607,2611,
2614, and 2616.
2. In $761.3 by adding and
alphabetically inserting definitions for
“amual document log,” “annual report,”
“certificatio~” “commercial storer of
PCB waste,” “’designated facility,”
“disposer of PCB waste,” “EPA
identification number,” “generator of
PCB waste,’” “laboratory, “ “manifest,”
“PCB waste{ s],“ “transfer facility,” and
“transporter of PCB waste” to read as
follows:
~ 761.3
●

Definitions.

****
“Annual

detailed

document
information

log” rrxans
maintained

the
at the
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facility on the PCB waste handling at the
facility.
***

i-egulated for disposal under the
requirements of subpart D of this part.
***
*

“Annual report” means the written
document submitted each year by each
disposer and commercial storer of PCB
waste to the appropriate EPA Regional
Administrator. The annual report is a
brief summary of the information
included in the annual document log.
+****

“EPA identification number” means
the 12-digit number assigned to a facility
by EPA upon notification of PCB waste
activity under S 761.205.
***

●

●

“Certification” means a written
statement regarding a specific fact or
representation that contains the
following language:
Under civil and criminal penalties of law
making or submission of false or
fraudulent statements or representations [18
U.S.C. 1001and 15 U.S.C. 2615], I certify that
for the

the information
contained in or
accompanying
this document is true,
accurate, and complete. As to the identified
section[s] of this document for which I cannot

personally verify truth and accuracy, I certify
as the company official having supervisory
responsibility for the persons who, acting
under my direct instructions, made the
verification that this information is true,
accurate, and complete.
****+
“Commercial storer of PCEt waste”
means the owner or operator of each
facility which is subject to the PCB
storage facility standards of $761.65,
and who engages in storage activities
involving PCB waste generated by
others, or PCB waste that was removed
while servicing the equipment owned by
others and brokered for disposal. The
receipt of a fee or any other form of
compensation for storage services is not
necessary to qualify as a commercial
storer of PCB waste. It is sufficient
under this definition that the facility
stores PCB waste generated by others or
the facility removed the PCB waste
while servicing equipment owned by
others. A generator who stores only the
generator’s own waste is subject to the
storage requirements of ~ 761.65, but is
not required to seek approval as a
commercial storer. If a facility’s storage
of PCB waste at no time exceeds 500
gallons of PCBS, the owner or operator is
rmt required to seek approval as a
commercial storer of PCB waste.
“Designated facility” means the offsite disposer or commercial storer of
PCB waste designated on the manifest
as the facility that will receive a
manifested shipment of PCB waste.
*****
“Disposer of PCB waste,” as the term
is used in subparts J and K of this part+
means any person who owns or
operates a facility approved by EPA for
the disposal of PCB waste which is

●

●

●

“Generator of PCB waste” means any
person whose act or process produces
PCBS that are regulated for disposal
under subpart D of this part, or whose
act first causes Pt2Bs or PCB Reins to
become subject to the disposal
requirements of subpart D of this part,
or who has physical control over the
PCBS when a decision is made that the
use of the PCBS has been terminated
and therefore is subject to the disposal
requirements of subpart D of this part.
Unless another provision of this part
specifically requires a site-specific
meaning, “generator of PCB waste”
includes all of the sites of PCB waste
generation owned or operated by the
person who generates PCB waste.
***
●

●

“Laboratory” means a facility that
analyzes samples for PCBS and is
unaffiliated with any entity whose
activities involve PCBs.
****
●

“Manifest” means the shipping
document EPA form 8700-22 and any
continuation sheet attached to EPA for,m
8700-22, originated and signed by the
generator of PCB waste in accordance
with the instructions included with the
form and subpart K of this part.
****
●

“PCB waste(s)” means those PCBS
and PCB Items that are subject to the
disposal requirements of subpart D of
this part.
****
●

“Transfer facility” means any
transportation-related
facility including
loading docks, parking areas, and other
similar areas where shipments of PCB
waste are held during the normal course
of transportation. Transport vehicles are
not transfer facilities under this
definition, unless they are used for the
storage of PCB waste, rather than for
actual transport activities. Storage areas
for PCB waste at transfer facilities are
subject to the storage facility standards
of 3761.65, but such storage areas am
exempt from the approval requirements
of S 761.65(d) and the recordkeeping
requirements of $761.160, unless the
same PCB waste is stored there for a
period of more than 10 consecutive days
between destinations.
,
***
●

●
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“Transporter of PCB waste” means,
for the purposes of subpart K of this
part, any person engaged in the
transportation of regulated PCB waste
by air, rail, highway, or water for
purposes other than consolidation by a
generator.
***
●

●

3. In $761.65 by adding paragraphs
(d), (e], (f), (g), (h), and (i) and the OMB
control number to the end of the section
to read as foflows:
~ 761.65 Storage for disposal.
****
●

(d] Approval of commercial storers of
PCB waste. (1) All commercial storers of
PCB waste shall have interim approval
to operate commercial facilities for the
storage of PCB waste until [insert date
224 days after date of publication in the
Federal Register]. Commercial storera of
PCB waste are prohibited fro~ storing
any PCB waste at their facilities after
[insert date 224 days after date of
publication in the Federal Register]
unless they have submitted by [insert
date 224 days after date of publication
in the Federal Register] a complete
application for a final storage approval
under paragraph (d)(2] of this section.
The period of interim approval shall
continue until the Regional
Administrator (or the Director of the
Exposure Evaluation Division [Director,
EED] in cases involving commercial
storage ancillary to a facility approved
for disposal by the Director, EED) makes
a final decision OP.the storage
application at which time srich interim
approval shall terminate.
(z) The Regional Administrator for the
region in which the storage facili!y is
located [CL‘de Director, EED, if :he
commercial storage area is ancillary to a
facility approved for disposal by the
Director, EED] shall grant written, final
approval to engage in the com.meticial
storage of PCB waste npon a
determination by the Regional
Administrator or the Director, EED, that
the criteria in paragraph [d)(2](ij through
[d)[2)(vii) of this section have been riiet
by the applicant:
(i) The applic~nt, its principals, and its
key employees responsible for the
establishment or operation of the
corr.rnercial storage facility are qualified
to engage in the business of commercial
storage of PCEi waste.
(ii) The facility possesses the capacity
to handle the quantity of PCB waste
which the owner or operator of the
facility has estimated will be the
maximum quantity of PCB waste that
will be handled at any one time at the
facility.
(iii) The owner or operator of the
facility has certified compliance with
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the storage facility standards in
paragraphs (b] and [c)(7) of this section.
[iv) The owner or operator has
developed a written closure plan for the
facility that is deemed acceptable by the
Regional Administrator (or the Director,
EED, if the commercial storage is
ancillary to a disposal facility permitted
by the Director, RED] under the closure
plan standards of paragraph (e) of this
section.
(v) The owner or operator has
included in the application for fiial
approval a demonstration of financial
responsibility for closure that meets the
fiiancial responsibility standards of
paragraph (g) of this section.
(vi) The operation of the storage
facility will not pose an unreasonable
risk of injury to health or the
environment.
(vii) The environmental compliance
history of the applicant, its principals,
and its key employees shall be deemed
to constitute a sufficient basis for denial
of approval whenever in the judgment of
the Regional Administrator (or Director,
EED) two or more related civil
violations or a single environmental
criminal conviction evidence a pattern
or practice of non compliance that
demonstrate the applicant’s
unwillingness or inability to achieve and
maintain its operations in a compliance
status.
(3) Applicants for storage approvals
shall submit a written applicatiorr that
includes any relevant information
bearing upon the qualifications of the
facility’s principals and key employees
to engage in the business of commercial
storage of PCB wastes. This information
shall include, but is not limited to:
(i) The identification of the owner and
the operator of the facility, including all
general partners of a partnership, any
limited partner of a partnership, any
stockholder of a corporation or any
participant in any other type of business
organization or entity who owns or
controls, directly or indirectly, more
than 5 percent of each partnership,
corporation, or other business
organization and all officials of the
facility who have drect management
responsibility for the facility.
(ii) The identification of the person
responsible for the overall operations of
the facility [i.e., a plant manager,
superintendent, or a person of similar
responsibility) and the supervisory
employees who are or will be
responsible for the operation of the
facility.
(iii) Information concerning the
technical qualifications and experience
of the persons responsible for the
overall operaticm of the facility and the
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employees responsible for handling PCB
waste or other wastes.
(iv) Information concerning any past
State or Federal environmental
violations involving the same business
or another business with which the
principals or supervisory employees
were affiliated directly that occurred
within 5 years preceding the date of
submission and which relate directly to
violations that resulted in either a civil
penalty (irrespective of whether the
matter was disposed of by an
adjudication or by a without prejudice
settlement) or judgment of conviction
whether entered after triaf or a plea,
either of guilt or nolo contendere or civil
injunctive relief and involved storage,
disposal, transpofi or other waste
handling activities.
(v) A list of all companies currently
owned or operated in the past by the
principals or key employees identified in
paragraphs (d)(3)(i) and [d)(3)(ii) of this
section that are or were directly or
indirectly involved with waste handling
activities.
(vi) The owner’s or operator’s
estimate of maximum PCB waste
quantity to be handled at the facility.
(vii) A written statement certifying
compliance with paragraph (b) or (c) of
this section and co~taining a
certification as defined in 3 7sI.3.
(viii] A written closure plan for the
facility, as described in paragraph (e) of
this section.
(ix) The current closure cost estimate
for the facility, as described in
paragraph (f) of this section.
[x) A demonstration of financial
responsibility to close the facility, as
described in paragraph (g] of this
section.
[4) The written approval issued by the
Regional Administrator [or the Director,
EED, if the commercial storage area is
ancillary to a disposal facility approved
by the Director, KED) sha!l include, but
not be limited to, the following
(i) The determination that the
applicant has satisfied the requirements
set forth in paragraph (d)(2) of this
section, and a brief statement setting
forth the basis for the determination.
(ii) Incorporation of the closure plan
submitted by the facility owner or
operator and approved by the Regional
Adrninis&ator (or the Director, EED, if
the commercial storage area is ancillary
to a disposal faci!ity approved by the
Director, EED).
(iii] A condition imposing a maximum
PCB storage capacity which the facility
shall not exceed during its PCB waste
storage operations. The maximum
storage capacity imposed rmder this
condition shaiI not be greater than the
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wtixnated maximum inventory oi PCB
waste included in the owner’s or
operator’s application for final approval.
(iv) Such other conditions as deemed
necessary by the Regional
Administrator [or the Director, EED, if
the commercial storage area is armiilary
to e disposal facility approved by tfre
Director, ~)
to ensare &~t be
operations of the PCB storage facility
w-ill not pose an unreasonable risk of
injury to health or the enviroronent.
(5) Storage areas at transfer facilities
are exempt from the requirement to
obtain approval as a cornsnerci al storer
d PGB waste under th:s paragriip h ,
dew
the same PCB waste is stored Ri
these facilities for a period of time
greater than 10 consecutive days
between destinations.
(8] Storage areas at RCRA-permiited
facilities may be exempt from the
separate TSCA storage spproval
requirements in this paragraph (d] upon
a showing to the Regional
Administrator’s satisfaction that the
facility’s existing RCRA closure pkm is
substaritialIy equivalent !0 this m!e’s
closure plan standards, and th.zt such
s.>~i~i~y~~
c]~~~r~ cost estima!e ~~(i
it.
finarrcia~ assu:ance d.mlm;:iraiior;
account for maximum PCi? waste
in-~entor!esr and the Mq?~Iei7,eri:,S~:
paragraph (d)[3)[i) tkraa$h [dj(3j(vJ ;~~;d
(d)[3j{vii) of this section me met. .4.payirz ~wksd of ionger than 3 ye2r3 z?.e?
,..,
approval 0$ Lhe storage fac:i]<y p!.rs~ant
to this rule, wiil be accep!sbie to EW.+if
that pay-in -period has ahwrjy been
established for a valid FK2L4 facility or
previously approved TSCA facih!y.
{7) Storage areas anciiiary to TSC.Aa~proved d!sposal facilities may be
~xernpt from 8 separate facWy approval
provided all of the fohvirg
comiitior,s
are nteh
[i) The current disposal appro~-ai
contains an expiration dzte.
(ii) The current disposal approva~s
closure and financial responsibility
conditions specifically extend to storage
areas ancillary to disposal.
(iii] The current disposal approval’s
closure and financial responsibility
conditions provide for annual
adjustments for inflatiom and for
modification when changes in operation
would affect closure costs.
(iv) The current disposal approvai
contains conditions on closure and
financial responsibility that are at least
as stringent as those in paragraphs (e)
and (g] of this section. However, the
provision for a 3-year closure trust payin period as spsdied in paragraph
[gl[ll(i} of this section, wcm!d bs w~ived
in a case in which an approved T2CA
facility cmRCRA facili~ that covers PC13
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storage has a longer pay-in period for
the L-wA
(v) The current disposal approval
satisfies the requirements of paragraph
(d)[3j(i) through (d)[3)(v) of this section.
[8] The approvai of any existing
TSCA-approved disposal facility
ancilkwy to a commercial storage
fati!i~~ that is deficierrt in any of the
condltmns of paragraph (d][7](i) thrw~gh
(dj(7)(v) of this section shall be ca]]ed in
by the Regional Administrator or the
Director, EED, if it was the Director,
gFB who issued it. Tbe approval sha~i
be modified to meet the requirement~ of
pamgraph (d)(7) of this section within
180 days of L+eeffective da!e of Usw
finai ride, or a separate application for
ap,provai of Lie storage faciiity may be
submitted to the Regional Administrator
~r L$e Directort EED, in the cases where
the Director, EED issued the apprcwaL
[e) Closure. (I.) A cmninercial storer of
PCB waste shall have a written ciosure
plan that identifies the steps that *$w
owner or cperator of the facility shall
take to close the PCB waste storage
facility in a reamer that elirn~~ates the
potential for post-closuw releases of
PC13Sw-hich may present an
VT
iiil IS?lSOFIilbit3 Ak tO b. UEJ3, -:L .JL>.!’&
131!.. ,J,.
An acceptabk c!osmc
! hc envircmnen!.
;1:: must incitide, at a rn;nz:ncm. J3\ld
the fo]!cwing:
[il A d.mc.ripiicm of how the iPCB
s?orage areas of Lle facility will be
clmcci in a manner Llat di.mhmttis the
poteniial for posl-clommo reieauwxs of
PCf?s into the environment,
(ii) An identification of the rnaxinwm
extent of storage operations ‘hat will be
open duriri the active life of S]e faciiity,
i:~clwiing an identification cd t!~e extent
of PCB storage operations at the facility
relative to other wastes that wi~l ‘be
handled at Lie faci!ity.
(iii) An estimate of the m-.ximum
inventory of P(H3 wastes that could he
handled at one time at the facility over
its active life, and a detailed description
of the methods or arrangements to be
used during closure for removing,
transporting, storing, or disposing of the
facility’s inventory of PCB waste,
irxiuding an identification of any off-site
facilities that will be used.
(iv) A detailed description of the steps
needed to remove or decontaminate PCB
waste residues and contamiiiated
containment system components,
equipment, structures, and soils during
closure in accordance with the levels
specified in the PCB Spilis Cieanup
Policy in subpart G of this part.
including a description of the methods
fm sampling and testing of smrounch~g
soils, and L!e criteria for determining the
~Y!ent ,jf r=p,ovel or decontamina?im.
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(v) A detailed descriptiori of other
activities necessary during the closure
period to ensure that any post-closure
releases of PCBS wiil not present
unreasonable risks to human health or
the environment. This includes activities
such as ground-water monitoring, run-on
arid run-off control, and facility secwity.
[vi] A schedule for closure of each
area of the faciliby where PCB waste is
stored or handled, includi~g the total
time required to close each area of PCll
waste simage or handling, and the time
required for imy interverri~g closure
activities.
[vii) Aq estimate of the expected year
of closure of the PCB waste storage
areas, if a trust f~undis opted for as the
financial mechanism.
(2) A written closure plan de?erniwxl
to be acceptable by the Regional
Administrator (or the Director, ?ZED,if
the commercial storage a=a is anci!!ary
ta a disposal faci!ity approved by the
Director, EED) under this section did]
beccme a conditimr cf any approval
L.~nted w.xfer paragraph (d) of thjs
section.
(3] A separata and new c!csure p!an
need not be submitted in cases where a
facility is cwrentiy covered by a TSCM
aPPro\~ai or a RCRA permit, upofi ~
showing to the satisfaction of the
R+ona] Admirtistiator (or the Direc&JI;
‘E,Q1ii’the commercial storage area is
anciiiary to a di~p~sai facility appro-wxl
hy the Director, EED) (hat the existing
closure plan is suhstaatially equivalent
to chmwe plans required under
paragraphs (d) through (g] of this
section, and tiiat the pkm adequately
accounts for PCB waste inventories.
(4] Tiie commercial storer of PCE?
waste shall submit a written request to
the Regienal Administrator (or the
Director, EFXI,if he approved the closure
plan) for a modification to its storage
approvai to amend its closure plan,
wheneveg
(i) Changes in ownership, operating
plans, or facility design affect the
existing closure plan.
(ii] There is a change in the expected
date of closure, if applicable.
(iii] h conducting closure activities,
unexpected events require a
modification of the approved closore
pian.
(5) The Regional Administrator or the
Director, BED, if he approved the c~osure
plan, may modify the existing closure
plan under the conditions described Ln
paragraph (e](4] of this section.
[6] Cormnercial storers of PCB waste
Shali comply with the following closure
.wbedu}e:
(i] The commercial storer shall notify
cr
in w-iting the Regional Administrator

r
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the Director, EED if he approved the
closure plan, at least 80 days prior to the
date on which final closure of its PCB
storage facility is expected to begin.
(ii) The date when a commercial
storer of PCB waste “expects to begin
closure” shall be no later than 30 days
after the date on which the storage
facility received its final quantities of
PCB waste. For good cause shown, the
Regional Administrator or the Director,
EED if he approved the closure plan,
may extend the date for commencement
of closure for an additional 30-day
period.
(iii) Within 90 days after receiving the
final quantity of PCB waste for storage,
a commercial storer of PCB waste shall
remove all PCB waste in storage at the
facility from the facility in accordance
with the approved closure plan. For
good cause show the Regional
Administrator or the Director, EED if he
approved the closure plm may approve
a reasonable extension to the period for
removal of the PCB waste.
(iv] A commercial storer of PCB waste
shall complete closure activities in
accordance with the approved closure
plan and within lM days after receiving
the final quantity of PCB waste for
storage at the facility. For good cause
shown, the Regional Administrator or
Director, EED if he approved the closure
plan, may approve a reasonable
extension to the closure period.
[7) During the closure period, all
contaminated system component
equipment, structures, and soils shall be
disposed of in accordance with the
disposal requirements of subpart D of
this part, or, if applicable,
decontaminated in accordance with the
levels specified in the PCB Spills
Cleanup Policy at subpart G of this part.
When PCB waste is removed from the
storage facility during closure, the
owner or operator becomes a generator
of PCB waste subject to the generator
requirements of subpart J of this part.
(8) Within 80 days of completion of
closure of each facility for the storage of
PCB waste, the commercial storer of
PCB waste shall submit to the Regional
Administrator (or Director, EED if he
approved the closure plan), by
registered mail, a certification that the
PCB storage facility has been closed in
accordance with the approved closure
plan. The certification shall be signed by
the owner or operator and by an
independent registered professional
engineer.
(f) Closure cost estimate, (1) A
commercial storer of PCB wastes shall
have a detailed estimate, in current
dollars, of the cost of closing the facility
in accordance with its approved closure
plan. The closure cost estimate shall be
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in writing, be certified by the person
preparing it (using the certification
defined in ~ 761.3] and comply with all
of the following criteria:
(i] The closure cost estimate shall
equal the cost of final closure at the
point in the PCB storage facility’s active
life when the extent and manner of PCB
storage operations would make closure
the most expensive, as indicated by the
facility’s closure plan.
(ii) The closure cost estimate shall be
based on the costs to the owner or
operator of hiring a third party to close
the facility, and the third party shall not
be either a corporate parent or
subsidiary of the owner or operator, or
member in joint ownership of the
facility.
(iii) The owner or operator shall
include in the estimate the current
market costs for off-site commercial
disposal of the facility’s maximum
estimated inventory of PCB wastes,
except that on-site disposal costs may
be used if on-site disposal capacity will
exist at the facifity at all times over the
life of the PCB storage facility.
(iv] The closure cost estimate may not
incorporate any salvage value that may
be realized with the sale of wastes,
facility structures or equipment, land, or
other assets associated with the facility
at the time of closure.
(z) During the active life of the PCB
storage facility, the commercial storer of
PCB waste shall adjust annually for
inflation the closure cost estimate within
80 days prior to the anniversary date of
the establishment of the financial
instruments used to demonstrate
financial responsibility for closure,
except that owners or operators who
use the financial test or corporate
guarantee shall adjust their closure cost
estimates for inflation within 30 days
after the close of the storer’s fiscal year.
The adjustment may be made by
recalculating the maximum costs of
closure in current dollars, or by using an
inflation factor derived from the most
recent ImpIicit Price Deflator for Gross
National Product published by the U.S.
Department of Commerce in its Survey
of Current Busines#. The Implici +?rice
Deflator for Gross National Product is
included in a monthly publication titled
Economic Indicators, which is available
from the Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Office,
Washington, DC 20402. The inflation
factor used in the latter method is the
resu!t of dividing the latest published
annual Deflator by the Deflator for the
previous year. The adjustment to the
closure cost estimate is then made by
multiplying the most recent closure cost
estimate by the latest inflation factor,
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[3) Where the Regional Administrator
(or the Director, EED, if he approved the
closure plan) approves a modification to
the facility’s closure pla~ and that
modification increases the cost of
closure, the owner or operator shall
revise the closure cost estimate no later
than 30 days after the modification is
approved. Any such revision shall also
be adjusted for inflation in accordance
with paragraph (f)(z) of this section.
,(4) The owner or operator of the
facility shall keep at the facility during
its operating life the most recent closure
cost estimate, including any adjustments
resulting from inflation or from
modifications to the closure plan.
(g) Financial assurance for closure. A
commercial storer of PCB waste shalf
establish financial assurance for closure
of each PCB storage facility that he
owns or operates. In establishing
financial assurance for closure, the
commercial storer of PCB waste may
choose from the following fmanciaf
assurance mechanisms or any
combination of mechanisms:
(I) The “closure trust fund,” as
specified in $ 264.143(a) of this chapter,
except for paragraph (a)(3) of ~ 284.143.
For purposes of this paragraph, the
following provisions also apply
(i) Payments into the trust fund shall
be made annually by the owner or
operator over the remaining operating
life of the facility as estimated in the
closure plan, or over 3 years, whichever
period is shorter. This period of time is
hereafter referred to as the “pay-in
period.” For an existing facility, the first
payment must be made within 30
calendar days after EPA has notified the
facility of its conditional approval.
Interim approval to operate is canceled
and the application is denied if EPA
does not receive verification that the
payment was made in that 30-day
period.
(ii] For a new facility, the first
payment into the closure trust fund shall
be made before EPA grants final
approval of the application and before
the facility may accept the initial
shipment of PCB waste for commercial
storage. A receipt from the trustee shall
be submitted by the owner or operator
to the Regional Administrator (or the
Director, E331, if the commercial storage
area is anciliary to a disposal facility
approved by the Director EED) before
this initial delivery of PCB waste. The
first payment shall be at least equal to
the current closure cost estimate,
di~’ided by the number of years in the
pay-in period, except as provided in
paragraph [g)(7) of this section for
multiple mechanisms. Subsequent
payments shall be made no later than 30
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days after each armiwxsmy date of the
first payment. The amount cf each
s~bwquent payment shall be
determined by subtracting the current
value of the trw+t fund from the current
closure cost estimate, and riivkfir~ this
difference by the number of years
remainifi.g in the pay-in period.
[iii] U an cnvner or operator of a
faei~ity existing on the &Iectire date ~f
thisparagraph establishes a irmt iud
$0 meet the finaaciai assurance
requirements of thi~ paragraph, ard the
vaiue d the trust fund is less t!!an the
current clos-we cost estimate when a
final agprwvaI is gywfited for the facil~ly,
the amount of i!:.e cwr~.~: ciw,m-e cvst
es~lna!e sti]i to be paid info ~he tivst.
fund trlmII be paid in. over the pay-in
peticd as defirimi in paragraph (gj(lj(ij
of t!!is section. %ymenis shali continw
to be made no later than 30 days af{w
ckte of ‘the f~si
each ticni’.’ersxy
payment made imto the trust furJd. TIIe
amount of each payment shall be
determined by subtmcting the current
value of the trust fund fro-m th~ c?urrent
closure cost estimate, and dividing [his
difference by the rnunber Gfyear~
remaining in the pay-in period.
[iv] The submission ~fs h-us!
agreement with ~h~ w~r.:ing spe~ifi!jd i~~
5 2G4.151(.?.!(:)t?f Cl:s :..%pt::-. iw:hl[!icg
~~y r.~f2r:fi& .L
*.?ha~r(lr~~
v.Jg:~
....&u”.>..
rnanage.menf faci?i:jes, s.h-’ll
,3., be Cf!~ifiSd
to be iri cmmpH9mw with the
requirmnen~ t~ submi! 8 L.mstdgrwir,za~
wwlt?r this whpart.
(z) “I%e“s.urcty bcmd gu~lran!eeing
pa3nnent into a closure tmst fu~d,” as
specjfied in ~ 284.I~3@] of this chapter,
irdading the use of the surety bcmd
instrument specified at $ 284.15~(b] of
this chapter and the standby trust
qwcified at ~ 264.~4~(b)[3) of this
chapter, The use of the suret3~ bonds,
surety bond instruments, and s?and!ry
trust agreer-en!s specified in
$$ 264.143[b) and 2M.15~[b] of this
chapter shall be cieerned to be in
compliance wi!h this subpart.
[3](i) The “surety bond ~~aranteeing
performance of closurre~ as specified at
$ 264.143(c] of this chapter, except for
paragraph [c)(5) of $264.143 of this
chapter. The submission and use of ~~e
surety bond instrument specified st
~ 264.151(c] of this chapter and the
standby trust specified at $ z64.143[c)[3)
of this chapter shall be deemed to be in
compliance witff the requirements under
this mbpart relating to the use of surety
bonds and standby trust funds.
(ii) For the purposes of this paragraph,
and under the terms of the bond, the
surety skla}lbecome liable on the bond
obbgaticm when tffe owmer or oper~ter
fails to perform as guasanteeri by the
bond. Liability is estabhshed by a final
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a dministiative determination pursuant
to section 16 of TSCA that the owner or
operator has failed to perform firm]
c~~sure in accordance with the closure
p!an and other approval or regulatory
~equirem.ellts when required to do so.
[4][i] The “closure letter of credit”
specified in S 264.143(d] of this chapter.
except for paragraph (d)(8]. The
submission and use of Lhe imewrcalie
letter of credit instrument specified in
$ 264.151(d] of this chapter and the
standby trust specified in $ 264.143 (dj(3)
of this chapter shall be deemed tobe in
c~mpliance with the requirements of this
subpart r~!atirLg to tile use of lm!ers 0?
credit and sta~dby trwit funds.
(ii) For the purposes of ths pamgraph,
the F&@nal .4dministrator (or the
the commercial s?~rage
I)~rector,
ores is ancillary to a rfisp~sal faciliiy
approved by the Director, HID] may
draw on the letter of credit following .s
final adiiinistrative dete~k~iition
pursuant to section 16 of TSCA that th
owner or operator has failed to perform
final closure in accordance with tbe
closure plan and other approval m
~egu~ti!om requirements when required
tO da SO.“
(5] “Closure insmwnce,” as ::pecificxi
,“:T”r..a
in $ 264.~43(e) of th~s chapter, Um.-.a..
tb certiifkate of insurance for closuw
specified at $ 26-L151[e] oi $his chap?c:
‘I he rise of closure instirance as
specified in $ ZM.143[e] of this chaptur
and tik submission and use of t!!e
certificate
of insurance specified kj
$ 2&l.151(e) of Lhis chapter drs!l be
deezed to be in compliance with the
r~quirements of thi9 8ubpart relating fo
the use of closure insui-tince.
(6] The “financial test and corporate
guarantee for closure,” es described ia
~ 264.143(fJ of this chapter, irrchxding a
letter signed by the owner’s or
operator’s chief financial officer as
specified at $264.151 (~ of this chapter
and, if applicable, the witten ccirporste
gparantee specified at $ 264.151 [h) of
this chapter. The use of the financial test
and corporate .~arantee specified L~
! 264.143(f3 of this chapter, the
submission and use of the let!er
specified in $ 264.151(O of this chapter,
and the submission and use of the
written corporate guarantee specified tit
~ 2&t.15~(h] of this chapter sha!l be
deemed to be in compliance with the
requirements of this subpart relating to
the use of financial tests and corporate
guarantees.
(7) The use of multiple financial
mechanisms, as specified in S 264.143[g]
of this chapter is permitted.
(h) Rz[ecse of owner or apmc!m.
V~ithir, M days after receiving
certific~tions from the owner or opmxitor
nrrci ~E independent registered
EE12s

if

professional engineer that final closure
has been completed in accordance with
the approved closure plan, the Regional
Administrator or the Director, EED, if he
approved the closure plan, wilt notify
the owner or operator in writing that the
ow~er or operator is no longer required
by this section to maintain financial
assurance for final closure of the
facility, unless the Regional
Administrator or the Director, EE23,if he
approved the closure plan, has reason to
beiieve that final closure has not been
completed in accordance with the
epproved closure plan. The Regional
Administrator or the Director, Em, if he
approved the closurre plan, shall provide
the owner or operator with a detailed
written statement stating the reasons
why he believed c}os’ure was not
conducted in accordance with ‘&e
approved closure p!an.
(i) Lafrcwotories andsmnples. (1) A
laboratory is conditionally exe,mpt from
t!he notification and approval
requirements for a commercial storer
under s 761.t35(d) through (h] wfwn it
stores samples heid for disposal in a
facility that cornpiies with the standards
in ~ 761.65[b](lj[i] through (bj(I][iv].
[z; .-+i~boratory sample f3 cxm@
frwn the manifesting requirernen!s in
$ 761.2138when:
[i] The sample is being transported ~cr
a laboratory for the purpose of testivg.
(ii] The sample is being trarwpcrterf
back to the swmple collector afier
testing.
(iii) ‘he sample is being stored by the
sample collector before transport to a
labm story far testin%.
(iv) The sample is being stored L~a
laboratory before testing.
(v] The sample is being stored in a
laboratory after testing but before it is
returned to the sample collector.
(vi) The sample is being stored
temporarily in the laboratory after
testing for a specific purpose (for
example, until conclusion of a court case
or enforcement action where further
testing of the sample maybe necessary].
(3] fn order to qualify for the
exemption in paragraph (d)(2](i) and
(d](2)[ii) of this section, a sample
collector shipping samples to a
laboratory and a laboratory retumhg
samples to a sample collector musk
(i) Comply with applicable U.S.
Department of Transportation (Df3~ or
U.S. Postal Service (USPS) shipping
requirements, found respectively in 49
CFR 173.345 and U.S. Postal Regulations
652.2 and 652.3.
(ii) Assure that the follcwhg
information accompenkw the sarn>kx
[A) The sample collectcr’s name,
.7
,
rrm:l?n<z a+.dress, and telephone rwmher.
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(B) The laboratory’s name, mailing
address, and telephone number,
(C) The quantity of the sample.
(D) The date of shipment,
(E) A description of the sample.
(iii] package the sample so that it does
not leak, spill, or vaporize from its
packaging.
(4] When the concentration of the PCB
sample has been determined, and its use
is terminated, the sample must be
properly disposed. A laboratory must
either manifest the PCB waste to a
disposer or commercial storer, as
required under $761.208, retain a copy
of each manifest, as required under
~ 761.209, and follow up on exception
reporting, as required under ~ 761.215 (a)
and (b), or return ‘tie sample to the
sample collector who must then properly
dispose of the sample. If the laboratory
returns the sample to the sample
collector, the laboratory must comply
with the shipping requirements set forth
in paragraph (i)[3)(i) through (i)(3)(iii) of
this section.
[j) States and the FederaI
Government. States and the Federal
Government are exempt from the
requirements of paragraphs (O and [g) of
this section.
(Approved by the Office of Management and
Budget under control number 2070-0112)
Subpart J—General Records and
Reports
4. By revising the heading for subpart J
to read as set forth above.
5. By revising paragraphs (a) and (b)
and adding the OMB control number to
the end of $761.160 to read as follows:

9761.180
****

Records and monitoring.
●

(a] PCBS and PCB Items in service or
projected for disposal.’ Beginning

February 5,1990, each owner or
operator of a facility, other than a
commercial storer or a disposer of PCB
waste, using or storing at any one time
at least 45 kilograms (99.4 pounds) of
PCBS contained in PCB Container(s), or
one or more PCB Transformers, or 50 or
more PCB Large High or Low Voltage
Capacitors shall develop and maintain
at the facility, or a central facility
provided they are maintained at that
facility, all annual records and the
written amual document log of the
disposition of PCBS and PCB Items. The
written annual document log must be
prepared for each facility by July 1
covering the previous calendar year
(January through December). The annual
document log shall be maintained for at
least 3 years after the facility ceases
using or storing PCBS and PCB Items in
the quantities prescribed in this

“.
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paragraph. Annual records [manifests
and certificates of disposal) shall be
maintained for the same period. The
annual records and the amual
document log shall be available for
inspection at the facility where they are
maintained by authorized
representatives of EPA during normal
business hours, and each owner or
operator of a facility subject to these
requirements shall know the location of
these records. All records and amual
documents required to be prepared and
maintained by this section prior to
February 5,1990 shall continue to be
maintained at the facility for the same
time as the annual records and the
annual document log. The annual
document required for 1968 shall cover
the period from January 1, 1989 to
February 5,1990.
(1) The annual records shall include
the following:
(i) All signed manifests generated by
the facility during the calendar year,
(ii) All Certificates of Disposal that
have been received by the facility during
the calendar year.
(2] The written annual document log
shall include the following
(i) The name, address, and EPA
identification number of the facility
covered by the annual document log and
the calendar year covered by the amuaf
document iog.
(ii) The unique manifest number of
every manifest generated by the facility
during the calendar year, and from each
manifest and for unmanifested waste
that may be stored at the facility, the
following information:
(A] For bulk PCB waste (e.g., in a
tanker or truck), its weight in kilograms,
the first date it was removed from
service for disposal, the date it was
placed into transport for off-site storage
or disposal, and the date of disposal, if
known.
(B] The serial number [if available] or
other means of identifying each PCB
Article [e.g., transformer or capacitor),
the weight in kilograms of the PCB
waste in each transformer or capacitor,
the date it was removed from service for
disposal, the date it was placed in
transport for off-site storage or disposal,
and the date of disposal, if known,
(C) A unique number identifying each
PCB Container, a description of the
contents of each PCB Container, such as
liquid, soil, cleanup debris, etc.,
including the total weight of the material
in kilograms in each PCB Container, the
first date material was placed in each
PCB Container for disposal, and the date
each PCB Container was placed in
transport for off-site storage or disposal,
and the date of disposal if known.
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(D) A unique number identifying each
PCB Article Container, a description of
the contents of each PCB Article
Container, such as pipes, capacitors,
electric motors, pumps, etc., including
the total weight in kilograms of the
contents of each PCB Article Container,
the first date a PCB Article was placed
into each PCB Article Container for
disposal, the total weight of the PCB
Articles in kilograms in each PCB
Article Container, and the date the PCB
Article Container was placed in
transport for off-site storage or disposal,
and the date of disposal if known.
(iii) The total number by specific type
of PCB Articles and the total weight in
kilograms of PCBS in PCB Articles, the
total number of PCB Article Containers
and total weight in kilograms of the
contents of PCB Article Containers, the
total number of PCB Containers and the
total weight in kilograms of the contents
of PCB Containers, and the total weight
in kilograms of bulk PCB waste that was
placed into storage for disposal or
disposed during the calendar year.
(iv) The total number of PCB
Transformers and total weight in
kilopms
of PCBS contained in the
transformers remaining in service at the
end of the calendar year,
(v) The total number of Large High or
Low Voltage PCB Capacitors remaining
in service at the end of the calendar
year.
[vi) The total weight in kilograms of
any PCBS and PCB Items in PCB
Containers, including the identification
of container contents, remaining in
service at the facility at the end of the
calendar year.
(vii) For any PCBS or PCB item
received from or shipped to another
facility owned or operated by the same
generator, the information required
under paragraph (a)(2) (ii)[A] through
(a)
of this section.
(viii) A record of each telephone call,
or other means of verification agreed
upon by both parties, made to each
designated commercial storer or
designated disposer to confirm receipt of
PCB waste transported by an
independent transporter, as required by
$761.208.
(b] Disposers and commercial storers
of PCB waste. Beginning February 5,
1990, each owner or operator of a
facility (including high efficiency boiler
operations) used for the commercial
storage or disposal of PCBS and PCB
Items shall maintain annual records on
the disposition of all PCBS and PCB
items at the facility and prepare and
maintain a written amual document log
that includes the information required
by paragraphs (b)(2) of this section for
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PCBS and PCB Items that were handled
as PCB waste at the facility. The written
annual document log shall be prepared
by July 1 for the previous calendar year
(January through December). The
written annual document log shall be
maintained at each facility for at least 3
years after the facility is no longer used
for the storage or disposal of PCBS and
PCB Ite,rns except that, in the case of
chemical waste landfills, the annual
document log shall be maintained at
least 20 years after the chemical waste
landfill is no longer used for the disposal
of PCBS and PCB Items, The annual
records shall be maintained for the same
period. The annual records and written
ennual document log shall be available
at the facility for inspection by
authorized representatives of the EPA.
All records and annual documents
required to be prepared and maintained
by ibis section prior to February 5, IWO
shall continue to be maintained at the
facility for the same time as the annual
records and the annual document Iog.
The annual document for 1989 shall
cover the period from January 1, 1989 to
February 5, 1990. From the written
annual document log the owner or
operator of a facility must prepare the
annual report containing the information
required by paragraphs [b](3](i) thrcugh
(b](3](vi) of this section for PCBS and
?C13 Items that were handled as PCB
waste at the facility during the previous
calendar year (January through
December]. The annual report must be
sub.mitied by July 15 of each year for the
preceding calendar year. If the facility
ceases commercial PCB storage or
disposal operations, the owner or
cperator of the facility shall provide at
ieast 80 days advance written notice to
the Regional Administrator for the
region in which the facility is located of
the date the facility intends to begin
closure.
(1) The amual records shail inciude
the following
(i) All signed manifests generated or
received at the facility during the
calendar year.
(ii) Ail Certificates of Disposal that
have been generated or received by the
facility during the calendar year.
(2) The written annual document log
shall include the followi~
(i) The name, address, and EPA
identification number of the storage or
disposal facility covered by the annual
document log and the calendar year
covered by the amual document Iog.
(ii) For each manifest generated or
received by the facility during the
calendar year, the unique manifest
number and the name and address of
the facility that generated the rmuifest
the following information:
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(A) For bulk PCB waste (e.g., in a
tanker or truck], its weight in kilograms,
the first date PCB waste was placed in
the tanker or truck for disposal, the date
it was received at the facility, the date it
was placed in transport for off-site
disposal (if applicable), and the date of
disposal, if known.
LB]The serial number or other means
of identifying each PCB Article, not in a
PCB Container or PCB Article Container,
the weight in kilograms of the PCB
waste in the PCB Article, the date it was
removed from service for disposal, the
date it was received at the facility, the
date it was placed in transport for offsite disposal (if applicable), and the date
of disposal (if known).
(C) The unique number assigned by
the generator identifying each PCB
Container, a description of the contents
of each PCB Container, such as liquid,
soil, cleanup debris, etc., including the
total weight of the PCB waste in
kilograms in each PCB Container, the
first date PCB waste was placed in each
PCB Container for disposal, the date
each PCB Container was placed in
transport for off-site storage or disposal
(as applicable), and the date the PCB
Container was disposed (if knGwn].
[D) The unique number assigned by
Lhe generator i(fmtifying each PCB
Article Container, a description of the
contents of each PCB Article Container,
such as pipes, capacitors, electric
motors, pumps, etc., including the total
weight in kilograms of the PCB waste in
each PCB Article Container, the first
date a PCB Article was placed in each
PCB Article Container for disposal, the
date each PCB Article Container was
placed in transport for off-site storage or
disposal (as applicable], and the date
the PCB Article Container was disposed
(if known).
(E) Disposers of PCB waste shall
include the confirmed date of disposal
for items in paragraphs [b)(Z)(ii)(A)
through [be)
of this section.
(iii) For any PCB waste disposed at a
facility ‘&at generated the PCB waste or
any PCB waste that was not manifested
to the facility, the information required
under paragraph (be)
through
(B)(2)[ii)[E) of this section.
(3) The owner or operator of a PCB
disposal or commercial storage facility
shall submit an amual report, which
briefly summarizes the records and
annual document log required to be
maintained and prepared under
paragraphs (b)(l) and (b)(2] of this
section, to the Regional Administrator of
the EPA region in which the facility is
located by July 15 of each year,
beginning with July 15,1991. The first
annual report submitted on July 15, 1891,
shall be for the period starting February
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5, 1990 and ending December 31, 1990.
The amual report shall contain no
confidential business information. The
annual report shall consist of the
information listed in paragraphs (bj(3)(i)
through (b)[3)(vi) of this section.
[i) The name, address, and EPA
identification number of the facility
covered by the annual report for the
calendar year.
(ii) A list of the numbers of all signed
manifests of PCB waste initiated or
received by the facility during that year.
(iii) The total weight in kilograms of
bulk PCB waste, PCB waste in PCB
Transformers, PCB waste in PCB Large
High or Low Voltage Capacitors, PCB
waste in PCB Article Containers, and
PCB waste in PCB Containers in storage
at the facility at the begiming of the
calendar year, received or generated at
the facility, transferred to another
facility, or disposed of at the facility
during the calendar year. The
information must be provided for each
of these categories, as appropriate.
(iv) The total number of PCB
Transformers, the total number of PCB
Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors,
the total number of PCB Article
Containers, and the total number of PCB
Containers in storage at the facility at
the beginning of the calendar year,
received or generated at the facilitjj,
transferred to another facility, or
dispcsed of at the facility during !he
calendar year. The information raw: be
provided for each of these categories, as
appropriate.
(v) The total weight in kilograms of
each of the following PCB categories:
bulk PCB waste, PCB waste in PCB
Transformers, PCB waste in PCB Large
High or Low Voltage Capacitors, PCB
waste in PCB Article Containers, and
PCB waste in PGB Containers remaining
in storage for disposal at the facility at
the end of the calendar year.
(vi) The total number of PCB
Transformers, the total number of PCFI
Large High or Low Voltage Capacitors,
the total number of PCB Article
Containers, and the total number of PCB
Containers remaining in storage for
disposal at the facility at the end of the
calendar year.
(vii) The requirement to submit annual
reports to the Regional Administrator
continues until the submission of the
amual report for the calendar year
during which the facility ceases PCB
storage or disposal operations. Storage
operations have not ceased until all PCB
waste, including any PCB waste
generated during closure, has been
removed from the facility.
(4) Whenever a commercial storer of
PCB waste accepts PCBS or PCB Items
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at his storage facility and transfers the
PCB waste off-site to another facility for
storage or disposal, the commercial
storer of PCB waste shall initiate a
manifest under subpart K of this part for
the transfer of PCBS or PCB Items to the
next storage or disposal facility.
No& Any requirements for weights in
kilograms of PCBSmay be calculated values
if the internal volmne of PCBSin containers
end transformers is known and included in
the reports, together with any assumptions on
the density of the PCBs contained in the
containers or tranforrnere. If tha internal
volume of PCBSis not known, a best estimate
may be used.
~App~ved b; the &fice if Management and
Budget under control numbers 2076-6061and
2070-o1112
6. By adding a subpart K, consisting of
$$761.202 through 761.218, to read as
follows
Subpart K-PCB
and Reports

Waste D&poaal Records

Sec.
761.202
EPA identification
numbers.
761.2Q5 Notiilcation of PCBwaste activity
(EPAForm 771&53).
761.207 The manifest-general
requirements.
761.206 Use of the manifest.
761.209 Retention of manifest records,
761.210 Manifest discrepancies.
7’61.zII Unmanifested waste report.
761.215 Exception reporting.
761.218 Certificate of Disposal.

Subpart K—PCEI Waste Disposal
Records and Reports
$761.202
(a)

EPA identification

numbers.

GenemI. Any generator,

commercial storer, transporter, or
disposer of PCB waste who is required
to have an EPA identification number
under this subpart must notify EPA of
his/her PCB waste handling activities,
using the notification procedures and
form described in $761.205. EPA will
confirm the EPA identification number
of facilities already assigned one, and
will assign an EPA identification
number to facilities that do not have
one.
[b) Prohibitions. After ~uze 4, 1LH30;
(1) A generator of PCB waste shall
nok
(i) Process, store, dispose of,
transport, or offer for transportation PCB
waste without having received an EPA
identification number from the Agency.
A generator of PCB waste who is
exempted from notification under
~ 761.205(c)(1) or who notifies EPA in a
timely reamer under $ 761.205(c)[2)(i),
but has not yet received a unique
identification number, shall be regarded
as having received from EPA the
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identification number “40 CFR P&T
761.”
[ii) Offer the PCB waste to
transportera, disposers, or commercial
storers of PCJ3 waste who have not
received an EPA identification number.
(2) A transporter of PCB waste shall
not
(i) Transport PCB waste without
having received an EPA identification
number from EPA,
(ii) Deliver PCB waste to transporter%
disposem or commercial storers of PCB
waste that have not received an EPA
identification number.
(3) A commercial storer of PCB waste
shall not accept any PCB waste for
storage without having received an EPA
identification number from EPA.
(4) A disposer of PCB waste shall not
accept any PCB waste for disposal
without having received an EPA
identification number from EPA. A
disposer of PCB waste who owns more
thlm one disposal facility or mobile
treatment unit shall not accept waste
unless the disposer haa received an EPA
identification number for each facility or
mobile tit.
(c) PCB waste handledprior to
effective date of this subpart.

Generators (other than genera tom
exempt from notification under
$ 761.205(c)(I)), commercial storers,
transporters, and disposers of PCB
waste who are required to have EPA
identification numbers under this
subpart, and who were engaged in PCB
waste handling activities on or prior to
February S, 1990, are not subject to the
prohibitions of paragraph [b) of this
section if they have applied for an EPA
identification number in accordance
with the applicable notification
procedures of $761.205. Such persons
shall use the EPA identification number
“40 CFR PART 761,” or a number
assigned to the persons by EPA or a
State under RCRA, until EPA issues to
such persons a specific identification
number under S 761.205(a), (b), or (c).
(d] PCB waste first handled after
effective

date of this subpart.

Generators (other than generators
exempt from notification under
~ 761.205[c)[1)), commercial storers,
transporters, and disposers of PC13
waste who are required to have EPA
identification numbers under this
subpart, and who first engage in PCB
waste activities after February 5, 1990,
are subject to the prohibitions in
paragraph (b) of this section.
$761.205 Notfflcatkrn of PCB waste
actlvlty (EPA Form 77 10-53).
(a)(1) All commercial storers,
transporters, and disposers of PCB
waste who were engaged in PCB waste
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handling activities on or prior to
February 5,1990 shall notify EPA of
their PCB waste activities by filing EPA
Form 771o-53 with EPA by no later than
April 4,1990. Upon receiving the
notification form, EPA will assign an
EPA identification number to each entity
.
that notifies.
(2) All generators (other than
generatore exempt from notification
under paragraph (c)(l) of this section),
commercial storers, transporters, and
disposers of PCB waste who first engage
in PCB waste handling activities after
February & 1880, shall notify EPA of
their PCB waste activities by filing EPA
Form 7710-53 with EPA prior to
engaging in PCB waste handling
activities.
(3) Any person required to notify EPA
under this section shall fde with EPA
Form 7710-53. Copies of EPA Form 771053 are available from the Chemical
Regulation Branch (’1%798], Office of
Toxic Substances, Environmental
Protection Agency, 401 M St. SW,
WasbingtoL DC 20460. Descriptive
information and instructions for filling in
the form are included in paragraphs
(a)(4) (i) through (vii) of this section.
(4) All of the following information
shall be provided to EPA on Form 771053:
(i) The name of the faci!ity, and the
name of the owner or operator of the
facility.
(ii) EPA identification number, if any,
previously issued to the facility.
[iii) The facility’s mailing address.
(iv) The location of the facility.
(v) The facility’s installation contact
and telephone number.
(vi) The type of PCB waste activity
engaged in at the facility.
(vii) Signature of the signer of the
certification statement, typed or printed
name and official title of signer, and
date signed.
[viii) EPA has determined that the
information in paragraphs [a)(4) [i)
through (a)(4) (vii) of this section shall
not be treated as confidential business
information. This information will be
disclosed to the public without further
notice to the submitter unless the
submitter provides a written
justification [submitted with the
notification form) which demonstrates
extraordinary reasons why the
information should be entitled to
confidential treatment.
(b) Generatore (other than those
generators exempt from notification
under paragraph (c)(I) of this section),
commercial storers, transporters, and
disposers of PCB waste who have
previously notified EPA or a State of
hazardous waste activities under RCRA
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sha!l notify EPA of their PCB waste
activities under this part by filing EPA
Form 7710-53 with EPA by no later than
April 4,1980. The notification shall
include the EPA identification number
previously issued by EPA or the State
and upon receipt of the notiflcatio~ EPA
shall verify and authorize the use of the
previously issued identification number
for PCB waste activities.
(c)(1) Generators of PCB waste need
not notify EPA and receive unique EPA
identification numbers under this
section, unless their PCB waste
activities are described in paragraph
(c)(2) of this section. Generators
exempicti fro,m notifying WA under this
paragraph shall use the generic
identification number “40 CFR PART
761” on the manifests, records, and
reports which they shall prepare under
this subpart, unless such generators
elect to use a unique EPA identification
number previously assigned to them
under RCRA by EPA or a State.
(2) Generators of PCB waste who use,
own, service, or process PCBS or PCB
Items shall notify EPA of their PCB
waste activities only if they own or
operate PCB storage facilities subject to
the storage requirements of ~ 761.65 (b)
or (c)(7). Such generators shaIl notify
EPA in the following manne~
(i) Generators storing PCB waste
subject to the storage requirements of
$761.65 (b) or (c)(7) shall notify EPA by
filing EPA Form 7710-53 with EPA by no
later than April 4,1990.
(ii) Generators who desire !O
commence storage of PCB waste after
Febrrmry 5, IXIO shall notify EPA and
receive an WA identification number
before they may commence storage of
PCBS at their facilities established under
~ 761.65 (b) or [c)(7].
(iii) A separate notification shall be
submitted to EPA for each PCB storage
facility owned or operated by generators
of PCB waste. Upon receiving these
notifications, EPA will assign generators
unique EPA identification numbers for
each storage facility notifying EPA
under this section.
(d) Persons required to notify under
this section shall ffle EPA Form 7710-53
with EPA by mailing the form to the
following address: Chief, Chemical
Regulation Branch (TS-796), office of
Toxic Substances, Environmental
Protection Agency, Rrn. NE-117, 401 M
St., SW, Washington DC 20480.
(e) The requirements under this
section to noti~ EPA and obtain EPA
identification numbers shall in no case
excuse compliance by any person
subject to the l-year limit on stor~ge
prior to disposal under $ 761.65(a).
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(~PLMOVGdb
the Office of Management and
. ..
Budget unde~ control number 207&Ol12.)
$761.207
The manifest-genera!
requlrementa.
(a) A generator

who

relinquishes

control over PCB wastes by
transporting, or offering for transport by
his own vehicle or by a vehicle owned
by another person, PCB waste for
commercial off-site storage or off-site
disposal shall prepare a manifest on
EPA Form 8700-22, and if necessary, a
continuation sheet. The generator shall
specify:
(I] For each bu!!c load of PCBS, the
identity of the PCB waste, the earliest
date of removal from serviw for
disposal, and the weight in kilograms of
the PCB waste.
(2) For each PCB Article Container or
PCB Container, the unique identi&ing
number, type of PCB waste (e.g., soil,
debris, small capacitors], earliest date of
removal from service for disposai, and
weight in kilograms of the PCB waste
contained.
(3) For each PCB Article not in a PCB
Container or PCB Article Container, the
serial number if availabIe, or other
identification if there is no serial
number, the date of removal from
service for disposal, and weight in
kilograms of the PCB waste in each PCB
Article.
(b) FRA does not maintain supplies of
printed copies of Form 870&22 for
public use, although printed copies of
the manifest may be avaiIabIe from
State offices. Camera-ready copies of
the form are available for printing
purposes from State offices, EPA
Regional
offices, and EPA
Headquarters.
(c) If the State to which the shipment
is manifested (i.e., consignment State]
supplies the manifest and requires its
use, then the generator must use that
manifest.
(d) if the consignment State does not
supply the manifest, but the State in
which the generator is located [i.e.,
generator State) supplies the manifest
and requires its use, then the generator
must use that State’s manifest.
(e) If both the consignment State and
the generator State supply manifests
and require their use, the generator must
use the consignment State’s manifest.
(fj If neither the generator State nor
the consignment State supplies the
manifest, the generator may obtain the
manifest from any source.
(g) A generator shall designate on the
manifest one off-site commercial storage
or disposal facility approved under this
part for the commercial storage or
disposal of the PCBS and PCB Items
described on the manifest.
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(h) if the transporter is unable to
deliver the PCB waste to the designated
disposer or commercial storer, the
transporter must contact the generator
of the PCB waste for instructions. The
generator shall either designate another
approved disposer or commercial storer,
or instruct the transporter to return the
PCB waste back to the generator.
(i) The manifest which accompanies
the PCB waste shall consist of at a
minimum the number of copies required
to provide the generator, the initial
transporter, each subsequent
transporter, and the owner or operator
of the designated commercial storage or
disposal facility with one legible copy
each for their records, and one
additional copy to be returned to the
generator by the owner or operator of
the first designated commercial storage
or disposal facility.
(j) me requirements of this section
apply only to PCB wastes as defined in
$761.3. This includes PCB wastes with
PCB concentrations below 50 ppm
where the PCB concentration below 50
ppm was the result of dilutioru these
PCB wastes are required, under
~ 761.l(b]. to be managed as if they
contained PCB concentrations greater
than 50 ppm. An example of such a PCB
waste is spill cleanup materiai
containing Iess than 50 ppm PCBS when
the spill involved material containing
greater than 50 ppm.
$761.208
(a][l)

Use of the manifest.
generator of PCB waste

The

shall:
(i) Sign the manifest certification by
hand.
[ii] Obtain the handwritten signature
of the initial t~ansporter and date of
acceptance on the manifest.
(iii) Retain one copy among its records
in accordance wit!! $ 761.209(a).
(iv) Give to the transporter the
remaining copies of the manifest that
will accompany the shipment of PCB
waste.
(2] For bulk shipments of PCB waste
within the United States transported
solely by water, the generator shall send
three copies of the manifest dated and
signed in accordance with this section
directly to the owner or operator of the
designated commercial storage or
disposal facility. Copies of the manifest
are not required for each transporter.
(3) For rail shipments of PCB waste
within the United States which originate
at the site of generation, the generator
shall send at least three copies of the
manifest dated and signed in
accordance with this section to:
(i) The next non-rail transporter, if
any.
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(ii] The designated commercial
storage or disposal facility if transported
solely by rail.
(4) When a generator has employed
an independent transporter to transport
the PCB waste to a commercial storer or
disposer, the generator shall confirm by
telephone, or by other means of
confirmation agreed to by both parties,
that the commercial storer or disposer
actually received the manifested waste.
The generator shall confii receipt of
the waste by close of business the day
after he receives the manifest handeigned by the commercial storer or
disposer, in accordance with paragraph
(c)(I)(iv) of this section. If the generator
has not received the hand-signed
manifest within 35 days after the
independent transporter accepted the
PCB waste, the generator shall
telephone, or communicate with by
some other agreed-upon mp ms, the
disposer or commercial storer to
determine whether the PCB waste has
actually been received. If the PCB waste
has not been received the generator
shall contact the independent
transporter to determine the disposition
of the PCB waste. If the generator has
not received a hand-signed manifest
from an EPA-approved facility within 10
days from the date of Lhe telephone call
or other agreed upon means of
communication, to the independent
transporter, the generator Shdi submit
an exception report to the EPA Regional
Administrator for the Region in which
the generator is located, as specified in
~ 761.215. The generator shall retain a
written record of all telephone or other
confirmations to be included in the
amual document log, in accordance
with ~ 7EI.180.
(b)(l) A transporter shall not accept
PCB waste from a generator unless it is
accompanied by a manifest signed by
the generator in accordance with
paragraph (a)(lj of this section, except
that a manifest is not required if any one
of the following conditions exists:
(i) The shipment of PCB waste
consists solely of PCB wastes with PCB
concentrations below 50 ppm, uriess the
PCB concentra’-.on below 50 ppm was
the result of dilution, in which case
$ 761.l(b) requires that the waste be
managed
as if it contained PCBS at the
concentration prior to dilution.
[ii) The PCB waste is accepted by the
transporter for transport only to a
storage or disposal facility owned or
operated by the generator of the PCB
waste.
(z) Before transporting the PCB waste,
the transporter shall sign and date the
manifest acknowledging acceptance of
the PCB waste from the generator. The
transporter shall return a signed copy to
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the generator before leaving the
generator’s facility.
(3) The transporter shall ensure that
the manifest accompanies Lie PCf3
waste.
(4) A transporter who delivers PCB
waste to another transporter, or to the
designated commercial storer or
disposer of PCB waste, shall:
(i) Obtain the date of delivery and the
handwritten signature of the subsequent
transporter of PCB waste, or of the
owner or operator of the designated
commercial storage or disposal facility
on the manifest.
(ii] Retain one copy of the manifest in
accordance with $ 761.209(b).
(iii) Give the remaining copies of the
manifest to the accepting transporter of
PCB waste, or to the designated
commercial storage or disposal facility.
(5) The requirements of paragraphs [b)
(3) and (4) of this section shall not apply
to transporters of bulk shipments by
water if all of the following conditions
are meti
(i) The PCB waste is delivered by
water [bulk shipment) to the designated
commercial storage or disposal facility.
(ii) A shipping paper containing all the
information required on the manifest
(excluding EPA identification number,
generator certification, and signatures]
accompanies the PCB waste.
(iii] The transporter delivering the
PCB waste obtains the date of delivery
and handwritten signature of the owner
or operator of the designated
commercial storage or disposal facility
on either the manifest or the shipping
paper.
(iv) The person delivering the PCB
waste to the initial water (bulk
shipment) transporter obtains the date
of delivery and sigmture of the water
(bulk shipment) transporter on the
manifest and forwards it to the
designrited facility.
(v] A copy of the shipping paper or
manifest is retained by each water (bulk
shipment] transporter in accordance
with ~ 761.209(b).
(6) For shipments involving rail
transportation, the requirements of
paragraphs (b) (3] and (b)(4) of this
section shall not apply. Instead, the
requirements described at $ 263.20(~ of
this chapter for the rail transportation of
hazardous waste apply to such
shipments. The rail transporter shall
retain one copy of the manifest or rail
shipping paper in accordance with
$ 761.209(b].
(7) The transporter shall deliver the
entire quantity of PCB waste accepted
from a generator or transporter to either
of the following destinations:
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(i) The designated cormnercia} storage
or disposal facility listed on the
manifest.
(ii) The next designated transporter of
PCB waste.
[8) If the PCB waste camot be
delivered in accordance with paragraph
(b)[7) of this section, the transporter
shall contact the generator for further
directions and shall revise the manifest
and/or return the PCB waste according
to the generator’s instructions.
(9) No provision of this section shall
be construed to affect or limit the
applicability of any requirement
applicable to transporters of PCB w-aste
under regulations issued by the
Department of Transportation (DOT)
and set forth at 49 CPR part 171.
(c)(1) If a commercial storage or
disposal facility receives an off-site
shipment of PCB waste accompanied by
a manifest, the owner or operator, or his
agenL shalk
(i) Sign and date each cmpy of the
manifest to certify that the PC13waste
covered by the manifest was received.
[ii) Note any significant disaepancies
in the manifest (as defined in
$ 761.210(a)(l)) on each copy of the
manifest.
(iii] Immediately give the transporter
at least one copy of the signed manifest.
(iv] Within 30 days after the delivery,
send a copy of the manifest to the
generator.
(v) Retain a copy of each manifest
among the facility’s records in
accordance with ~ 761.209(d).
(z] If a cornunercial storage or disposal
facility receives PCB waste from a rail
or water [bulk shipment) transporter
accompanied by a shipping paper
containing all the information required
on the manifest except the EPA
identification numbers, generator’s
certification, and signatures, the owner
or operator, or his agent, shall:
(i) Sign and date each copy of the
manifest or shipping paper to certify
that the PCB waste covered by the
manifest or shipping paper was
received.
(ii) Note any significant discrepancies
in the manifest or shipping paper on
each copy of the manifest or shipping
paper.
(iii) Immediately give the rail or water
transporter at least one copy of the
manifest or shipping psqrer, if applicable.
(iv) Within 30 days after the delivery,
send a copy of the signed and dated
manifest to the generaton however, if
the manifest has not been received
within 30 days after delivery, the owner
or operator shall send a copy of the
shipping paper signed and dated to the
generator.
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(v] Retain at the commercial storage
or disposal facility a copy of the
manifest and shipping paper, if signed in
lieu of the manifest, in accordance with
~ 761.209[d).
(3] Whenever an off-site shipment of
PCB waste is initiated from a
commercial storage or disposal facility,
the owner or operator of the commercial
storage or disposal facility shall comply
with the manifest requirements that
apply to generators of PCB waste.
$761.209 Retention of manifest records.
(a) A generator of PCB waste shall
keep a copy of each manifest signed in
accordance with $ 761.208[a][l) until the
generator receives a signed copy from
the designated commercial storage or
disposal facility which received the PCB
waste. The copy signed by the
commercial storer or disposer shall be
retained for at least 3 years from the
date the PCB waste was accepted by the
initial transporter. A generator subject
to annual document requirements under
$761.160 shall retain copies of each
manifest for the period required by
4 761.180(a).
[b)(i) A transporter of PCB waste
shall keep a copy of the manifest signed
by the generator, transporter, and the
next designated transporter, if
applicable, or the owner or operator of
the designated commercial storage or
disposal facility. This copy shall be
retained for a period of at least 3 years
from the date the PCB waste was
accepted by the initial transporter.
(2) For shipments of PCB waste
delivered to the designated commercial
storage or disposal facility by water
(bulk shipment], each water (bulk
shipment) transporter shall retain a copy
of the shipping paper described in
$ 761.208(b)[5)(ii) for a period of at least
3 years from the date the PCB waste
was accepted by the initial transporter.
(3) For shipments of PCB waste by rail
within the United States:
(i) The initial rail transporter shall
keep a copy of the manifest and the
shipping paper required to accompany
the PCB waste for a period of at least 3
years from the date the PCB waste was
accepted by the initial transporter.
(ii) The final rail transporter shall
keep a copy of the signed manifest, or
the required shipping paper if signed by
the desi~ated facility in lieu of the
manifest, for a period of at least 3 years
from the date the PCB wast,e was
accepted by the initial transporter.
(c] The owner or operator of a PCB
cormnercial storage or disposal facility
that receives off-site shipments of PCB
waste shall retain at the faci!ity for at
least 3 years a copy of each manifest or
skipping pa}er that the owner Or
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operator signs in accordance with
$ 761.208(c)(I) or (c)(3).
(d) The periods of record retention
required by this section shall be
extended automatically during the
course of any outstanding enforcement
action regarding the regulated activity.
(Approved by the Office of Management and
Budget under control number 207tHtl12)
$761.210

Manifest diacrepmcies.

[a) Manifest discrepancies are
differences between the quantity or type
of PCB waste designated on the
manifest or shipping paper and the
quantity or type of PCB waste actual!y
delivered to and received by a
designated faci!ity.
(1) Significant discrepancies in
quzntity are:
(i) Variations greater than IO percent
in weight of PCB waste in containers.
(ii) Any variation in piece count, such
as a discrepancy of one PCB
Transformer or PCB Container or PCB
Article Container in a truckload.
(z) Significant discrepancies in type of
PCB waste are obvious differences
which may be discovered by inspection
or waste analysis, such as the
substitution of solids for liquids or the
substitution of high concentration PCBS
(above ~00 ppm) with lower
concentration maierials.
(b) Upon discovering a significant
discrepancy, the owner or operator of
the designated. commercial storage or
disposal facility shall attempt to
reconcile the discrepancy with the
waste generator or transporter. If the
discrepancy is not resolved within 15
days after receiving the PCJ3waste, such
owner or operator shall immediately
submit to the Regional Administrator for
the Region in which the designated
facility is located a letter describing tie
discrepancy and attempts t~ reconcile it,
and a copy of the manifest or shipping
paper at issue.
(Approved by the Office of Management and
Budget under control number
~ 761.211

Unmanifested

2070-0112)

waste report.

(a) After April 4,1990, if a PCB
commercial storage or disposal facility
receives any shipment of PCB waste
from an off-site source without an
accompanying manifest or shipping
paper (where required in place of a
manifest), and any part of the shipment
consists of any PCB waste regulated for
disposal, then the owner or operator of
the commercial storage or disposal
facility shall attempt to contact the
generator, using information supplied by
the transporter, to obtaiil a manifest or
to return the PCE waste.
(b) If the owner or operatur of the
ccri\1merci81 storage

or disposal

facilitj,
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cannot contact the generator of the PCB
waste, he shall notify the Regional
Administrator of the EPA region in
which his facility is located of the
umnanifested PCB waste so that the
Regional Administrator can determine
whether further actions are required
before the owner or operator may store
or dispose of the unmanifested PCB
waste.
(c) Within 15 days after receiving the
unmaniicsted PCB waste, the owner or
operator shall prepare and submit a
report to the Regional Administrator for
the Region in which the commercial
storage or disposal facility is located
and to the Regional Administrator for
the Region in which the PCB waste
originated, if krro-wn. The report may be
submitted on EPA Form 8700-13B, or by
a written letter designated
“Unmanifested Waste Report.” The
report shall include the fofiowing
information:
(1) The EPA identification number,
T.d:ile, and address of the pCB
commercial storage or disposal facility.
[~) The date the commercial storage or
disposal facility received the
unmanifested PCB w-aste.
(3) The EPA identification number,
name, and address of the generator and
transporter, if available.
(4) A description of the type and
quantity of the unmanifested PCB waste
received at the facility.
(5] A brief explanation of why the
waste was unmanifested, if known.
(6) The disposition made of the
unmanifested waste by the commercial
storage or disposal facilitjj, including
(i) If the waste was stored or disposed
by that facility, was the generator
identified and was a manifest
subsequently supplied.
(ii) If the waste was sent back to the
generator, why and when.
(Approved by the Office of Management
Budget under control number 2070-0112)
Q 761.215

and

Exception reporting.

A generator of PCB waste, who
does not receive a copy of the manifest
with the handwritten signature of the
owner or operator of the designated PCB
commercial storage or disposal facility
within 35 days of the date the waste was
accepted by the initial transporter, shall
immediately contact the transporter
and/or the owner or operator of the
designated facility to determine the
status of the PCB waste.
(b) A generator of PCB waste sha!l
submit an Exception Report to the
Regional Administrator for the Region in
which the generator is located if the
generator has not received a copy of the
manifest with the handwritten signature
[a)

I
52756
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of the owner or operator of the
designated facility wit!lin 45 days of the
date the waste was accepted by the
initial transporter. The Exception Report
shall include the following:
(1) A legible copy of the manifest for
which the generator does not have
confirmation of delivery.
(z) A cover letter signed by the
generator or his authorized
representative explaining the efforts
taken to locate the PCB waste and the
results of those efforts.
[c] A disposer of PCB waste shall
submit a One-year Exception Report to
the Regional Administrator for the
Region in which the disposal facility is
located whenever the following occurs:
(1) The disposal facility receives PCBS
or PCB Items on a date more than 9
months from the date the PCBS or PCB
Items were removed from service for
dispo’sal, as indicated on the manifest or
continuation sheeb and
(2) Because of contractu~l
commitments or other factors affecting
the facility’s disposal capacity, the
disposer of PCB waste could not dispose
of the affected PCBS or PCB Items within
1 year of the date of removal from
service for disposal.
(d) A generator or commercial storer
of PCB waste who manifests PCBS or
PCB Items to a disposer cf PCB waste
shall submit a One-year Exception
Report to the Regional Achninistrator for
ihe Region in which the generator or
commercial storer is located whenever
t!le fol!owing occurs:
[1] The generator or commercial storer
transferred the PCEISor PCB Items to the
disposer of PCB waste on a date more
than 9 months from the date of removal
from service for disposal of the affected
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PCBS or PCB Items, as indicated on the
manifest or continuation sheet; and
(z) The generator or commercial storer
either has not received within 13 months
from the date of removal from service
for disposal a Certificate of Disposal
confirming the disposal of the affected
PCBS or PCB Items, or the generator or
commercial storer receives a Certificate
of Disposal confirming disposal of the
affected PCBS or PCB Items on a date
more than 1 year after the date of
removal from service.
[e) The One-year Exception Report
shall include:
(1) A legible copy of any manifest or
other written communication relevant to
the transfer and disposal of the affected
PCBS or PCB Items.
[2) A cover letter signed by the
submitter or an authorized
representative explaining.
(i) The date(s) when the PCBS or PCB
Items were removed from service for
disposal.
[ii) The date(s) when the PCBS or PCB
Items were received by the submitter of
the report, if applicable.
(iii) The date(s) when the affected
PCBS or PCB Items were transferred to a
designated disposal facility.
(iv) The identity of the transporters,
commercial storers, or disposers known
to be involved with the transaction.
(v) The reason, if known, for the delay
in bringing about the disposal of the
affected PCBS or PCB Items within 1
year from the date of removal from
sen’ice for disposal.
(Approved

by the Oiflce

of klanagemcnt

and

Budget under control number 207&Ol12)
~ 761.218

Certificate

of dlspoaal.

(a] For each shipment r-f manifested
PCB waste that the owner or operator of

and
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a disposal facility accepts by signing the
manifest, the owner or operator of the
disposal facility shall prepare a
Certificate of Disposal for the PCBS and
PCB Items disposed of at the facility,
which shall include:
(1) The identity of the disposal
facility, by name, address, and EPA
identification number.
(2) The identity of the PCB waste
affected by the Certificate of Disposal
including reference to the manifest
number for the shipment.
(3) A statement certifying the fact of
disposal of the identified PCB waste,
including the date(s] of disposal, and
identifying the disposal process used.
[~) A certification as defined in
$761.3.
[b) The Certificate of Disposal shall be
sent to the generator identified on the
manifest which accompanied the
shipment of PCB waste within 30 days of
the date that disposal of the PCB waste
identified on the manifest was
completed.
(c) The disposal facility shall keep a
copy of each Certificate of Disposal
among the records that it retains under
$ 761.180[b).
(d](l) Generators of PCB waste shall
keep a copy of each Certificate of
Disposal that they receive from
disposers of PCB waste among the
records t!!cy retain under $ 761.180(a).
(2) Commercial storers of PCB waste
shail keep a copy of each Certificate of
Dispcsfil that tiley receive from
disposers of PCElwaste among the
records the retain under ~ 761.180( b].
[FR Dec. 9S-29638
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